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Iqntatiyc Progrwme 
Semlnnr on Future of European Security 

l - G Nmmbcr 1994- CF..SKY KRUMLOV. C,;eeh Republic 

Arrival in Prague and Transfer to CESKY KRUMLOV 
Evening welcome drinks/dinner followed by: 
~')m'lE~m.~"t.":\\'ill_~-ru,~'h~~~'it~ii>"l\b'iil.lS by M· T s 
~nc:;~'lr"~~'t;~~~;~~~~~u~~~~'~' J. oma. 

European Security: A myth or realitv? 

A German point of view (Mr. Bartsch) 
A French point of view (Ms. Bloch-Laine) 
A Danish point of view (Ms. Hansen) 
A C7..ech point of view (Dr. Sedivy) 
General discussion 

An Ukrainian point of view (Mr. Droniuk) 
A Turkish point of view (Ms. Bostanoglu) 
General discussion 

Guest speaker: 
Mr. Hans-Jochen Peters, Head, Central and Eastern Europe & Liaison Section
Political Affairs Division, NATO Headquarters, Brussels -
" European Security; Where arc we heading?" 
followed by 
Reception hosted by the Mayor of tbe city of Ccsky Krumlov 

European Security: With or without NortJ1 America? 

A US point of view (Dr. Kay) 
A Canadian point of view (Dr. Sens) 
A Belgian point of view (Mr. Sauer) 
General discussion 

Jtfjj'$j!f'~i~AW~Wi't#fi1"AW~,'J'WM#'Mff%{t't;;'~1 ~,.K~~z/.W&w,;~},':J!I~~lW/~;.M~l!WM~Wi1'/;~:; 
A Russian point of view (Dr. Kaffka) 
A Lithuanian point of view (Mr. Laurinavicius) 
A German point of view (Mr. F. Umbach) 
General discussion 
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Czechoslovak History 1918 - 1993 
loM~S kR_ )'L 1 ll_.,.clo,\-....J K.u~E.N~P. 

Ladies and Gentleman: 

Allow me to express my pleasure having a chance to report at 
this seminar briefly on the Chechoslovak history from the very 
beginning in the year 1918 till the end in the year 1993, when 
the independent Czech and Slovak Republics were established. 

At the beginning of my lecture it is necessary to remind 
that the Czechoslovak foreign policy was older than the 
independent state itself. Our foreign policy began to form within 
the World War I. Our representatives of the foreic;Jn "revolt" 
began to form an extensive diplomatic activ1ty, which 
consequently played decisive role in the formation of our state. 
It is possible to say that the Czech nation in its desire for the 
independence seeked an ally, first of all in Russia due to 
slavonic origin of both nations and at the same time in France. 
It is necessary to state that the Czech nation considerd the 
Slovak nation as the closest ally, which under the Hungarian 
oppression was threatened with a complete fall. 

In the course of the World War I. the original Czech 
constitutional platform methamorphosed into the idea to form an 
independent state. They realized that a chance to gain the 
national independence depended on the defeat of 
Austrian-Hungarian Empire. So that main representatives professor 
Tomas Garrique Masaryk, Dr Edvard Benes and Milan Rastislav 
Stefanik linked the future of the Czech and Slovaks with final 
victory of The allies and the formation of a new democratic 
Europe with Czechoslovakia as its component. 

Czech Foreign Comittee was formed in 1915, later this 
committee was changed into the Czech National Council in the head 
with professor Masaryk. The Council soon received a support from 
expatriates who lived abroad, espacially in the United States and 
Russia. The aim to gain the independence for our nations gained 
weight among the members of volunteer units of Czechoslovak 
legionnaires in Russia, France and Italy. Their members were 
recruited from prisoners of war and soldiers of Austro-Hungarian 
armed forces. By the end of the war the legions represented a 
force of about 100.000 men at arms. 

In the year 1917 political representation at home as a wnole 
started to support the Czech National Council abroad. In 1918 
this Council gained a support of foreign Powers, which recognised 
the Council as the representative of an allied nation as well. 

So called Pittsburgh's Agreement about the future status of 
Slovakia in Czechoslovak state was achieved on 30th May 1918 
between the representatives of Czech and Slovak organizations in 
the U.S.A and signed by professor Masaryk. 
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A preliminary Czechoslovak government in abroad in the head 
with Masaryk was formed on 26th September 1918. 

On october .28th_l918 .the independence of Czecho.slovakia was 
declared. This foundation of the rerublic in 1918 ended an 
historic struggle of several centurles duration for their 
national liberation from the rule of the Habsburgs. 

So October 28th marks the most 
country's modern history and is observed 
present Czech Republic. 

memorable date of the 
as a National Day of the 

Czechoslovakia shortly afterwards was recognised 
internationally. Czechoslovakia comprised the Czech Lands, which 
had existed as such since the 11th century, Slovakia which had 
been until 1918 a part of Hungary and Ruthenia also previously 
attached to Hungary. Czechoslovakla occupied an area of 140.408 
sq. km and in the year 1921 had a population of 13,6 million 
including Czechoslovaks 64,7% (Czechs 50%, Slovaks 14,7%, Germans 
22,8%, Hungarians 5,1%, Ruthenians 3,7%) 

T.G. Masaryk was elected Czechoslovakia's first president, 
who insisted on a concept of humanitarian democracy, which he 
derived from the combined traditions of Bohemian reformation and 
Anglo-saxon parliamentarism. 

The assurance of its international safety was the main task 
of the foreign policy of a newly established state. The first 
possibility to secure it was at the peace conference in 
Versailles. Czechoslovakia belonged to the victorious states, so 
its signature under the truce treaty. 

' 

At this conference Dr. Edvard Benes the first minister of 
Foreign Affaires with his excelent diplomatic activity 
contributed very much to its success and helped to secure a full 
recognition of Czechoslovakia as well as all its frontiers 
including Ruthenia and the Southern Slovak frontier on the 
Danube, Ipel and from the town Rimavska Sobota upto the estuary 
of the river Uh to the Laborec and along the river Uh to the 
Carpathian ridge. 

The frontier between Czechoslovakia and Poland was formally 
set, but the definite demarkation was to be set by a special 
committe of the Great Powers one year later. But some areas 
remained to be an apple of discord for the future. 

The conclusion of Saint Germain Agreemnet was 
for Czechoslovakia in the year 1919. Here 
recognised the independence of Czechoslovakia. On 

the key 
Austria 
the same 

event 
fully 
date, 
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on the lOth September 1919 Czechoslovakia signed so called Little 
Saint Germain Agreement where it pledged to keep the rights of 
national minorities on its territory. 

The negotiation about the peace agreement with Hungary 
dragged out a very long time due to the existence of the 
Hungarian Soviet Republic and with an aim of a new anticommunist 
governement to keep all the areas of so called Saint Stephen 
crown though their planes were unrealistic. The peace agreement 
between Hungary and Czechoslovakia was signed not sooner than on 
4th June 1920 in Trianon. 

The signature on the Trianon agreement ended the lth stage 
in the building of the independent Czechoslovak state. 

At that time Czechoslovakia ranked among the world's ten 
leading industrial countries, was selfsufficient in agriculture 
etc. The years between the wars represented the most fruitful era 
of this state. The international status, a factor which depend on 
the system of international stability was for the existence of 
the newly established state very important. 

In these years Czechoslovak foreign policy was especially 
oriented on France, with which Czechoslovakia had very friendly 
relations, France granted a help to Czechoslovakia as well. The 
membership in so called "Little Entente" Little agreement with 
Yugoslavia and Rumania played a very significiant role especially 
towards Hungary (and consequently against Germany). This 
agreement was not fruitful but at the very moment strengthened 
their consciousness. 

As it was said Poland was the whole time a problematic 
neighbour due to the dispute over the area Tesinsko. 
Czechoslovakia was not successful to establish friendly 
relationship with its northern neighbour. 

But the main 
tried to minimize 
years showed that 

source of danger was 
this threat as much as 
this fear happend to be 

Germany. Czechoslovakia 
possible. But folloving 
fateful. 

It is necessary to state at this point that Czechoslovakia 
played an active role in a newly established League of Nations. 
In the period between two world wars Dr. E. Benes, the first 
ministr of Foreign Affairs and later on a president of 
Czechoslovakia played there an outstanding role and became a 
politician of a high european repute. 

Now I wish to speak about the break of the history which 
influenced not only the history of Czechoslovakia, but the whole 
world too. From the early "30s" Nazi Germany became the main 
source of danger for the world peace. 
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From the very beginning, German nationalists and captains of 
industry refused to accept the outcome of the World War I. They 
continued to consider "Central Europe" as their exclusive sphere 
of influence. They considered the whole situation as provisional, 
and which a strong Germany could only change to their favour. 
Germans living in the Czech border region were to play a 
significant role in the realization of these aggresive plans. 

Until the rise of Hitler, there was no serious Sudeten 
political movement which could ask for more freedom. Then in 1933 
when Hitler became a chancellor, the virus of national socialism 
struck the Sudeten Germans. They immediately formed the Sudeten 
German Party under the leadership of Konrad Henlein, fully 
accepted Hitler's instructions that demands should by permanently 
made in such a way which would be unacceptable by the 
Czechoslovak government. Or as Henlein summarized "We must always 
demand so much that we can never be satisfied". The German 
minority got full support from Germany but from other abroad too. 
Henlein visited the United Kingdom to see Mr Robert Vansittar, 
chief diplomatic adviser to the Foreign secretary and other 
British officials and nobleman. He spoke about the necessity of 
disintegration of the Czech political structure. 

The British and French governments applied the pressure 
upon the Czechoslovak government with the aim to grant far 
reaching concessions to the Sudeten Germans. In 1937 during the 
visit of the French minister of foreign affairs in Prague 
proclaimed that France would do their utmost to prevent a new 
war, but refused to grant any guarantee to help Czechoslovakia as 
per the allied agreement in case of an attack on it. 

Czechoslovakia as the only island of democracy in the centre 
of Europe began to stand alone. The year 1938 did not fortell 
Czechoslovakia anything good. A new French government in the 
head with Mr. Blume confirmed the validity of the mutual 
agreement, but this government was very quickly changed with the 
government headed by Daladier, who followed the steps of the 
British government which refused to express to the problem of . 
Czechoslovkia. Both followed the policy of so called appeasment 
of Hitler's Germany. 

On 20th February 1938 Hitler in his Berliner speech spoke 
about the requirment to liberate more than 10 millions of Germans 
from the oppression. It was clear he spoke about 7 millions 
Austrians and 3 millions Germans who lived in the Czech frontier 
area .. In a short time Germany occupied Austria. 

The Czechoslovak republic was prepared to defend itself 
against an attack by Germany which was manifested by mobilizing 
its armed forces on May 20th and Septembr 23rd 1938. 
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On september 19th British and French governments jointly 
presented proposals which Czechoslovakia would have to accept. 
All territories inhabited more than 50% by Sudeten Germans had to 
be turned over to Germany etc. They were rejected. But the 
British and French anxious 'to avoid war at any cost insisted on 
their proposals and increased their preassure and told that 
Czechoslovakia could not expect any help from France or Britain. 
Chamberlain and Daladier went to Munich to meet Hitler and 
Mussolini and to sign the shameful agreement that alloved the 
Nazis to march into Czechoslovakia without a single shot being 
fired. Deprived from the international backing president Benes 
and the cabinet bowed and accepted this dictate or as it was said 
in our country Munich betrayl. The country was deprived of its 
historical frontiers, as well as of a natural geographical border 
formed by a mountain range heavily fortified ridges which were 
essential for its defence. 

Hundreds and thousands were forced to leave their homes and 
looked emergency accomodation in the middle of the country •. This 
event and especially behaviours of France and Great Britain left 
for a very long time in the minds of Czechs and Slovaks a very 
big scar. It is necessary to point out that especially France 
disappointed very much owing to the fact that during the period 
of the "First republic'' France was considered as the best and 
most closed ally. 

The post-Munich Second Republic lasted only 6 months. On 
March 14th 1939 Slovaks nationalists from undemocratic Slovak 
People's Party proclaimed the establishment of the Slovak state, 
which was converted into a satellite of Third Reich. Hungary was 
allowed to occupy Ruthenia. On March 15th Nazi troops occupied 
the Czech lands which were transformed to German Protectorate 
Bohemia and Moravia. On this date Czechoslovakia as an 
independent and democratic state disappeared. 

A total of 350.000 Czechoslovak citizens (including 130.000 
Jews) fell on the battle fields and as members of resistance or 
were killed in Nazi concentration camps and jails during World 
War II. Czechoslovak soldiers fought on all World War II 
continents, pilots defended London, bombed enemy territories, 
land troops fought in the Middle East, North Africa and Ukraine. 

Czechoslovakia was liberated on May 9th 1945, when the Red 
Army entered Prague. In Yalta the A1lyes agreed upon the 
liberation of Czechoslovakia by the Red Army. It is possible to 
say, that this decision cost plenty of Czech lives during the May 
revolution. Czech airmen, who helped to defend London to fly and 
help fighting Prague, the American troops which liberated Western 
part of Bohemia, were in Pilsen not allowed to continue in 
fighting and to liberate Prague. 



The liberation of Czechoslovakia by the Red Army 
strengthened traditional sympathies for Russia and at the same 
time enhanced the prestige of the communist party, British and 
French stances at the time of Munich were still very much in 
living memory. 

The communist party which became the country's leading 
political force after 1946 parliamentary elections. Stalin 
prepared Czechoslovakia's incorporation into the nee-colonist 
Soviet bloc. 

Their election vict?ry earned the Communists a strong power. 
Their leader became a prlme minister. To achieve their goals of 
eliminating parliamentary democracy. Democratically minded 
cabinet members protested in February 1948 in a collective 
resignation. Gottwald used the threat of civil war to induce 
president Benes in accepting their resignation and appointing a 
pro-communist cabinet. President Benes bowed under this pressure. 
Parliamentary elections in May 1948 were no longer carried out 
according to democratic rules and consequently this regime won a 
90% approval for its policy. In June 1948 ill president Benes 
resigned. 

The Communist dictatorship ruled in Czechoslovakia 
years. It is not possible to speak about the Czechoslovak 
policy in this period. It simply and without objections 
the Soviet policy. 

for 41 
foreign 
coppied 

The year 1968 was the only exception of these years, when 
Czechoslovak Communists tried to reform the system, demanded 
democratization of society etc. This period is called "Prague 
spring". Alexander Dubcek the new trend's leading representative 
won a support of the majority of citizens for his concept of 
"Socialism with a human face", for a more liberal political 
system and more independent international standing. 

The Prague Spring which represented a threat to the Soviet 
model of socialism was destroyed by the armed forces of the 
U.S.S.R., Bulgaria, Hungary, East Germany and Poland on 21st 
August 1968. By this fact the Soviet Union lost the reputation, 
which had gained in 1945. The overwhelming majority of the 
population greeted the invasion with passive resistance. The 
leaders of Prague Spring were removed from their posts. 

The new Communist party leadership headed by Husak, Bilak, 
Jakes and others were considered as traitors. The period of 
1970's and 1980's of their ruling was called "Normalization" and 
meant the deepening of Czechoslovak economic, cultural and above 
all moral decline. The Czechoslovak foreign policy was much more 
obedient to the Soviet one. All reformist steps were revoked. The 
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only exception was the establishment of the Czechoslovak Federal 
Republic, with two states the Czech Republic and the Slovak 
Republic. 

Plenty of people were deprived of the possibility to work at 
their posts, the Soviet invasion generated a new wave of 
emigration. The apathy spread in the Czech and Slovak n~tions.f?r 
nearly 21 years. In the course of the 1980's the flrst ClVlC 
initiative Charter 77, tried to awake the whole nation to defend 
human and civic rights, to observe Czechoslovak compliance with 
the Helsinki Charter etc. 

The totalitarian regime crumbling internally and weakened 
internationally with the effects of the Gorbatchov "Perestrojka", 
chaqges in Poland and Hungary influenced the people in our 
country a especially our young generation. A mounting resistance 
which culminated with demonstrations held on the anniversary of 
Jan Palachs act ln January 1989. On 17th November 1989 -
international day of students, Prague students organized a 
demonstration which was very brutally suppressed by police 
forces. It provoked a student strike in the following days, which 
was joined by Prague actors. This strike gained sympathy of the 
whole nation. The wave of public discontent rapidly spread in the 
whole coutry. The existing human rights movement amalgamated in 
the Civic forum and represented the anticommunist feelings. The 
Communist government handed resignation and a new government 
where Communists and Civic forum had equal representation was 
formed. Communist power collapsed upon the election of a new 
president on December 29th. The office was assumed by Vaclav 
Havel, who had earned international reput as a dramatic, as one 
of the leader of Charter 77. Definite collapse of the Communist 
power was finalized by first parliamentary election in June 
1990. ' 

Unfortunately I am sorry to say no , quiet development 
folloved after the collapse of Communist power. Political life in 
S1ovakia after the revolution took a somewhat different turn. The 
process of economic transformation caused a little more painful 
consequences, opened opportunities for platforms of populist and 
national orientations calling for the independence of Slovakia. 

The result of the parliamentary elections of June 1992 
showed the differences between the interests of these two 
republics. The Czechs voted the Civic Democratic Party headed by 
Vaclav Klaus, representative of radical transformation of the 
national economy. The Slovaks voted Vladimir Meciar's Movement 
for a democratic Slovakia, representative of a slower progress. 
Post-electoral talks between the two leaders soon revealed that 
their platforms are different to secure coexistence in a common 
state. The Slovak political representation made know its negative 
attitude towards federative form of the republic. So both 
representations agreed upon the split of Czechoslovakia as to 
December 31st 1992. 
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The division of Czechoslovakia was received in the Czech 
Lands with regret. It was performed in a peaceful an orderly 
manner. So the more than 70 year's history of the common state of 
Czech and Slovaks was closed. We can only hope that both states 
will gain a full respect on the international stage. As far as 
the Czech republic is concerned I am firmly convinced in it. 
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Introduction 

In view of the war in fonncr Yugoslavia and profound internHl and/or exlemal insecurity which 

thwatens stability and even political survival of various states in Ea~tern Europe, the tenn 

"Europ<><~n sec.urity" seems not well Sl.tited fora description ufreality. Nevertheless, it shuuld also 

not be too easily dismissed as a pure myth, for Western Europe haM ht>.comc the most pristine 

example of a democratic wne of stable peace. Thus, "European security" is at least a partial, i e 

rcgionally limited reality 1 

The cuTTcnt division of Europe into a compact region of stable peace and regions of instability, 

crises, violl'nt· conflicts and war signifies a marked difference Jlom the era of East-West 

e<m!Tontation. Of course, in this era, too, states were fundamentally diSJ<imilar with regard to their 

milicary and political capabilities, their goostrategic position, et cetera. While a number of states 

could reel relatively secure in the shade of superpower rivalry, others became victim• of military 

inte!Vention (e.s. Hungary, Poland, Cze<Jhoslovakia, Cyprus) or scenes of civil war (e.g. in 

No1ihern Ireland). However, nuclear stalemate between the two superpower~ and a rough 

military balance between Ea•t and West lent a high degree of stability to the overall structure of 

the bipolar state system. 2 Moreover, the peril of large-scale nuclear l!lmihilation represented an 

in1portant element of equality in European security affairs. 

As a result of the collapse of communism and the end of bipolarity, the scene!)' of European 

security ha< hoc.ome much more diversified. For the states of Western Eumpe the situation has 

significantly improved owing to the disappearence of the military threat posed hy the Soviet 

Union and it~ WarAAwPact: allies. (By the way, it is Gern1any who has won most in this respect.) 

The position of the furmer East European allies of the Soviet Union and the Baltic states is more 

ambiguous. Indeed, they have recovered fi"CC<Iom and independence, hut they arc also all-aid of 

becoming isolated in a security vacuum between a stal>lc b111 wmplacent community of West 

European states and an incalculable great-power in the East, natnely Russia. Finally, some of the 

rucccsso<~stale.s of the fu1mer Soviet Union and Yugoslavia exist in almost total in!K'.curity with 

only a slim chance of consolidation. 

Given this profound security differential- i.e. the existence of war ~'ncs side by side with a large 

area of stable peace or, as one of the most clear·sighted observers of rAtropean sec~trity affairs 

In this paper the term "Europe" refers to the "CSCE-Europe", thereby including the 
llnited States and Canada as actors. If not otherwise defmed in the text, "Ea~tem 
Europe" is used as a generic term describing the former communi~t st11.tes in Europe. 

2 See John J..ewis Gaddis, 'The LQng Peace. Elements of Stability in the Postwar 
International System', in: Jntematioual Security, Vol. 10 (1986), No. 4, pp. 99-142. 
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has put it, the remarkahle high degree of "inequality in matterll of war and peace"'-, the task of 

enhancing Ruropean secwity can be easily conceivoo of in terms of pre~erving and extending the 

zone of peace ·which already exists in Western Europe' Unquestionably, progress has been made 

in this direction. A number of East European states are in a fair way to developing stable 

democratic political ")'l'tems. Furthermore, the West European ~rates Arc supporting the transition 

to democracy in Eastern Europe, for instance by transfonning and opening their security institu

tions: NATO and WEU have taken on new tasks in view of new security challenges. They have 

also deve!op~.d new fo1ms of security cooperation with the states of Eastern Europe. While 

NATO seems ready to offer fhll membership to some of the fom1er Warsaw Pact members- at 

least in ~ vague perspectivc -, WEU's future role is hard to anticipate because its development 

will be closely linked to the currently unforeseeable dynamics of integration in the European 

Union.' The participating states ofCSCE, the only genuine nii-European security instittl!ion so 

far, have also develop00 new institutions and mechanisms, especially in the realm of conflict 

prevention and crisis management. 6 Perhaps even more important, they have agreed on an 

cXlensive set ofpdnciplcs, notms and rules f-or the OOtt$1.t'uclion and working ofec1nstitutional 

states and democratic institutions In the same field the Council of Europe is of growing 

importance, too. 

But, simultaneously, the war in former Yugoslavia has become the most dismal symbol of the 

Western states' lack of political 'vill and/or ability to export or "project" ~ecurity to the ctisis 
regions ofEaRtem F~1rope and the Balkans. In other words, the e)((ension of the Western zone 

of peace turns out to be much more difficult than expected in 1989/90. Why is this so? As will be 

argue{! in the following paragraphs, all-European security strntegies built on an extension of the 

Wcsto>.rn zone of peace have their limitations. Among other things, 

* 
* 

3 

4 

5 

6 

they provide no concrete answers to the special features of ethnic conflicts; 

they ~~m the risk of disregarding the fundamental change in the intemational (systemic) 

political context that has taken place in ]989/90; 

Nicole Gnesotto, U:.r.wms qf Yugoslavia (l"aris: WEU Institute for Sccutity Studies, 
Chaillot Paper No. 14, March 1994), pp. 1-2. 

For an excellent presentation of this view of European security sec Michael Brenner, 
'Multilateralism and European Soourity, in: Sun.•ival, Vol. 35 (1993), No. 2, pp. 138-155. 

See Mathias Jopp, The Sff'ategic lmplicaticms of nuropean Integration (London: 
lntemationallnstitutc for Strategic Studies, Adelph.i Paper No. 290, July 1994). 

See Kari .Mottlllii, 'Prosp<'.cts for Cooperntive Security in Europe: The Role of the CSCE', 
in: Michael R. Lucas (eel.), 771<: CSCE ill tm 1990s; <.'onstmcting Htropecm Sr!mrity and 
Cooperatioll (Raden-Baden: Nomos, 1993), pp. l-29. 
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* they tend to overlook structural probl~ms of liberal democracies to pursue ratiomd 

foreign and security policies. 

New Types of Conflict and the 

Lack of Promising Count~r-Strategies 

Perhaps the most slfiking change in European socurity is the replacement of the risk of major war 

by a diffusion of risks and sources of instability. But this diven;ity notwithstanding, l!lore and 

more \.Onflicts in Eumpc take their rise from politically mobilized and radiCI!lizcd sentiments of 

ethnic affiliation. 7 Ethnic conflicts are extremely complex phenomena, not only with regard tu 

their primary causes, but also bwnuse of the quasi-automatic invoiVI-1lltml of third-party 

governments and organinnions as patrons of one of the parties. Certain countries posse~s an 

ethnic mi>: so representative of regional rivalries that their domestic politic~ are nearly indi~tingu

i~ha.hle from re~,'ional quarrels. As a delicate mixture of intemal and international contlict, most 

ethnic conflicts unfold in an ambiguous normative environment, characterized by the con

tradicting norms of state sovereignty and territorial inte~:rity on the one hand and sclf-detemrina
tion (lll the other.' By their very nature they tend to tu m everyone into participants and - at k.asl 
potenti~l - combatants. The o~jcctives of adversaries in ethnic conflicts are mostly wholly 

incompatible And, last but not least, ethnic conflicts are characterized by a seemingly ination~l 

aiT<.'.ctive dynamic and !ttrong personal and collective beliefs and solidlllilies. 

Conflicts of this type raise serious problems for any attempt to build a new European SC<:Urity 

architeclllre. Obviously, traditional concepts of detem:nce and defense are hlll'dly helpful for 

ethnic conflict management. But non-military, political-diplomatic effi>rts of mediation by third

parties are often doomed to failw'C as well. They are complicated fi·om the very beginning by the 

said contradiction of nonnativc principles, by the multiplicity of actors involved 11nd by dynamics 

of a seemingly irrational nature. 

As the spread of democracy in Eastern Europe shows, democrntiT.ation can both temper and 

exacerbate ethnic tensions. Certainly, democracy and the rule of law arc n('.ccssary conditions of 

peaceful ethnic conflkt resolution, but these conditions do not suffice in any single case• 

7 See John Chipman, 'Managing the Politics of Parochialism', in: Sunival, Vol. 35 (1993), 
No. 1, pp. 143-170. 143-145. 

8 See Hurst Hannum, Autonomy, SrNereigllly, a11d Selj-Dctcmtination. The A<:wmodatioll 
qf Cmlfliclillg Rif(hf:!o·, (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1990), pp. 3-118. 

9 . See RencX: de Nevers, 'Democratization and Ethnic Conflict', in: Survival, Vol. 35 {1993), 
No. 2, pp. 31-48. 
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After the End of Bipolarity: 

Extension or Erosion of the Zone of Peace 

Any conceptualimtion of European .ccurity as an extension of the Western zone of peace has to 

mire into acc.ount that Western integration was facilitated- if not rendered possible at all- by at 

least two interrelated conditions: {i) the confrontation with communism and the existence of the 

Soviet Union ~sa common - i.e. unifying- enemy; (ii) the existence of the Unit<~ States as an 
"Intra-Western European• balancer. 

We.<tem cooperation and integration - be it in politicalleconomic tenns in the framework of the 

EC or in political/nulitary term~ in NATO- has been esoentially an attempt to concentrate and 

improve WeMern political, ec-onomic and military capllbilities in view of the fundamental threat 

posed by C<)mmunimn. Only the c-onfrontation betwecntwu antagoni~tic ideologi\)8 and modes of 

political organization, two (nuclear) superpowers and alliances put an end to European multipolar 

balance-of-power-policies and shifting alliances and permitted the development of a new mode 

of organizing >ieetnity in Europe. Thus, it is important to remember that the political "Wil~t" is by 

no means a quasi-natuml constmc.t. "It took the presence of a life-threatening, overtly hostile 

'ERJ;t' to bring it into e>.'istence and to maintain its unity". 10 

Additionally, it is doubtli.1l that West European integration would have developed that far without 

the activo involvement of t.hc United States in European security afF.Urs. As Josef Jo!Th hns put 

it, America "has acted as the indispensable catalyst ofintegrntion"11 in that it protected the West 

European~ Ml only ngoinst others (ie. against the Soviet Union and Lhe Warsaw Pact), buL also 

against themselves. Above all, it facilitated integration by rcasswing Britain, Prance and other 

victims of German aggression in World War IJ against a renewed German thr.,t. 

Today the unifying force of a. common enemy and threat is not at hand. "Instability" as such 

cannot compensate tor this. 12 Furthermore, ~erious questions remain with regard to the fhture 
US engagement in F.urope<1n security affairs." Thus, the "logic of develop 

10 Owcn Harries, 'The Collapse of"Thc West"', in: F'oreig11 A.(fai~:<, Vol. 72 (1993), No. 4, 
pp. 41-53, p. 42. 

11 Jose£ Ioffe, 'C-ollective Security and the Future of Europe: Faile.d Dr('<iniS and Dead 
Ends', in: Sunliw, Vol. 34 (1992). No. l, p 47. Sl'IC also by the same author 111e Umlted 
Partners/tip: Europe, the ll11it£d States and the Burdens <!f Alli<l11<.'e (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. 1987). 

12 See Joffil, 'Collective Security', op. cit, pp. 39-40. 

13 For a discussion of competing options tor U. S. policy sec Phi! Williamsl Paul Hammond/ 
Michael Brenner, 'Atlantis Lost, Paradise Regained? The United States and Western 
Europe After the Cold War', in: Jnlematio11al Affair!.·, Vol. 69 (1993), No. 1, pp 1-17. 
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ment" of the ex:isting mne of peace has come to an end in certain respects sinc.e 1989/90. There 

in " fimdamental differen~.e between the (fom1cr) creation of a zone of stable peace in Western 

Europe on the one hand and the current and future task of extending this wue to Eastclll Europe. 

Two conclusions should be drav:n from this: First, even if ttansitions to Western-style demo
cracies succeed in E88tcm Europe, it is highly uncertain whether this enlarged zone of peace ""n 

become as coherent as the W<'.stcm zone has been in the ent of East-West <'.Onllict. SIXi<lnd, the 

Western 7..one of peace itself could seriously suffer from the loss of supporting conditons of thll 

Cold War era. Cun"Cntly, there are both indications of further integration and symptoms of 

renationatization. 

Pl'acrful D"mocraties and the Spread of Pea et! 

The. arsument that dcmoc.ratic political structures form a pre-C<lndition fur stable peace orders in 

intenll!tional relations has become conventional wisdom among most Western political ~cicntists 

and polic.y-makcrs. In fact, various studies have revealed thal dcmocnitic states rarely fight each 

other." And although some seriou~ criticism against this thesis has been launched," the empirical 

evidence seems compelling. 'Thus, democratization appears to be the most promising strategy of 

enhancing European security after the end of East-West conflict if all states of F.urop<' were 

democratic, war among them would be almost impossible. 

Newrthe.less, effusive optimism is out of place since - even if th<' correlation between democracy 

and pc-.ace holds - questions remain. For instance: How responsive urc dcmocrucic~ to their 

mutual oocurity nocds in case< they are threatened from outside, i.e. from a non-democratic St11te? 

(Note, that a group of democratic states .is by no means equivalent to an alliance.) A related 
question is: Inhowfar are liberal democracies able to safeguard their security "out of area"? Most 

of the research on "democratic peace• has shown .ianusfaced dcmocnicies: While they do not 
fight each other, they are frequently involved in military disputes and wltf with authoritarian 

regimes. But the question is whether this really holds for the liheral d~mocracies of Western 
Europe at the end of the twentieth century. The Western states' reaction to the war in former 

Yugoslavia raises serious doubts. 

'14 On the state of the art see Bruce RuRS<'Jt, Grasping the Democratic Peace (Prin(,-eton: 
Prin<'eton University Pre«, 1993); Steve Chan (ed.), special isSl.re of Intemational 
Jlllemctiom, Vol. 18 (1993), No. 3; Democracy mui Foreign Pt•li'J.'." C01111111111ity a11d 
Cmrs/raillf, special issue of.kmrrral of Conjlicl Relvlutimr, Vol. 35 (1991), No. 2. 

15 See John l Mearsheimer, 'Back to the Future. Instability in Europe Aft:er the Cold War', 
in: lulmralional Securi(v, Vol. 15 (1990), No. I, pp. 5-56, 48-51; Ketmeth N. Waltz, 
'Tb{' Emerging Structure oflntemational Politics', it)' llllumlliOII((/ Semrity, Vol. 18 
(1993), No. 2, pp 44-79. 
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All these question& point at a critical aspect of the "l)cmocmcies do not fight each other"

approach: It only cover!l relAtions and interactions within the club of democratic states. But fi·om 

!hi~ does not follow that democratic states are equally well suited to fidlilltheir individual and 
collective (external) se'-'llrity needs. Modem demncraci(':S are. fu.ced with stmctural imptodiments 

for a rational foreign and security policy. For instance, bl'.t'.fl!ISe democratic govenunents an: 
short-lived and can be removtod periodic.ally, democracies often lack the courage to cmbt'liGe 

policies which reach beyond day-to-day crisis management. Funhermore, democracy, individual

ism and the e.t'.onornic (rather than military) orientation ofWe~'tem societies make military action 

against non-democratic states difficult, especially if military operations promise to be lengthy and 

co<tly. Even clear-cut aggressions, ongoing atrocities and war crimes like those conmritted by 

Serb< in forme.r Yugoslavia are not sufficient conditions for determined Western f<.'<IClions. 16 This 

tendency is reinforced by the fuct that the use of force has bc.cornc almost unthinkable in the era 

ofEast-West divi<ion owing to the rationality of nuclear deterrence. Today, managing crises and 

non-nuclear risks makes it necessary to accept as uonnal once again the possible use of punitive 

or even preventive three by the democracies thcmsclv~. But Western democracies and their 

publics have be<'.ome unae'-'Ustomed to doing that. 

Conclusion 

"European security" is neither a pure myth nor perfect reality - it is a partial reality instead. Given 

the existence of war wnes side by side with a large area of •table peace, the task of enhancing 

European S<X'Urity can be wnceived of as an extension of the Western zone of democratic peace. 

However, political scientists and policy-makers must guilfd against wi5hfid thinking and short· 

sighted historical analogies. Otherwise the European security debate runs the ri~k ofbec.oming 

confused by a new myth. 

16 According to Nk.ole Gnesotto, thi~ is a symptom of a moral crisis of Western 
democracies· "The refusal to allow, in the new European order, the triumph of ethnic 
cleansing. ( ... ) could have been a sufficiently <>.OmniOn element for the West to put 
together a joint prohibition of barbarism in Europe. This was not the en se. The truth of 
the Yugoslav <'.onflict is that our democracies are in such a state of crisis themselves that 
they are no longer capable of differentiating between th(' .. manageable and the 
unacceptable, even in the case of Serbia"; Gnesotto, !.cs.mns of Y11gQ8/cwfa, op. cit., p. 
[1. 
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seminar on FUture of European security. 

EUROPEAN SECURITY: A myth or reality? /A Ukrainian point of view/ 

by Andrii Droniuk, Department of International Relations, 
Lviv university, Ukraine. 

! 

The collapse of the Berlin Wall, and dissolution of the Soviet 
Union leading to the emergence of a number of newly independent 
states, suddenly made it evident to the West that Europe does not_i 
finish at the German and Austrian eastern borders. Feeling much more 
secure within the enlarged Europe, West European citizens even raised 
the questions of the purpose of the North Atlantic Alliance and the 
us presence in Europe. 

However, War in the Balkans followed by general instability in 
the East-Central region proved that establishing a new post Cold War 
European political order is entirely connected with the problem of 
the future European security. Moreover, the permanent intentions of 
Central and East European states to join NATO and West European 
security institutions proves that possibility of armed conflict in 

.Europe has not been eliminated. 

What are the general reasons that force these countries to look 
for new security shade under the NATO "umbrella"? First and the 
foremost, is the historical thread of Russian imperialism and the 
possibility of new confrontation in the continent. The other two are _I 
probable re-emergence of local ethnic and latent border conflicts in 
the Eastern region, and fear of democracy failure in some countries. 
In the last case the government may be takem over by a narrow 
interest or extremely nationalistic group, which may pursue 
aggressive policies harming the larger society. 

Under the present situation, characterized by the wide spread 
of democracy followed by rapid institutional growth, deep 
involvement of the West in Eastern transitional processes, and rising 

significance of international organizations, the latter outcome seems 

17-0CT-1994 23:43 
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hardly possible, at least on the European territory. As to the 
regional conflicts, all of them have some historical base closely 
connected with previous imperial political order at the territory of 
the involved states. The War in the Balkan peninsula and regional 
tensions in the ex-USSR are the most vital examples with an imperial 
origin. The first is a consequence of Tito•s mini-empire in former 

Yugoslavia, while the second are the result of imperial policy of 
Russia within the Soviet Union. 

Quite the opposite situation is observed in Western Europe, 
where lack of any territorial claims between the countries may be 
eXplained by the rejection of imperial thinking after the Second 
World War. Furthermore, a multipolar balanced system proved to be 
much more efficient in providing for further integrational processes 
among the countries. On the other hand, revival of any empire in 
Europe would inevitably lead to the bipolar system of mutual 
confrontation. Therefore, contemporary return to multipolarity in 
Europe, although followed by a number of temporary regional 
conflicts, is much less dangerous in a long run, than returning back 

to the bipolar system, even when speaking about economic opposing. 
This simple conclusion is unfortunately much more evident to 

ordinary Europeans than to political leaders of such superpowers as 
the United States and Russia. American political and economic policy 
over the last years demonstrated US preferences to deal with only one 
actor in the East European scene. From their point of view, Europe 
divided into two spheres of influence looks much more secure than 
when split into small independent areas. But that misses the point 
that if Russia does not follow the democratic route of development 
trying to establish new kind of empire, the possibility of large 

regional conflicts or even of global European crisis becomes 
inevitable. To all the above, the experience in managing the Balkan 
crisis proved the impossibility of the West to prevent the emergence 
of such conflicts, if they are out of the NATO's traditional area of 

control. 
Assuming the worse possible outcome, Ukraine, being the most 

sensitive to Russian west-oriented intentions, may become the key to 
the future European security. considering its important geopolitical 

location, even today the problems of European security can not be 

141 003 
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European security: A myth or reality1 

! viewed separately from the issues of Ukrainian national security. 
I 

3 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

A short review of some historical facts is indispensable to 
prove the impact of imperial policy on general geopolitical situation 

I in Europe. It may be particularly useful in interpreting the present 
I 
1 content of Ukrainian-Russian relations. First of all the European 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

experience proves, that only complete dismantling of empires which · 
existed on its te=itory would provide for full security in the 
continent. For instance, there has been no threat from Austria since 

I 

. the Habsburg empire was ruined. Moreover, the neutral status of 
Austria after the Second World War contributed much to European 
security during the Cold War. The only mistake made was to leave 
Yugoslavian mini-empire alive. The painful results of it are quite 

I 
I 
I 
I 

evident. The other example is the Kaiser's empire. Its defeat in the 
First World War was not enough to prevent the second one. Only full 
collapse combined with the division of Germany assured international 
community in its security. 

Unfortunately, this has not been true in the case of the Russian 
empire. After every defeat it found some means to establish new kind 
of "prison of nations". The final goal of imperial unity was reached 
by giving second-order benefits to the colonies or even by retreating 

. from some territories. That gave a sign of giving up on international 
scene and gave the necessary time to recover. Here are some examples 
from the history. After the 1856 Crimean War defeated Russia had to 
abolish serfdom and to sell Alaska. The "October Manifest" giving 
some freedom to national movements, and retreat from Manchuria as a 
result of losing the Russo-Japanese War in 1905. Finally, the First 
World war and the year 1917, when Finland, Poland, Bessarabia and 
Baltic states succeeded in gaining.independence, afterward the other 
colonies had to stand all the horrors of the soviet empire. 

The current geopolitical situation is nothing more than the 
result of the next Empire's defeat in the Cod War. However, the 
experience of conducting "peaceful" war appeared to be very useful. 
Today we are. witnesses of "peaceful" recovering of the old empire 

under a new democratic image. 
Encouraged . by the tolerant position of the West European 

17-0CT-1994 23:45 
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1eaders, and much more by the direct support of the us officials, 

Russia consistently tries to bring up the parts of its previous 

possessions together, this time by means of more flexible policy, 

supported, however, by strong economic arguments, 

military ones. After escalating political and 

between or within the previous republics, 

and much rare1y by 

national tensions 

it offers its 

"peacekeeping" services and introduces its troops in the area of 

conflict under the slogan of "defending the Russian-speaking 

minority". Combined with continuous economic pressure, this policy 

is aimed at persuading these countries that they are not able to 

survive independent1y of. Russia. The scenarios of the events in 

Caucasus, Tadjikistan, Moldova, and even of Crimean attempts are 

quite similar. As a result some states themselves become initiators 

of reunification with Russia. Such is, for instance, the position of 

the current Belarus leaders. The recent declaration of the Kazachstan 

president of the creation of the Euro-Asian Union including Russia, 

Kazachstan, Belorus and Ukraine demonstrates the new approach to the 

revival of the old Empire. 

Unfortunately, the imperial politics carried out by Russian 

authorities has great support among the wide society. The results 

of the last elections to the Russian parliament is the most striking 

example. statistic data also proves· that the majority of Russian 

population stil1 think that Russian borders match with the borders 

of the previous Soviet Union. Proclaiming the Ukrainian city of 

Sevastopol a part of Russian te=itory by the previous Russian 

parliament was approved by 51 percent of the population, while the 

President Yeltsin, who opposed this decision, found support of only 

12 percent of the citizens. 

Last but not least pillar of Russian imperialism is post

communist militarism. Happy with Russian troops' withdrawal from the 

Central Europe, the West forgets that the 1argest army in the world 

did not disappear. Thousands of servicemen used to the relatively 

high standard of living in Central Europe, who suddenly found 

themselves somewhere in Siberia with very slight future prospects, 

form a tremendous factor of social instability. combined with 

insufficient development of civilian and academic institutions with 

military expertise, and high level of economy militarisation, 

.... ~1, 
\!Y 
1 
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democracy. 

potential. 

may become a 
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real political thread to newly born Russian 

events in Moscow illustrated its high 

Economic decline and impoverishing of the population also 

contribute to rising social tensions; As a result people may become 

more open to authoritarian and even xenophobic influences. According 

to Mr. Popadiuk, previous Ukrainian ambassador to the us, the reason 

of both Washington and the West concentrating on Russia is based on 

the belief that its economic and political success will have a 

positive influence on other republics. This problem has two aspects. 

Fist, the failure of democratic forces in Moscow might create 

conditions conducive to the return of previous totalitarism and the 

restoration of the empire. secondly, even a democratic way of 

development does not guarantee Russia's appropriate behavior on 

international scene.· All large countries, even democratic ones, have, 

and are ruled, first of all, by their national interests'. Anyway, 

at least one thing is quite evident. In the case of possible 

confrontation, the political position of Ukraine will be crucial for 

all-European security. 

Until now the political orientation of Ukraine was clear. 

Keeping strictly to the Declaration of sovereignty, and trying to 

maintain its neutral status, it showed a permanent tendecy towards 

Western democracies, followed by attempts to raise its international 

significance. Despite continuous pressure from the East and inner 

economic difficulties, Ukrainian diplomacy consistently shifted its 

priorities to the West. Establishing direct ties with neighbor 

countries and wide involvement in international and European 

organizations were the prior tasks of Ukrainian foreign policy. It 

became a full member of the Conference on Security and Cooperation 

in Europe (CSCE), was the first Community of Independent States (CIS) 

country to sign the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement with the 

European Union (EU), among the first joined NATO's "Partnership for 

Peace" initiative. 

Ukrainian contribution to the international peacekeeping 

1Roman Popadiuk. Facts External, but Important. Oriadovyi 
Kurier. No 29, February 19,1994. 
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initiatives is also significant. Being among the founders of United 
Nations (UN), it takes an active part in its peacekeeping activity. 
Ukraine is also signatory to several regional security initiatives, 
such as the Subcarpathian Council of Interregional Cooperation, The 
Black Sea Regional Cooperation, and Baltic-Black Confederation. 
Moreover, it was the initiative of the Ukrainian's first President 
Leonid Kravchuk to establish Central European security zone. 

The weak point in Ukrainian foreign policy was its position 
towards nuclear weapons located on its territory. The Ukrainian 
approach to the problem is explained by national state security 
goals, the country's international significance, and its extremely 
difficult economic situation. The myth about nuclear thread coming 
from Ukraine has no real background, as all the nuclear armaments 
still remain under Moscow's control. They endanger European security 

no more than nuclear power stations situated in Ukraine, which, 
however, can not be removed anywhere. 

Nonetheless, after signing up Trilateral agreement in Moscow by 
Presidents Clinton, Yeltsin and Kravchuk, the attempts to create the 
image of the "Ukrainian nuclear monster" failed completely. As 
Mr.Michaylo Ooroshenko, Ukraine's new President's Press and 
Information Service Director stated, "there is hope that Ukraine 
would adhere to the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty until the end 
of this year"2 • The decision on removing all the nuclear weapons from 
its territory after receiving the necessary security guarantees fully 
proves peaceful intentions of Ukrainian foreign policy. However its 
impact on Ukrainian international significance still remains unclear. 

Taking into account the recent changes in Ukrainian policy its 
future international position becomes particularly significant. The 
prevailing of the left-wing forces in the parliament, and the rather 

pro-Russian orientation of President Kuchma immediately influenced 
the content of Ukrainian foreign policy. For example, Foreign 
Minister Mr.Udovenko's statement about the priority of the relations 
with Russia and other CIS countries, and Mr. Kuchma's readiness to 
sacrifice national political interests in favor of economic ones, 

2Preeident's Declaration on NPT. Molod Okrainy. No 111, 
September 24, 1994. 
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evidently draws a new politic line to the East3 • Such a shift may be 

more than dangerous for the future European security. Any attempts 
to establish new kind of Ukrainian-Russian union will, first of all, 
lead to the creation of new Eastern Empire, and, secondly, cause 
immediate reaction of nationally oriented Western Ukrainian regions. 
The current Balkan conflict may look like a children's game in 
comparison with the picture of possiDle confrontation in Ukraine. 
Escaping such an outcome depends to large extent on two factors: 
whether the present Ukrainian leadership would be flexible enough to 
Dalance the discrepancies Detween the East and the West of the 
country, and on the position of other European Countries and the US 
towards Ukraine. 

Ukraine's future role will increase significantly if European 
states look at it from the position of long term European security. 
However, it is quite evident that direct involvement of Ukraine in 
contemporary European security order Dased on NATO and EU common 
defence policy is more than unreal. Moreover, mainly Decause of 

economic reforms failure, Ukraine is losing its chance to become a 
strong member of the Central European security system. On the other 
hand, reunification with Russia will encourage Russian imperialists 
to take further steps to approach its old borders and may result in 

the number of conflicts on the Ukrainian territory. 
Therefore, the only possibility is to try to maintain an 

independent neutral status Dy means of balanced policy between East 
and West. Although, the prospect of being some kind of "buffer zone" 
is not the prominent one, it is much preferable to being a colony. 
It is also the Dest temporary solution of the security problem in the 
region. Development of the independent Ukraine will not only hinder 
the revival of Russian empire, but under favorable circumstances it 
may contribute to forming positive international role of Russia. 
Economic competition, rather than one-side dependent cooperation, 
will accelerate transitional processes in both countries. 

Finally, establishing strong protected boarders between Ukraine 
and Russia will be helpful in eliminating such matters violating 

laennadiy Udovenko. Foreign Policy Must Be unique. 
Holos Ukrainy. No 176, September 16, 1994. 
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European security as drugs trade, refugees, organized crime,
1 

contraband of armament and dangerous substances. 

strengthening present Ukrainian position demands, however, 

substantial efforts from the West. It is the turn of Europe to prove 

the significance of independent Ukraine. Even insignificant 

priorities shifting combined with economic assistance will raise the 

confidence of Ukrainian citizens, especially those from the East, and 

will prevent a chain of possible ethnic conflicts. 

The final goal of complete EurOpean security should be 

approached both by establishing a set of bilateral agreements, and 

by rapid development and restructuring European political and 

security institutions. This will provide for wider involvement, up 

to full membership, of developing European democracies in different 

aspects of European being, fo.r establishing multilateral balanced 

political order, and for compensation of reduced American presence 

in the continent. Mr.Max van der Stoel, CSCE High Commissioner on1 

National Minorities, determines the significance of urgent Western 

contribution: "I do not think that Europe can afford more of the 

bloody conflicts that now devastate some of her regions. If we do not 

invest enough energy in preventing conflicts before they erupt, we 

will be presented with a much larger bill in the near future"4 • 

Predicting the future is not possible without some historical 

imagination. Referring back to the origins of the Soviet empire, 

suppose that some part of the costs which were spent by Western 

countries on unsuccessful attempts of tsarist generals, had been 

redirected to maintaining the independent Ukrainian state, that 

existed at that time. If so had happened, maybe the problem of 

European security would not be under discussion today. 

• • ISTITUTO AFFARI 
I a I INTDN.'-ZI::JNALI. ROMA 
--------.-----1 
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4Max van der Steel. Preventing conflicts and Building Peace: a Challenge 
for the CSCE. NATO Review. No 4, August 1994. 
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THR FUTURE OF EUROPEAN SECURITY: WITH OR WITHOUT THE UNITED STATES? 

by Sean Kay 

THE UNITED STATES AND EUROPEAN SECIIRTTY: DOMESTIC PRIORITIES AND STRATF.GTC GOALS 

In December 1993 U.S. Secretary of State Warren Christopher wrote that: 

"The United States "!.lill maintain its military commitment and responsibilities in 

Europe, but President Cllnton must be able to show the U.S, Congress that our 

Allies are contributing commensurately.,.! Wi Lh Lh" end of the Soviet threat, the 

U.S. Congress and the American people are focused on domestic priorities. 

Amedcans are increasingly wary about as•uming new commitments abroad and are 

reserved about committing military or economic resources to <Oonfli cts that are 

not in the clear interest of the U.S. President Bill Clinton has established a 

European sec.urlty policy which reflects these domestic constr~ints wh!le seeking 

pragmatic ways to keep the U.S. engaged on th" Continent through its commitment 

to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

Transatlantic leadershl.p after the Cold War requires a coordinated effort 

to enhance the strategic priorities of the U.S. and its NATO allies, enlarge the 

community of democratic and free market countries to include former Warsaw Pact 

adversaries, and increase the ability of all Europeans to solve security 

challenges in a collective manner. The Clinton Administration .Is pursuing a 

delicate balance by comblnlng a concrete perspective toward NATO expansion within 

a 1 arger strategic context of assuring that Russia remains facing West through 

the Partnership for Peace. Also, the U.S. welt:omes the emerging European 

Security and Defense Idcntlty through the creation of Combined Joint Task Forces 

that are separable.but.not .separate .from NATO. Despite these creative Amerlcan 

in! tiativea, differences over the pace of NATO e:.panston and ~he role of Russia 

in European security, political and operational questions relating to the 
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Combined Joint Task Forces, and the continuing crisis in the Balkans have the 

potential to do great harm to the transatlantic relationship. 

THE PARTNERSHIP FOR PEACE (PfP), NATO EXPANSION, AND RUSSIA 

Expanding NATO when the.-e is no strategJc need would weaken the ability of 

the Alliance to act in a crisis. Moreover, premature el!pansion could ha~e a 

negative J.mpact on the main oecurity challenge tn Europe: supporting democr~tic 

reform in Russia. So long as Rw•s i a does not have the capability or deal re to 

reimpose control over Central and Eastern Europe, tbece is no urgency to grant 

a secur.f.ty guarantee to Central and Eastern European countries. Yet historical 

fears of Russian imperialism and growing instabill ty in the region make the 

passionate appeals for NATO expansion impossible to ignore. Sympathetic to these 

fears, the Cllnton Administration proposed the pfp to provide perspective toward 

NATO membership via consultations in 16 plus 1 and other formats, permanent 

offices at NATO installations, and joint planning, training, and eJ<ercises for 

all non-NATO European countries which choose to participate and which meet 

certain standards (based on CSCE principles). 

Cri:lics charge that the PfP is an appeasement of strong Ruso.ian opposition 

to NATO eipanBion. Indeed, shortly after the pfp was approved aL Lhto Brussels 

Summit in January 1994, a senior advisor to Polish President Lech Wa!esa asserted 

that "we've gone from Chamberlain's umbrella to Presi.dent Clinton' s •axophone . .. l 

However, should the political and military situation in Russia change or other 

unforeseen events threaten the new democracies in Central and F.astern Europe, 

J 

NATO membership could be expanded very quickly .l Through full participation in 1 
PfP, Central and Eastern European countries will be better prepared for NATO 

membership if any contingency creates an urgent need for eipanslon. To stress 

2 
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' its commitment to this premise of the PfP, the Clinton Administration now " 

addresses the issue of new members in NATO not as whether, but rather when and 

how to expand . 

Assessing Russia's views vis-a-vis U.S. and NATO interests is not the same 

~s <::onferring a veto over NATO pollcy. NATO is a defensive alliance and must be 

able to act when its interests are challenged. Thus NATO insists that Russia 

will not have a veto over Alliance activity. However, on 10 June 1994 at the 

North Atlantic: Cooper~tion Council (NACC) I'Iinl.sterial Meeting in Istanbul NATO 

defe.-red to Russlan sensl tl.vities about Alliance expansion to the point of 

appearing to confer an informal veto for Russia within the NACC. For five hours 
I 

Russia haggled over the final communique and forced NATO and its NACC partners 

to drop any reference to eJ<p<m<ling NATO membership from the text, This was in 
I .. 

spite of Secretary of State Christopher' s assurances that the U .S. remains 

NATO though any form of a Russian veto ia not one. 

NATO brought Russia into the PfP in June 1994 and has deflected Russian 

P.fforts to empower the CSCE as a means of diluting the ~lliance. However, NATO 

has yet to attain a long term consensus to guide lts enlargement or its Russia 

policy. Sp"cifically, the U.S. and Germany h'lve strong differences as to whether 

or not Russia could eventually joln NATO, This discord became public at a 

conference held in Berl!n on 9 September 1994, at which German Defense Ml.nister 

Volker Ruehe rejected Russian membership stating that it would "b I ow NATO apart, .1 

it would be like the United Nations of Europe, lt wouldn't work."5 Ruehe added 

that some former Warsaw Pact countries could jnin NATO "before the year 2000."6 

Responding to Ruehe, O.S. Secretary of Defense W.Uliam Perry .indicated that he 

would not rule out Russ1 a~· membership but that it would not happen in the 

3 
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foreseeable future. Mor~ovRr, Perry reiterated that NATO ezpansion would not 

happen in the " ••. near future.•1 To complicate these differing views, Vice-

President Al Gore told another conference held in Germany the same day that NATO 

would begin discussing when and how to bring Jn new NATO men~bers this autumn. 8 

The Vice-President's comments •upport reports from Washington D. C. that the 

Department of State's head of European affairs Richard Holbrooke is gathering 

support within the Cl!nlon Administration for a speedy entry of Poland, Hungry, 

and the Czech Republic into the Alliance. However, on 2 October Secretary Perry 

cautioned that: "... European security is best based on a practical and 

cooperative relationship between NATO and Russia, not by closing Russia out", and 

that the pfp should be managed carefully "to avoid drawing new dividing llnes in 

Europe. "9 

Germany has an understandable geopolitical desi~e to accelerate the process 

of NATO expanBlun. The U.S. Department of State wants to. use NATO e~pansion as 

a diplomatic tool. Yet the Department of Defense is concerned about the mU.Itary 

implications of taking on new commitments at a time of strategic and budgetary 

uncertainty. If there is a path to NATO ezpansion, it must come through the PfP 

and thus it must be given a chance to work. Inter-alliance or inter-agency 

dl fferences are to be expected. However, when displayed in public they are 

harmful to the process of making PfP strike the successful balance l t was J 

designed to create. 

SHARING TilE BUBpEN: COMBINED JOINT TASK FORCES (CJn") 

At the January 1994 Brussels Summit the U.S. proposed, and NATO endorsed, 

the "development of separable but not separate capabi.lities which could respond 

to European requirements and contribute to Alliance security.•10 To facilitate 

4 
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the necessary relationship between NATO and the Western European Union (WF.U) th<~t 

would.make any European Security and Defense Identity (ESDI) ope~ational, NATO 

approved the creation of Combined Jolnt Task Forces (CJTF). CJTF' would 

strengthen both NATO and the WEU by allowing a much higher degree of flexibility 

ln wllitary action and enhancing the ability of the WEU to carry out Ruropean-

only contingencies uslng NATO common assets by wearing a dual hat within a NATO 

framework. 

As the North Atlantic Assembly (NAA) reports, the CJTF involves the 

"development of multinational, tri-service headquarters, based on deploy able 

self-contained elements of the existing NATO command chain, hut adapted further 

when necessary to incorporate elements from natlons (both in and out of NATO) not 

currently wtthin the integrated structure. ,.ll The NAA concludes that CJTF has 

four important implications for future NATO planning and the execution of 

operations: through the dual use of NATO forces and command structures and those 

of.the WEU, strict conaensus in collectivP. declsion-making need not b<1 required 

Jn · every instance through the concept of "coalitions of the willing"; it 

establishes a close linkage to the ESDI and gives real meaning to the concept by 

I 

placing it wl.thin a NATO context; it enhances the PfF by using CJTF headquarters ) 

as a means of integrating partnership na Lions who decide to contribute to future 

out-of-area operations; and it facilitates the involvement of France and Spaln 

in NATO' s military planning. 12 However, a number of serious obstacles may 

inhibit the i.mplementa tion of the CJTF concept. For example the operational 

status of NATO ACll l!apid Reaction Corps within the CJTF headquarters concept is 

unclear. Moreover., contingencies mu!=lit be established to prevent 11 coalitions of 

the willing" from forci.ng other Allies into a conflict should a peacekeeping 

activity or other mi lltary operation confront problems whil.e in action. Also, 

5 
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the relationship between the 100 000 U.S. forces that 1<111 remain in Europe, the 

Franco-German Corps, and the PfP within a CJTF context must be defined.ll 

CJTF planning is done with all 16 NATO members partlclpating, However, 

France has suggested creating a separate command structure for non-Article 5 NATC 

mi,:,sions. This proposal is unacceptable to the U.S. as it . raises serious 

questions 'IS to the continued relevance of the NATO integrated mill tary t<tructure 

and why the U. S. should remain a part of 1 t. Establishing an entirely new 

structure for non-Article 5 NATO missions woul.d dilute the essence of NJITO 

military planning by creating a potential scenario in which substantial NATO 

resources could be engaged outside the NATO integrated military command at a time 

when an Article 5 mission could be necessary, Also, France seeks to increase 

NATO political control over CJTF oper4tions which is unpopular with military 

planners. The resulting confusion about the structure of· the French poll tlcal 

and milital"y role has left the CJ1'F with an uncertain future. NATO military 

authorities have done all that they can to elevate the conr.ept to an operational 

planning stage. However, with France obstructing the CJTF at a political level, 

it can _not advance further .. 

France's participation in the 29-30 September 1994 meeting of NATO Defense 

Ministers in Seville may have been a positive step to bring France back into NATO 

military planning. French officials stress that its attendance was not a change 

ln doctrine and that they went to coordinate French and NATO activities in the 

Balkans and to discuss Mediterranean security. Yet a key element of extended 

talks between Secretary of Defense Perry and French Minister of Defenae Fran~ois 

Leotard was to find ways to make CJTF work. For th~ immediate future, France 

insl.sts that it will attend such NATO meetings on a "case by case" basis but as 

one senior offf.cial asserts "thr. 1 i ne we cannot cross is that of reintegration 

6 
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(in the military structure), !4 Thus the prospects for constructi.ve contributions 

by the French toward implementing CJTF are not favorable. 

A.l.l European nations of the Alliance will ha11e Lo slow the current decline 

in defense spending if any ESDI ls to succeed. As Stanley R. Sloan of the 

Congresslondl Research Service asserts~ 1 t is essential that progress be made to 

promote ·standardization of military equipment, supplies, and opP.r~tl.ng 

procedures. European defense industries are not prepared to fulfil! basic 

military requirements of non-NATO military action such as satellite surveillance, 

command and control, early warning capability and long-range air 

transportation. 15 A potential solution to this problem would be for NATO and WEU 

military authorities to identify areas in which U.S. and European defense 

industries can benefit from dlret:t cooperation. Increased cooperation among 

Allied defense industries would help make the ESDI and CJTF a workable concept, 

and could be a basis for a new understanding of the transatlantic e<:onomic 

relationship. Unfortunately national dvalries betweP.n industries remain a 

constant within the EU and in transatlantic military-industrial relations. 

Tndeed, France's Defense Minister Leotard stated on 14 September 1994 that: "The 

U.S. is, and remains, a major ally with whom we must tighten common policy and 

develop cooperation ... But we muot differentiate between essential efforts at 

political coordination and the fact that American enterprises are and will remain 

rivals of European enterprises in the defense field .• lti 

THE CURRENT FUTURE OF EOROP~ SECURITY 

The U.S. has clear interests ln a stable and prosperous Europe. With the 

enormous human and financial cost of winning WWII and the Cold War, it would be 

J 

) 

perilous for the U.S. to •t•nd idle while Europeans remain unable to resolve J 

7 
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security ch .. llAngP.s in the post-Cold War era. Neither the U. S. or its allies 

will have the lu:rury of reducing defense expenditure and resolving domestic 

1.ssues should the rising tide of nationalism and ethnic confllct engulf Russia 

and the l.arger republics of the former Soviet Union. i'Joreover, the U.S. has a 

clear economic in teres l in maintaining and expanding its trading partnership with 

Europe. As new markets open to the East, the U.S. will only gain from incrP.Rsed 

stability on the whole continent. 

The PfP and the CJTF are designed to meet future challenges and are not 

mechanisms that can resolve current crises in Europe. In the Balkans, the·EC 

(now EU) sought to implement a common foreign and defenae policy without having 

the military means to enforce it. It is imperative to the long term future of 

European security that the Allies atta!n functional crisis prevention and an 

operational ESDI within a NATO context. The P£P and the CJTF will meet both 

theoe needs if seen through to their full potential. 

If Europeans should indicate. that the U.S. is not wanted on the Continent, 

the U. S. may reduce . the American troop presence and focus ita interests on 

bilateral relations with Russia, NAFTA, and its grow.lng partnership wlth Asia. 

The PfP and the CJTF must be implemented to their fullest possible extent to 

provide. a new foundation for America's role in the future of European Security. 

German Chancellor Helmut Kohl has said: · "We need a stable European house and the 

Americans need a permanent room in it for all time,. with no ifs, ands or buts.•17 

By proposing the PfP and the CJTF, America has made very clear that it plans a 

SLroug but pragmatic role in the future in European security. What strong and 

J 

pragmatic steps the European members of NATO are going to take to ensure a future J 

for European secudty that includes the United States remains to be seen. 
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On October 23, 1954, the members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation 
(NATO) signed the Paris Agreements, a defining document in the history of 
the evolution of the Atlantic Alliance. 1 The Federal Republic of Germany 
was recognized as a sovereign state by the United States, France, and Great 
Britain, and was invited to join NATO (While permitting the maintenance of 
foreign forces on its territory and acx::epting restrictions on its military forces). 
The United States (and Great Britain) undertook to maintain armed forces on 
the rontinent of Europe as long as was deemed necessary. 2 A unified military 
command was established under a Supreme Allied Commander Europe, a 
p05t that was always to be held by an American officer. The relationship of 
the Alliance to other European security institutions was also evoiving in the 
direction of NATO supremacy. 3 The Paris Agreements formalized the 
American commitment to European seauity through NATO, and the 
evidence of that commitment came in the form of US ground forces stationed 
in Europe. Throoghout the Cold War, the Alliance would repeatedly grapple 
with several issues, inducting the credibility and salience of the transatlantic 
link, military strategy (especially nuclear policy), force structure and burden 
sharing and approadles to East-West relations. Despite the rontenti ous 
nature of the policy disputes that arose from these issues--which aften pitted 
the US against its European allies--NATO, and the US commitment to 
Europe, remained strong throoghout the Cold War. During the 1980's, US 

1 Many of the provisions of the Paris Agreements had been agreed to at 
the London Conference of September 28-0ctober 3, 1954. 

2This commitment was later amfirmed by President EisenhO'Ner on 
March 5, 1955. 

3The Paris 1\greements provided forthe accession of Germany and 
Italy to the Western Union (renamed the Western European Union), and 
provided for the dose cooperation of NATO and the WEU. In addition, the 
London Conference and the Paris Agreements were signed against the 
backdrop et the collapse of the European Defence Community (EDC); the 
French National Assembly had effectively terminated the EDC on August 29, 
1954. 
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force levels in Europe that were consistently maintained at apprcromately 
350,000 personnel. 4 

HOII\Iever, with the end of the Cold War, the future of NATO and the 
transatlantic relationship is in some doubt Despite public prcx:lamations to · 
the contrary, there is a persistent concern about the long term future of 
NATO and US presence in Europe. Lord Jsmay, NATO's first Secretary 
General, maintained that at its inception NATO had three implidt functions: 
to keep the Americans in, the Russians out, and the Germans dOII\In. Today, 

~ after the Cold War, the Russians are dOII\In the Germans are in, and the 
Americans may be on the way out. The central point of this paper is that a 
continued American presence in Europe is a good thing for European security . 
and a good thing for Canada HOII\Iever, from the perspective of the United 
States, there are some compelling rationales for reducing or withdrawing the 
military presence in Europe and these may in a-ease in salience in the future. 
Canada, and thase European countries c:ommitted to the idea of a tangible US 
security presence on the continen~ must make the case for this presence more 
strongly and must consider what incentives might be offered to maintain it in 
the future. 

America's Presence in Europe: tenus of reference 

When scholars speak of a tangible US presence in Europe, it is typically meant 
as a reference to ground forces stationed in Europe. Stationed ground forces 
have always been regarded highly as they constitute visible and quantifiable 
evidence of a country's c:ommitment to NATO. The_ Canadian e<perienceis 
illustrative. Despite never having committed large numbers of ground forces 
to Europe (through much of the Cold War Canada amtributed a brigade 
group to Germany and a brigade group to Norway), Canada encountered 
considerable oppasition to the proposed withdrawal of Canadian Forces 
Europe under the Trudeau defence policy review in the late 1960's. s Among 
the concerns raised was the precedent any Canadian withdrawal would set for 
the Americans. 

During the Cold War, US ground forces were seen as necessay in Europe not 
only to ensure the defensive ability of NATO forces but also because they 
linked the US--and the US strategic nuclear arsenal--to European security. In 

4See 1es As pin, Secretary of Defense, Annual report to the President 
and the Congress, January 1994. Washington, D. C: Department of Defence, 
1994, p. C2. 

Srn the late 1980's, the Canadian WJI 111 tltment to Norway was 
terminated and Canada's contribution was consolidated in West Germany. 
The Trudeau defence policy review eventually reduced the size of Canadian 
stationed forces in Europe, but did not withdraw them altogether. 
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the event of war, US forces would be engaged in battle right from the outset. 
However, the end of the Cold War has nullified this political and military 
role of US forces in Europe, and US force levels will continue to dedi ne from 
the levels of the 1980's. The US has decided to maintain a commitment of 
100,000 stationed ground troops in Europe. 6 For the Ointon Administration, 
this force level " ... will allow the United States to continue to play a leading 
role in the NATO Alliance and provide a robust capability for multinaticnal 
training and crisis response." 7 Prepa>itioned equipment for three complete 
divisions will also be maintained in Europe. 

However, the US does have options it may be tempted to consider in the 
future. It could choose to reduce its stationed ground forces by a significant 
number. There were propa>als made in 1991-1992. calling for a stationed 
European force level of between 50,000 to 75,000 personnel. s Or the US could 
decide to remove its ground presence entirely, and employ air and naval 
assets to the European theatre instead Flnally, it could forsake its 
commitment to Europe entirely, likely terminating the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organisaticn in the process. 9 This paper assumes that the latter contingency 
is highly unlikely. The paper also assumes that the first contingency--the 
maintenance of the 100,000 level--is also unlikely. This figure, after all, is a 
reduction from the Bush administration's force level plan which called for 
the maintenance of 150,000 US personnel in Europe. 1 o The question is how 
Canada and European countries can encourage the US to maintain a tangible, 
militarily significant force to the cause of European security. 11 For 
proponents of a continued US military commitment to Europe, one aspect of 
the logic of the Cold War remains intact; deployed ground forces are the. 
ultimate expression of US commitment. 

6 At present, European Command ( EURCOM) is composed of some 
183,000 personnel. 

7See Les Aspin, Secretary of Defense, Annual report to the President 
and the Congress, January 1994, Washingtcn, D. C: Department of Defence, 
1994, p. 2.0. 

85ee W!lliarn W Kaufmann and John D. Steinbruner, Decisions for 
Defense· Prospects for a New World Order (Washington, D.C: Brookings 
Institution, 1991), p. 57, and Don M Snider, "US military forces in Europe: 
how low can we go?" Survival , Vol. 34/4 (Winter 1992.-1993), pp. 24-39. 

9See Earl C Ravenal, lJesi.gning Defense for a New World Order 
(Washingtcn, D.C: Cato Institute, 1991), p. 79. 

10CoJ.in L. Powell, "The American commitment to European security," 
Survival , Vol. 34/2(5ummer1992.), p. 1. 

11 A "militarily significant" force, for the purposes of the paper, would 
be one of 75,000 US personnel, under the rationales outlined by Don M 
Snider, in "US military forces in Europe" pp. 33-38 .. 
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Wh.~ America in Europe?· Reassuraore Maintenance, and Insuraore 

There are three core rationales for maintaining a US security commitment to 
Europe after the Cold War. First, the United States plays an important 
reassurance role in Europe The Ointon Administration describes this as a 
" ... balandng role in European political relations," 1 2 although it is not quite 
aa:urate to characterize the US role as that of an external balancer (a role often 
ascribed to Great Britain) for this presupposes a balandng functirn between 
European factirns or blo::s. The assumption of this reassurance or balancing 
role is that the US, through its presence in Europe, promotes stability on the 
continent by contributing to the permissive conditions for cooperative 
European relations. European countries want to maintain the US overlay as 
security against two shadO'vlls; the shadO'vll of Germany and the shadO'vll of a 
revanchist Russia In effect, America will act as an ultimate deterrer in 
European affairs. 

Related to this reassurance role is the maintainance of the strength of the 
transatlantic link. Political and diplomatic consultations and cooperation 
between Europe and America was strong during the Cold War; a continued 
US presence in Europe would maintain the strength of this important axis of 
cooperation after the Cold War. An American security commitment to 
Europe (and Japan) reinforces the ties between the Cold War allies, and 
contributes to efforts to aimed at preventing an erosion in this cooperation. 
A continued US presence in Europe is therefore designed more to prevent a 
breakdO'vlln in current cooperative relations, than it is is aimed at a sped fie 
threat 

A second reason to keep the US engaged in Europe is to keep NATO strong. 
NATO is the leading security institution in Europe. and acts as an anchor for 
stability in the west It also acts as an anchor of stability for the east, as NATO 
is the foundation for the North Atlantic Cooperation Council (NACQ and 
the Partnerships For Peace (PFP) initiative, which seek to promote 
cooperation between Eastern and Central Europe and the countries of the 
Former Soviet Union (FSU) and the West. The strength of this anchor rests 
with the fact that NATO is a U5-led organisation, and that the diplomatic and 
military weight of the US is behind it. The effectiveness of NATO, and 
probably its very existence, is predicated on a da;e link between the security 
interests of the US and the security interests of Europe. Finally, the 
operational capabilities of the Alliance are also heavily dependent on the US, 
not only in terms of military units but particularly in the areas of logistics and 
intelligence. 

125ee '"The National Security Strategy of the United States of America," 
Final Draft, february 25, 1994, p. 48. 
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Third, a US presence in Europe, and the continued vitality of NATO, 
provides insurance against a failure to fonn a separate European Defence 
Identity (EDI). The attempt to develop a Ccmmon Foreign and Security 
Policy (CFSP) under article J of the Maastricht Treaty has been one of the more 
disappointing aspects of the European process. Lack of unity during the Gulf 
War and the policy paralysis over the debade in Yugoslavia suggest that the 
emergence of a workable EDI is highly unlikely in the forseeable future. A US 
presence may be required in lieu of a common European policy. At best the 
presence and engagement of the US in the security et Europe provides a 
hedge against the continued frustrations of these efforts. Paradadcally, the 
continued presence of the US in European security and the continued 
existence of the Atlantic Alliance may well be an impediment to the rapid 
development of an EDL precisely because of the seanity reassurance that the 
US and NATO represent. 

Why does Canada want the lJS to remain engaged in EurOJ.2'l[ 

There can be little dispute that maintaining an active US engagement in 
Europe is consistent with Canadian interests. In the first place, NATO binds 
the US into a multilateral framework with other Canadian allies. To the 
e<tent that NATO has had a moderating effect on unilateral tendendes in 
American behaviour, Canada would like this "entanglement" of the US to 
continue. Just as European countries find NATOs bindings around Germany 
reassuring, so Canadians feel the same way about NATO and its bindings on 
the US. 

Second, Canada wishes to ensure the continued viability of the European 
counterweight. Throughout the Cold War, Canada pursued a close 
relationship with Europe at least in part to balance the enormous political, 
diplomatic, and economic might of its southern neighb:Jr. The loss of this 
counterweight would result in even higher levels of dependence on the US, 
and would be a severe blow to Canada's diplomatic autonomy and flexibility .. 
Canada always believed that the counterweight would be lost if it left Europe. 
It is also true, however, that if the US withdraws from Europe, the 
effectiveness of the European counterweight would be rompromised, as 
much of its value is invested in cooperation with European countries to 
influence or moderate US behaviour. 

Third, it is in Canada's interests to avoid a continental emphasis for US 
foreign and security policy. If the US contracts from Europe, continental 
polides might receive more attention in Washington. This would have 
impllcations for Canadian autonomy and sovereignty as a smaller political 
and economic entity living ne<t to a political and economic giant. 
Furthermore, should the US pull out et Europe, this would pull Canadian 
policy inexorably in the same direction. During the Cold War, Canada made 
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the consdous decision to maintain an internationally oriented foreign policy. 
This is still in Canada's interests, and any move to a continental orientation 
in the Atlantic area~ the US would place heavy pressure on Canada to do 
the same. A turn toward Asia does not offer the same advantages. While the 
economic importance of Asia now rivals Europe, Asia does not possess the 
level of political and military cooperation or institutionalization found in 
Europe, at least not at present. For Canada, a comparable, alternative Asian· 
counterweight does not exist. 

J!llb..y: America might leave Europe 

Concerns that America might contract, or even abandon, its European 
commitment are not new. In 1966, Demcx:ratic Senator Mike Mansfield 
proposed the first initial trcop withdrawal program in the US Congress. 
Many more were to follow. In 1984, the proposed Nunn Amendment linked 
US trcop levels in Europe to increased European contributions to the western 
defence effort. Through the 1980's, there was a roncem arout the "widening 
Atlantic' and the impact this would have on all areas of the transatlantic 
relationship. 13 Some questioned the wisdom of the US rontribution to 
European security, even in the context of the existence of the Soviet threat at 
that time. 14 

Sllch sentiments have arisen anew after the Cold War. Again, the Canadian 
case is illustrative. Canada terminated its stationed forces in Europe 
(Canadian Forces Europe) on February 5, 1992, for three main reasons: the end 
of the Cold War in Europe and the dissolution of the Soviet threat; the 
oVerstretched commitments of the Canadian Anned Forces; and cost, in the 
context of increasing fiscal constraints. The pressures on the United states are 
similar, if vastly different in scope. 

The most powerful element in case for a US withdrawal is cost Defining the 
cost of the US commitment to Europe during the Cold War was an exerdse in 
alchemy. Figures (and justifications for them) varied wildly, from a low 
estimate of US$50 billion to a high estimate of US$200 billion, with 
percentage estimates varying from 15% to 60% of the Department of Defense 
budget. 15 The burden-sharing debate of the 1980's has evolved through 

13See, for example, Andrew J. Pierre, ed., A Widening Atlantic? 
l);nne;tjc Change and Foreign Policy (New York: Coundl on Foreign 
Relations, 1986). 

14See Earl C F.avenal, NATO The Tide> of Discontent . Policy papers 
in International Affairs, Na 23 (Berkeley: University of California, 1985). 

15See Leo Reddy and David Jone>, Burden-Sharing· TheWrmg.Is:;ue. 
Significant Issues Series, Vol11, Na 5. (Washington, TIC: Centre for 
Strategic and International studies, 1989), esp. pp. 10-13; Jane M 0. Sharp. 
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burden-shifting to burden-shedding. but these debates are all based oo the 
same premise. Budgetalj' pressures and the sentiment that Europe can 
defend itself rombinefor a powerful contractioo logic Europe has recovered, 
and more responsibility for European security should rest with the 
E\tropeans. 

Sea:md, changing ptiorities will have an impact on assessments of the 
relative importance of Europe. To the extent that the Ointon Administration 
remains committed to a strategy of enlargement, Europe has an important 
place given the priority assigned to democratisation and market reforms in 
Eastern Europe and in Russia However, the administration has also 
identified regional a:mflicts, proliferation of nu dear and a:mventiooal 
weapons, domestic ea:momic recovery, and transnational developments as 
dangers to the seo.~rity of the United States. These involve attentioo to many 
other regions of the world. Increasingly, the eye of Washington may turn 
away from Europe. 

The third motivation for US withdrawal is the overstretch argument. The 
fiscal resources expended on maintaining the European commitment might 
be better spent elsewhere in the DoD budget, and the forces deployed to 
Europe might be better employed elsewhere, for example in Asia, the Middle 
East, or in peace support operations consistent with US national interests. 
With ground forces rommitted to Korea Kuwait, and Haiti, the US is having 
enough diffirulty matching its capabilities to the Ointon Administration's 
"win-win" strategy as it is; keeping a large stationed force in Europe may be an 
overseas commitment the US cannot sustain within its own strategic 
framework. 

Third, isolationist sentiment in the United States, which emerged in the last 
Presidential election campaign, remains a powerful affectation. This takes 
two forms with respect to a European commitment: a bellef that the money 
spent on such a commitment could be better spent on efforts to reinvigorate 
the American economy; and an increasing aversion to risking casualties in 
overseas conflicts in the absence of larger interest. The US may in the future 
wish to avoid entanglement. During the Cold War, NATO was regarded as a 
strategic asset in the global deterrent effort against the USSR After the Cold 
War, NATO could be seen as a strategic liability, with the potential to drag the 
US into European conflicts in which it has little direct interest. 

"SUmma!j' and Condusions." in Jane M 0. Sharp, ed., Europe ilfter an 
American Withdrnwal (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), pp. 34-35; 
James R Golden, NATO Burden-Sharing . Washington Paper Vol. 10/96 
(Washington D.C: Praeger, 1983), pp. 22-57; and Earl C Ravenal, NATO The 
Tides of Discontent . Policy papers in International Affairs, No. 23 (Berkeley: 
University of California, 1985), p. 71. 
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Finally, incremental policies could result in the cootraction of US forces fran 
Europe. If US forces in Europe oome to be regarded as a symOOl of US 
oommitment, what is particularly sacrosanct arout the 100,000 figure? If the 
military function beoomes secondary to the political, why would not half that 
number suffice, or even less? Once the reason for their presence has been 
established as symbolic, actual force levels do not matter that much. This was 
the basis for the Canadian mmmitment; once the military sufficiency of the 
deployed forces declined below a certain level, their purprne became symbolic, 
and once their purpose became symbolic, numbers no looger mattered. This 
scenario could repeat itself with respect to the US statiooed force regime in 
Europe.16 

Conclusjoos· Keeping Alnerirn In 

How can European countries, and Canada, provide incentives for 
maintaining a stationed US force presence in Europe? The aim must be to 
emphasize the value of stationed forces in Europe for American interests 
while at the same time reducing the costs of that mmmitment. The US has 
made this later point dear: 

A oontinued willingness on the part of the United States to act as 
a security partner and leader will be an important factor in 
sustaining cooperation in many areas. This requires that the 
United States remain the leading security partner in Europe, 
South and Central America, East Asia, the Near East. and 
Southwest Asia. However, America must find ways to sustain 
its leadership at lower c:csts. For their part, US allies must be 
sensitive to the linkages between a sustained US oommitment to 
their se:urity on the one hand, and their actions in such areas as 
trade policy, technology transfer, and participation in 
multin,ational se:urity operations on the other. 17 

In short, the·sentiments of the burden-sharing debate have re-emerged, only 
this time there is no threat "rug'' under which these oonoerns can be swept. 
An incentive strategy must speak to rontinued US interests in Europe, as well 
as an alleviation of the incentives for US rontraction. With respect to the 
former, the US does maintain se:urity interests in Europe. Some of these 
interests are more ronsistent with European desires; others are less oonsistent 
with European desires. What measures can Canada and European rountries 

16This roncept has been forwarded by David Haglund of Queen's 
University. 

17See Les A-spin, Secretary of Defense, Annual report to the President 
and the Congress, January 1994. Washington, D. C: Department of Defence, 
1994, p. 9. 
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adapt to encourage or strengthen US incentives to maintain a US force 
=nmitment in Europe? 

(\) 5:01 

Cm.tinuetopnxnctestaality, deum"*"¥. andtnal1tetn:fumin Eastern 
:EWqx: and the FSU . The US has a broad interest in a peaceful, stab!~ and 
eronomi cally robust OJ!ltinent, with an expanding membership d 
demo:ratic; free market countries In the Ointon Administration's strategy 
d enlargement, the successful transition d the countries d Central Europe 
and the FSU and Russia is important. NATO, and the US serurity presence in 
Europ~ provides an important anchor for these countries, even those for 
whom membership is a distant prospect. European countries, and Canada. 
should OJ!ltribute wherever possible to the su=s d NACC and PFP, and in 
doing so strengthen the relevance and importance d NATO and Europe to 
the American Grand Strategy d enlargement. 

Cm.tinuethe Eurq:lean inl:egiatiut piou::J:J . The United states has an interest 
in the emergence of a strong European Union, able to act as a global partner, a 
guarantor of regional cooperation, and a safeguard against the resurgence d 
aggressive nationalism in Europe. A strong EU would alsopromde shared 
values, democratic and market reform to the east, and assist in the 
maintenance d a liberal trading order. 

A<isume 1TIU'e a the msls a the maintenance a US fcra:o; in Eurcpe . The 
European allies must take all fiscal measures possible to underrut the 
argument d those in the US who argue that stationed US forces in Europe 
cost too much money. 

Cm.tinued adcnowledgemeut d NATO as the leading 5t:allity u-ganisal:lm 
in Eurq:>e, and cnttinued adcnowledgement cl American leadership in 
NATO. TheOJiltinued affirmation of American leadership of NATO, and 
the OJ!ltinued primacy d NATO in European security affairs, will be required 
if the US is to remain meaningfully engaged in Europe. Despite the 
strengthening of European voice, NATO must remain US led if US forces are 
to remain. 

.Allied partidpation in U5-led malitiUIS in rut-cl-area antingende:; . The 
stationing d US forces in Europe should be regarded as a down payment for 
allied partidpation in OJ!ltingendes elsewhere. Perhaps a new transatlantic 
contract will have to be negotiated, in which the US receives commitments 
from European countries-for support and involvement in dher 
OJ!ltingendes in return for a US =nmitrnent and stationed presence in 
Europe. 

Deepening and widening cl E~ mlitary n • ipt:i atioo . There should be 
increased European participation in the tangible benefits the US percieves 
from involvement in European security; namely, cnmbined training. 
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integrated command structure, interoperable equipment and jdnt defence 
production agreements, access to air and naval base facilities, and seatrity of 
the sea lanes of communication in the Atlantic and Mediterranean. 

The maintenance of US stationed fcrces in Europe is not a foregone 
conclusion. HCMrever, it is in the interests of Olada and European rountries 
to maintain such a presence In order to ensure such an eventuality, Canada 
and Europe must work to accentuate the pa>itive aspects of sudl a 
commitment in the context of Americn interests, while attempting to 
minimize the negatives. 
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European security: with m· without North America ? A Belgian point of view. 

Europe does not need North America as a shield against the existing threats or 'risks' 

outside the Alliance. There is simply not such an overall threat at the moment'. Nor does 

it need North America as a European pacifier (anymore). 

Nevertheless, my hypothesis is that Europe needs North America more than ever (and 

vice versa). Continuing the historical process of creating an Atlantic security community 

should be the main objective for the future. The quality of life we Belgians enjoy is 

unique in the history of mankind and is for a considerable pari due to the existence of the 

Atlantic Alliance. 

International security tuday means 'comnum security' which combines the 'realist' 

assumption of anarchy and "the idea that the only rational approach to security under 

contemporary political, military, economic and environmental conditions is through the 

logic of interdrptmdi'nce"'. 

After World War 11, Europe and North America first connected their economics. The 

Marshall-plan was of absolutely necessity for the European reconstruction and laid the 

basis for economic welfare afterwards. The !alter is what pcuple in Belgium and other 

modern industrialized stales mostly care. From a Belgian point of view, the Marshal! aid 

was advantageous in absolul.e terms, but meant a failed opportunity to restructure its 

economic basis. As Belgium came relatively intact out of World War 11, our neighbours 

benefited in the long term more from the economic and financial aid'. 

Economic welfare cannot he attained in an autarkic economy. This applies by definition 

for small countries like l!elgium. The BLEU (aelgian Luxemburg Economic Union) had 

already been established in 1921. Belgium was one of the first European countries that 

agreed with the American proposal to include Germany in the post-war European settle

ment. Minister of Foreign Affairs -and future Secretary General of NATO Paul-Henri 

1However, there might be one in the future (cfr.infra). 
?B.BUZAN, Is in'Lernationa.l s.ecurity possible.~ In: K. 

BOOTH, 1991, 44, 
'CASSIERS,l (1993). 

1 
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Spaak4 succeeded to convince France as well, In 1955 he was the driving force behing 

the Messina Conference which resulted in the establishment of the EEC. 

The BLEU nowadays is ranked tenth a~ importer-exporter (if China has not jumped over 

yet); more than 70% of the Belgian production is consumed abroad. The share or" the 

USA within it turns around 5%, which is six times less than Gennany, but two times 

more than. Spain and three times more than Japan. One third of the flrms based in 

Belgium arc foreign; two thirds of the hundcrd largest is American which corresponds 

with 8.6% of our GNP' ! To conclude, Belgian 'security' (as defined above) is highly 

dependcnt·on the USA and Canada. 

The political and military imerdependence between Western Europe and North America 

after World War II (which meant for Europe 'dependence'6) was formali7.cd with the 

signing of the Treaty o( Washington seven months afler the famous 'Nous avons peur!' of 

Paul-Henri Spaak. For Belgium, both the negative experience of 1914 and 1940 when 

neutrality was infringed twice and the failure of Locarno lead to the decision to join a 

credible security system. As Churchill had rejected the idea of a close relationship with 

Belgium just after the war and as the collective security system of the UN had been 

paralysed by the beginning of the Cold War, the Treaty of Brussels (1948)' and Was

hington (1949)' was the best alternative left. This signified a turn of tso• degrees in the 

4 Paul-Henri Spaak was also the first president of the 
General Assembly of the UN, the OEEC, the Consultative Assem
bly of the Council of Europe, and the Assembly of the ECSC. 

'DAEMS,H. (1993), 36. 
6 Although it- has also been argued t-hat- t-he USA, strug

gling with a lack of internal demand, depended on Europe for 
its exports. See M.KALDOR (1990). 

7 ~·ruman wrote in his 'M6moirs - Years of Trial and Hope' 
(1956, 243): "It was from the three small nations that a 
counterproposal canoe for one regional arrangement rather than 
a series of t-wo· party treaties. Mr, Speak, t.he Belgian foreign 
minister, was largely responsible for this change and .it was 
in this form that t.he treaty was made. I think to Spaak goes 
the credit for lining up the Europeans ;for the treaty". 

P.04 
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' Belgium decided to participate in NATO only after 1 
military aid had been promised by the USA. Economic imperati-
ves have always been the underlying goal of the Belgian for-
eign policy. 
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Belgian foreign policy. 

However, the key point that I would like to draw attention to is that Europe today does 

not only need North America for its security because of the linkagC1l, but because of the 

qualitative IRve/ of these linkages. Uuropc and North America are bound together stronger 

than anyone else. lt was the Atlantic Alliance which Karl Deutsch9 had in mind in 1957 

as an example of a 'security community' that is defined as a community of states which 

feel not threatened by each other and which use non-violent means to resolve their 

internal conflicts10• The Jailer has to do with trust, perception of each other needs, 

mutual empathy, responsivity, collective identity formation, and communication in 

general. 

Besides the already mentioned non-violent cullure and economic welfare is democracy a 

third key factor with respect to the Atlantic security community. It is not by chance that 

t110 Partnership for Peace agreements include democracy as well. 

The rise of political parties having extreme-rightist opinions, caused partly by an 

economic crisis, might eventually lead to a crisis of democracy" and a reversal of the 

proces building a transatlantic security community. 

Collective defence or~anjsation 

Military security has not become irrelevant, however. Ken Booth is absolutely right when 

he points out that: "A state and its society can be, in their own terms, secure in the politi· 

ea!, economic, socictal or environmental dimensions, and yet all of these accomplishments 

can be undone by military failure"". 

0 DEUTSCH,K and others (19~7). 
10 '!'he use of non-violent means to resolve conflicts is 

also an explicit part of the Partnership for Peace agreements. 
11 For instance, the biggest political party in Antwerp 

(which is the biggest city in F"landera) is a nationalist, 
anti -migrants (if not racist) party ( 'Vlaams Blok') that 
obtained 28% of the votes in the communal elections of October 
9, 1994. on the same day, the extreme rightist party in Aus
tria obtained 23% of the votes ;in the parliamentary elections. 

12 BOOTH,K (1991), 35. 
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In 1949, the Soviet threat became insupportable". Therefore, the key principle of the 

Washington Treaty consists in the fact that the security of the Alliance is indivisible: an 

attack on one is an attack on all (Art.5). The collective defence system had both a 

conventional and nuclear arm (cfr.infra). 

In the meantime the Soviet threat has gone. And while today there is no reason to believe 

that a major external threat will appear in the near future, it can never be excluded. The 

necessary enlargement of NATO membership will not diminish that risk, on the contrary. 

Nonetheless, the maximum nuclear dcterrcnce14 theory however still prevails. Do we not 

have to ask ourselves whether minimum deterrence (being deterrence without sub-strategic 

weapon-systems) would not suffice ? 

Beside 'objective' risks, security has also a subjective dimension. I would argue that the 

enl1anced (subjective) feeling of security thanks to Art.S created the necessary context for 

the above mentioned process of building a security community. V.Havel alleges that: "If 

Western Europe can now enjoy such a measure of democracy and economic pro~perity 

that it actually enjoys, it is undoubtedly due, among other things, to its having established 

·together with the USA and Canada this security Alliance as a tool of protection of its 

freedom and of the values of Western civilisation"". My main conclusion is that, partly 

as a result of this enhanced feelinl! of security, Art.S should stay as it is, even when 

NA'l'O membership will be extended in the future. 

At the same time it should be clear that an attack on a member state that is not responded 

collectively in the future will degrade the credibility of the Alliance enormously, if not 

totally. A collective defence organisation remains, by definition, fragile. That is another 

reason why I would like to stress again that the main reason for the North American links 

to European security should not be the collective defence argument, but the security 

13Al though George Kennan 1 for example, BllW the establisJ:>
ment of NATO as an over-reaction on behalf of the Atlantl.C 
community. 

14 Maximum nuclear deterrence means that sub-strategic 
nuclear weapons might. be used against the enemy's forces 
(instead of against their cities). It corresponds with the 
concept of limited nuclear war. 

I>HAVEL H. Quoted by WORNER,M (1991), 4. 
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community argument A collective defence organisation is simply not sufficient for a 

security community. Or in other words, NATO as a relic of the Cold War must undergo 

significant changes in order to survive. It is NATO's merit to have adapted itself already 

(with the New Strategic Concept, CJTF, RRF, ..• ). Still, at least one debate has not yet 

been closed. 

European security: with North America. liut with a strenaU1ened European ·pillar· 

TI1e European security context in 1995 is totally distinct from that of-40, 20 or even 10 

years ago. The end q( the Cold War meant a break in inten\ational relations and "anyone 

who feels nostalgia for the Cold War ought to have his or her head cxamined"16• Today, 

the citizens of Western 1-lurope enjoy nearly the same economic welfare as our North 

American colleagues, but still rely primarily on the USA for their defence, both nuclear 

and conventional. I would like to unravel these two elements furthermore because they 

both cause frictions within the Alliance. 

Prom the moment the USSR could reach North America with ballistic missiles in 1957, 

the nuclear debate turned fundamentally around the credibility aspect of the extended 

deterrence theory. In other words, would the USA have used their nuclear weapons in the 

case Europe would have been auacked'"' ? ln Belgium, e.g., the cruise missile debate in 

the beginning of the eighties was the most debated political issue since decades. 

With regard to conventional weapons-systems ami troops, U1e demand on behalf of the 

USA for 'burden-sharing' and 'responsibility-sharing' is legitimate, having io mind the 

prediclions of l'aul Kenncdy18 about over-stretching the economy. On the one hand, the 

P.B? .. 

I 

European allies do not dislike the idea of an enhanced role for the European pillar within .1 

NATO, but on the other hand they arc not keen to spend more on defence. Even in the 

past, most European states did not contribute a lot with regard to defence. Consequently, 

1• US Ambassador Albridge. Remarks to the National War 
College. 23/9/1993. 

17 Henry Kissinger 
what I might not say in 
not keep asking us to 
cannot possible mean". 
control and the allies". 

18KENNEDY 1 P (1990). 

14-0CT-1994 10:27 

acknowledged in 1979: "l· would say, 
office that our European Allies should 
multiply strategy assurances that we 
In: J.SHARP: 'After Reyclavik: arms 
KISSJNGER,H (1987) 1 341. 
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1he 'flexible response' theory missed some crucial steps in practice. Western Europe is 

not able to raise more than a few brigades. The end of the Cold War exacarbated even 

more the situation. ln recent years defence budgets have been further cut down. NA1'0 

Headquarters, for instance, did not like the Belgian decision to give up its system of 

conscription. Italy had to hire British pilotes for defending their cities against possible 

Serbian attacks! 

As long as Europe does not take up its responsibility, it reinforces the isolationist voices 

P.BB 

which always have existed in American foreign policy circles and may accelerate the J 

process of withdrawal from Europe (as Canada already did). 

In January 1994 1he NATO countries declared: "We 1hereforc stand ready to make 

collective assets of the Alliance available, on 1he basis of consultations in the North 

Atlantic Council, for WEU operations undertaken by the European Allies in pursuit of 

their CFSP" . These are 1he so-called Combined Joint Task Forces (CJTF). "l'or the 

Europeans this model could provide the continent wilh a measure of self-sufficiency, or 

1he appearance of self-sufficiency, much sooner than 1hey could otherwise afford'". The 

only alternative would be the Eurocorps, which can be used for operations under WEU 

and NATO (as part of the Main Defence Forces); still, the Eurocorps would not be 

operational before 1995. "For the Americans the taskforccs could be a crafty way of 

retaining a discreet veto over European operations while reduch1g the number of men and 

weapon$ that it deploys abroad20". The same remark applies for the Eurocorps used 

under NATO. I 

Notwithstanding all this, in principle all NATO states agree21 : they have welcomed the .! 

Maastricht Treaty which clearly states that it is meant "to implement a Common Porcign 

and Security Policy {CFSP), including the eventual framing of a common defence policy, 

19 CLARK 1 B ( 1994). 

2l'Idem. 
21Already in June 1991 (Copenhagen) the NATO members 

agreed:. "The creation of a European identity in security and 
defence will underline the preparedness of the Europeans to 
take a greater share of responsibility !or their security and 
will help to reinforce transatlantic solidarity". 
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which might in time lead to a common defence, thereby reinforcing the European identity 

and its independence in order to promote peace, security and progress in Europe and in 

the world'n. The WEU will be both the defence arm of the EU and the means to 

strengthen the European pillar within NATO. In the meantime, the WEU however lacks 

the necessary infrastructure ... 

It is evident that the main problem is political. The crisis In ex-Yugoslavia made it clear 

to which extent Europe had a common foreign policy. J .Joffc, former editor of the 

Siiddcutsche Zeitung poses it is as follows: "In Europe tl1ere is not one sovereign; there 

are twelve. These sovereign do not obey the call of 'Europe' but listen to the voice of the 

national interests as articulated by the chorus of their domestic policies'23
• As long as 

the West-Europcan slates do not act together in concrete situations, nothing will be achie

ved. As long as Balladur's first principle with regard to France's foreign policy is: 

"Reserver la plus grande liberte de decision et d'action ll la Prance' 24 , there :is not much 

hope. 'J'he l'rench withdrawal from the mililary wing of NATO in 1966 seems not be 

amendable in the near future1!. The 'constructivist' school in International Relations 

would probably explain this behavior a~ a problem of identity. 

When it really matters, however, even !:'ranee acknowledges the primacy of the USA. 

President Bush asked explicitly in Rome in 1991: 'If, my friends, your ullimate aim is to 

provide independently for your own defence, tl1e time to tell us is today'. The same 

mechanism turned up every time with respect to the .nuclear issue. "Europe resent the fact 

they have entrusted their security, the ultimate responsibility of any nation-state, to a 

distant protector. Yet in the end, as the denouement of the Euromissilcs drama showed, 

·the Western curopeans preferred the extra burden of the missiles to the uncer\ain rewards 

22Nevert..heless 1 this inter-governmental pillar lies far 
behind the ideas .flagged in the Tindemans-report.. of 1975 (in 
which majority voting was proposed). 

V JOFFE,J (1987) 1 185. 

'' Le Figaro, interview with Premier BALLADUR, 30/B/1994. 
25 Anecdotaly, the · move of the NATO Headquarters from 

Paris to llrussels also meant the end of the political career 
of Paul-Henri Speak, as he did not . agree with hiE: party',. 
opposition against the removal. 
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of autonomy"'"· As a consequence, the Europeans have to accept the counterpart of the 

deal: no more political leverage within the Alliance. 

I also believe that concrete decisions by the different member states regarding conflicts 

around the world will have considerable more weight than the establishment of a new 

security architecture. History shows that the role of individual states and individual states

man do matter. 

Global security 

Besides the argument of the necessity of holding the transatlantic security community 

together and giving it even more impetus in the future, there is an other logic having 

implications in the longer term, namely the Jiuropean interdependence with North 

America as well as with. Latin-America, Asia and Africa with regard to.thc conscn>ation 

of our environment. As J.Nye admits: "The solution to many issues of transnational 

interdependence will require collective action and cooperation among all states. Such 

issues include ecological changes such as acid rain and global warming, health epidemics 

P. 1 B 

I 

such as AIDS, illicit trade in drugs, and control of tcrrorism•n. Cooperation becomes I 
not only more likely, but also necessary. I totally agree with Ken Booth: 'If we. do not 

bring the interrelated problems of climatic change, over-population and scarce resources 

under contml within the next generation then all bets must be off regarding U1e prospects 

of an international community living in stable peace "28
, 

16JOP"FE, J ( 1987) I 36. 

n NYE 1 J (1990), S, 
28 BOOTH,K (1991), 349. It is remarkable t..hat over-popula

tion and degradation of the environment were the two mostly 
cited world problems in a survey organized by Prof.L.Reychler 
at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (KUL) in October 1994 
for graduate etudents in inte1·national relations coming from 
different study backgrounds. 
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THE OUTLINE 

1. The Cold War era 

-The {Tniterl States, I'Ole ir1 sustaining the European security 
dur)ng the Cold War erA 
-The Europeans' perception of American troops ns guarantors of 
their security 
-The U.S. ini.~riHti iftlfJl le:al..jLn·i~ l)f their pr~'SefiC~- in Eui·op.;,.'.; th.:.:. 
economical burden; th~ politi~><l gains of militarr 
action/presence ove;oseR~ in the inte1·nHl U.S. politicTf.J s.t1.11Jtti0n 

2. Post-Cold War 

-is the U.S. preser1cc irt Eul-tJpe adequate to the present/future 
security tasks? 
-the American response to the European security challenges beyond 
the NATO's zone of respon"il>ility (Yugosl~viM Mild rr~4) 
-the chnllengc from tla~ F?-t~t: the U.3. roJe jn shRpjng the. new 
NATO' s policy towards the former WTO countries (PfP) 
-the bilateral IJ.s.-Russion aspect, especially in the strategic 
nuclear field 
-the U.S. in Europe and 
members of the Security 
European security 

the United Nations. 
Counci I (especially 

The new potential 
Germany) and the 

3. Tire United States and the new role of the r1uClenr wcnpcln~. 

-the limitations of tile cie.terrent power of the nuclear w~.apons Jn 
the modern world 
-the end of ideologic~J foundHtion of the »Lo111J«: tlt:lt:rrcu~:~..-· i"iflll 

lhc sigr1ificance of the nucleAr Arms as a determinant of place in 
the international hierArchy of the distribution nf forces 

4. The modern tendcncie• in the relations between 
their Furopcan all !es, eopeclally Prance, Germany 

the U.S. and 
Rnd Britain 

5. The Europeftn Recurity i11slitutions; the per~pectives of CSCE 
and European Union vs. NATO 
-any future for CSCE~ 

6. The official li.S. doctrinnl nli.itudc to thciJ· Furnpcnn role: 

"The first and the most important element of our strategy In 
Europe must be security through military strength and 
cooperation. The Cold War is over, but war itself is not over'' 
-<A National Security Strtl.legy of Enga~~:ement and Enlargement. The 
White House, July 1994 p. 21> 

7. The U.S. defensc expenditure cuts and the F.uropcan prc~cncc. 

Conclusion. 
The need of sustaining the t).S. presence in Europe both on the 
military-pn!itlcal and peJceptional grounds. The European wi~h to, 
accept, and the American rcodincss to provide, the military 
presence in Europe. The halting of US/Canadian presence In Europe 
- an unt·eal ist ic scenario in lhe present si tual ion of inRlllbi 1 i ty 
and change in Europe. 
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THE EUROPEAN SECURITY: WITH OR WITHOUT NORTH AMERICA? 

by Alexander Kaffka, 

Institute of the USA and Canada, 

Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow. 

l. The Cold War era 

The United States' role in sustaining the European security since 

the end of the World War till the end of the Cold War has been 

undoubtedly critical. In the times of severe ideological 

confrontation, the North American troops in Europe had clear-cut 

political and military importance vis-a-vis the Warsaw pact's 

military contingents. More than that, having indeed very 

significant military strength, the American troops in Europe also 

had a remarkable psychological importance, being perceived by 

the West Europeans as a token of the firm U.S. commitment to 

their security. B.q,th of these two aspects of the American 

presence in Europe contributed to the stability and peace on the 

continent, and it is challenging to assess now which one of them 

had a bigger impact on the situation. However, with the Cold War 

over and no ideological confrontation in place any more, the role 

of the US troops in Europe is changing, posing more and more 

questions and concerns both in America and in Europe. 
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The first aspect of the US presence in Europe has< changed- they 

are not counterbalancing the WTO's forces any more but the 

second aspect is still there: the Europeans' perception of the 

American troops as guarantors of their security is a fact of 

life. More to that, the disintegration of the WTO and removal of 

the Soviet trbops from Central and Eastern Europe has not 

automatically increased the security of the Europeans, as instead 

of the hypothetical Soviet threat they had to face the very real 

military threat in the heart of Europe - in Yugoslavia - to say 

nothing about the threats coming from the outside of Europe 

(Iraq), and the risks and problems produced by the instability 

and turmoil in the former Soviet block. In fact, the U.S. troops 

in Europe had far more occasions to prove their effectiveness 

after the collapse of the Warsaw Treaty, then before. That is why 

it does not seem probable that the West Europeans will favor the 

removal of the American troops from Europe, although their tasks 

should be different from what they used to be, fully reflecting 

the transformed security needs of today and tomorrow's Europe . 

. ~.,. 

2. After the Cold War 

Nevertheless, it is not (or not solely) the Europeans' public 

opinion that determines the decision-making on the US' keeping 

troops in the Old World. Keeping forces stationed in Europe is 

costly: its cost had many times aroused concerns in the United 

States Congress even in the times of the Cold War - and it 

becomes increasingly difficult to explain the spending on the 

European presence with Russia and other former adversary 
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countries being partners of NATO's PfP program. The central role 

of the transatlantic relationship for the Allies was put under 

question. Bill Clinton's administration made an emphasis on the 

domestic needs, promoting the economic interests of the nation as 

the top priority in the US foreign policy. 

On the other hand, the successful overseas operations of the US 

armed forces are known as a highly effective instrument for 

boosting the popularity and prestige of the Washington 

administration. The troops in Europe may thus become a subject of 

complicated political game between the Administration and the 

Congress, or between presidential candidates, 

departments within the executive branch. Thus, 

or between 

the internal 

political implications may have both positive and negative impact 

on the future of the American troops in Europe. 

According to the official U.S. doctrinal attitude to their 

European role the U.S. remain strongly committed to providing 

security to the West Europeans: 

"The first and the most important element of 

Europe must be security through military 

our strategy in 

strength and 

cooperation. The Cold War is over, but war itself is not over" 

<A National Security Strategy of Engagement and Enlargement, The 

White House, July 1994 p. 21> 
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However, some of the earlier statements of the US top officials 

led to the impression that the United States, while activating 

their efforts in Asia (last year's Asian-Pacific Economic 

Cooperation (APEC) summit) were moving the focus of their policy 

away from Europe. This followed, inter alia, from Secretary of 

State Warren Christopher' formula that "Western Europe is no 

longer the dominant area of the world" and that "Washington had 

been too ''Eurocentric'' for too long''. 

Such trends have led to understandable concerns of the Europeans 

about their security and eventually resulted in a more balanced 

US attitude towards its foreign policy priorities and dismissal 

of the "zero-sum" approach. to choosing between the "Asian" and 

the ''European'' focuses. 

The European NATO allies do remain in favor of the continued US 

presence in Europe. It is an open question whether the U.S. 

presence in Europe in its present form is really adequate to the 

Current/future security tasks, but one may point out some of the 

obvious military and non-military reasons for this presence. For 

instance, ln the times when nuclear containment lS to a large 

extent loosing its 

potential of the 

deterrent force, the conventional military 

United 

stationed in Europe plus the 

States, represented by the troops 

efficient sea/airlift capabilities, 

is increasing its importance as a stabilizing factor in the 

uneasy European situation. The concerns over the economical 

growth of the unified Germany, seen by some Europeans as a 

worrisome development, and her aspirations towards greater role 
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in the international relations, including standing membership in 

the Security Council of the United Nations, may be appeased by 

continued substantial American presence, too. 

3. The political U.S. involvement in the European security 

All that was said above concerning the American role in 

sustaining the European security was connected to the actual US 

military presence on the continent and the external and internal 

implications of this presence. However, the theme outlined in 

the title of this paper suggests a broader interpretation of the 

America's significance for the security in Europe. 

The pivotal US role in NATO may be seen as another critical 

aspect of this significance. Having led the Alliance during the 

post-war decades, the United States were also the first to 

originate the transformation of NATO towards better adjustment to 

its new tasks. Speaking about the US role in building the new 

European security architecture, one cannot help mentioning the 

''Partnership for Peace'' idea, brought to the European security 

agenda by the Americans. The PfP system of agreements now 

encompasses virtually all of the former adversary states and 

vividly demonstrates the positive developments in building the 

new pan-European security structure. The new pattern of 

relationships, especially in the political and military fields, 

having been established between the NATO and the partner states 
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not long ago, is quickly reaching operational 

training, maneuvers and other activities 

level in joint 

directed 'at 

rapprochement of the Western and Eastern institutions. 

Having briefly touched upon the American role in NATO, one should 

mention the other ways of the US participation in the European 

security matters through the international security organizations 

such as·CSCE and United Nations. While it is obvoisly beyond 

the framework of this paper to assess that participation in some 

detail, the role played by the United States in such developments 

of these organizations, as reductions of the conventional forces 

in Europe (CFE), confidence- and security-building measures 

(CSBMs), peace-keeping operations in former Yugoslavia, must be 

emphasized. 

It is also worth recollecting the bilateral aspects of the US 

involvement in the European security arrangements. The agreements 

on bans, cuts and non-proliferation of the weapons of mass 

destruction, negotiated with the Soviet Union and 

Russia/Ukraine/Byelarus/Kazakhstan had a critical impact on the 

European security, and the level of activity of the United States 

in this domain remains very high. The United States, as well as 

Canada and the European countries play very significant roles ln 

supporting the complicated and expensive programs of elimination 

of the treaty-limited armaments and military equipment in the 

NIS, solving the problems of doing away with the nuclear and 

chemical munitions and waste. 
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Thus, it would be unjust to limit the problem of the America's 

importance for the European security matters only to the u.s. 

and Canadian troops stationed in Europe. This problem is far more 

versatile and it is a challenging task to cover it within the 

limits of this paper. However, the above considerations seem to 

prove that the US role in European security is essential and the 

halting of US/Canadian presence in Europe or sharp decrease of 

the political involvement of America in the European security 

matters is an unrealistic scenario in the present situation of 

instability and change in Europe. 
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EUROPEAN SECURI1Y: WITH OR WITHOUT RUSSIA? 

Marlus LAURINA VICIUS, 
correspondent for national daily Lietuvos Ryta.'3 (Lithuanja) 

Introduction 

The answer to the question which the title poses could seem very ~imp le. Every 
person who has common sense and who gives priority to pragmatic arcumcnt~ ond 
not to some nationalistic complexes or ideological prroj11dices would dc~ire to build 
European security with Russia. 

It is very natural. Despite the lost Cold War Russia remains the biggest and the 
strongest military power in Europe thus excluding it from the architecture of 
European security would mean permanent threat to it. It is obvious that in the case 
of isolation of Russia one can achieve stability in Europe through the ~o GHlled 
balance of power but one can never achieve t·eal security. 

Lithuania's geographical and Beopolitical situation makes the ~o called "question of 
Russia" the main priority of the national:>ecurity. Our country is doomed fo live in 
the neighbourhood of Russia and because of that our security need~ e~pccially 
Icquirc to include Moscow into European security system. There is no doubt that 
such inclusion could be the best solution of Lithuania's security problem which is 
very sensitive. 

Though nowadays most of Western leaders often pledge their "unwHve,~nt; support" 
for the efforts of the three Baltic countries to rcestablish the-mselves as members of 
the international and European community, the people of the Baltics have heard it 
all before, and should have no illusions about Western support in n situation of 
crisis. 

If the leaders in Moscow do decide to invade the B11ltics for the third time in this 
century (a prospect which, fortunately, seems unlikely at the moment), the 
international community will watch idly from the sidelines. TheW cstern powers 
might recall their ambassadors from Russia in protest, and sct\d Russian diplomats 
home as well. A few speeches condemning Moscow's actions would be madro at the 
UN General Assembly and other international forums. Some mcaningles~ economic 
sanclions m\:M also be taltel' ll.5 a. t;ytnbolic 8esture cof sufport. for the l3alt.s. 



But there is no doubt that if Russia does decide to reasseli itself, the Baltic 
countries should rely only upon their own resources and upon the will of God for 
pl"Otcction. As one American journalist said, in the case of new occupation the 
United States (as well as all the other Western countries) would not recognize i1 for 
fifty years again. 

We can find a very good argument for the "European security with Russiu" in the 
history of Europe of the 20th century. Twice in this century European nations had 
to solve a very similar problem, i.e. "European security: with or without Germany". 
The outcome of two different solutions could show us which is better. Full 
integration of Germany and Fl'ance, which were irreconcilable enemies for 
~nluries, inlo one European community made any war or seriou~ conflict after the 
World War IT impossible not only between them but also between all Western 
European countries. 

History proved that the best way to avoid any conflict:< v;'ith an enemy it: to m11 ke 
him a friL,nd. In the long term, the best security i!! to make war impo~sihle. Among 
countries that were once enemies or antagonists, such as in Western Europe, 
peaccfull relations have been ensured by developing <• web of economic 
interdependence. (1) And because of that the strong desire ofWeslem community 
to integrate Russia into European and international democratic c-Ommunity and all 
economic and political organizations, which is clearly seen during recent years, is 
very understandable. 

Maybe for the first time in centuries today's Russia has a real opp01iunity to play a 
constructive role in the world community. And certainly this opportunity must not 
be lost by the Western democracies. Isolation of Russia indeed could result in a 
hostile Russian military posture. On the other hand, including Russi11 into European 
organizations would mean new security coromitnlents to Moscow. 

Baltic states also want these efforts to be succesfull. Without any doubt we. declare, 
that the Dalts want "European security with Russia". 13\lt as it was mentioned by 
Estonian foreign minister Juri Luilc in his address to the l.lnited Nations General 
Assembly on September 28, 1994, in oder to be succesfull this policy m us! beo 
mutual. 

Mutuallity of the polic.y of Russia's integration to democratic. world community is 
the most serious problem in answering the question posed in the title of the present 
paper. 

Does Russi.a want "European socuriJy with Russia" 

Even some Russian analysts agree that to say the least Russia's intentions arc still 
not very clear. "In the years to come Russia will stay suspended, yet constant 
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securitv threat oa tbe cdr,e of Europe: 11 mwkar power and siill fli11Rjor militm·y 
fm·ce ~th unclear intention~. complicated domc~1ic policies, ~ith multipk intcn:.,t 
groups influencinl\ fMeign Wld r.ccurity p(llicy, prlld'uc.itll\ !:cmcs of !'cfug~ocB fu~d 
l'iligrauts, raising security c~mccrns of the CIS slates t\1\d Ea~lem Eur,>p(:., and 
finally unable to cooperate wit.h the West on security issuer", wrote rc!;eorch fc.lh-,w 
At the ln~tit.ute of Europe of Russian Academy of lkicnce Scrgei Medvcd~, t1 year 
<-~gc. wht'n Russilln fo1eign poli(\y still wu~ ~lill not so usscrfivc. (/.) 

Some Russian unalyst.s also agn;c.; that H.llSli!lll liltu '"'"><A '" 4-•w•··-- ····r-··-·· 
goals. "Sinc.e 1993, Russian pohc1es have been openly purBuiilg the goal of 
reint.egra!ine the area of the former USSR", Andrci Zagorsky &.dmits. (3) 

Greater N lesser imperialistic tendencies could be found in «11 known nfficifll arHi 
unofficial concepts of Russian foreign policy alroof;\ immcdia1ly after tht> break of 
the Soviet Union. Begining from the well known Karl!ganov't: doctrine which 
offidally had nothing to do with Russian foreign policy (though it \\'as published in 
an oflicial Ru~~ia'~ foreign policy journal ''Diplornatichc~ki vc~inik~J and ending 
with the official Ru~sian foreign policy aud military doctrines aR well M> Rus~ian 
forcigr1 intelligence agency report released on Seplt•rnbc-r 21, 1994, almos! all the 
authors agree upou neoirnperialistic policy goals and meaus to achieve them. To 
tnake a dream to creat.e a new empire or at leas! a confede-ration Russia e-mploys, 
Russian speaking community's card, wide politi.cal and economic pressure, 
economic and investment expansion and the wish for stability in foteien cnuntrics, 
on the ba~is of which it tties to get a peacekeeping mandate in the fc)rmer USSR. 

It is true that, almost all the authors of above mention,;d concepts agreed that in 
regulating the situation in the fornct' USSR and establishing other relations with the 
world it is 11ece~sary to apply the rules \If CSl-'E and c•ther intcmational regulation~. 
Nevel'lheles~ they declured that in case of the extnH,rdi•lll!)' ciJ.·cvmstatl<'\t'S Russia 
shoul.<l not avvid one-sided decisiom- political, cconorn.ical Silnction~ and even the 
uce of power. 

Karaganov, who is a member of the President Cuvncil of Russia now, ru: wdl a~ 
most of the other authors of the £<>reign policy concepts, have also ana lysed the 
other w:c~ys which could be chosen by Russia. But almost oll of them h;~ve rejected 
democratic policy, i.e. tht' formation and consolid:;1ion of national states in the 
former USSR and total non-interfering policy of Russia, as unrealistic. Kamganov 
stresses that Russia in any case will be forced to perform a postimperialistio role, 
According to the author, even if Russia rejected that role, !he hisl.ory would force il 
io assum<~· it >~gain. 

It is important to mention that K.araganov as well as curn:n! Ruo>•ian forcie,n policy 
makers are the representatives of the Atlantistic fl>rcign policy school. But it is nco 
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secret that other schools exist too, for cxampk, tln· w cal!t'.d Enroa.<ian school 
which is supported by quite influencial f(>rccs in Russia, 

This school is imperialistic by origin. Most Russian imperialist~ arc anti- W cst~rn 
and a!lti-European. They have adopted the po~ition of the slavophiles and 
Euroasians, who believed that Russia's main historical mission was to challentjt'· tile 
West. The Euroasians claim today that the disintegration of the USSR and lhc 
emergence of new st~tes on Ru!<Sia's wc~tem bordcrn mean that the country ha~ 
bccome geographically, and therefore spjritually, even more separated fmm Central 
and Western Europe. Though critical, many impcri:ilists believe in Ru&Sia's 
optimistic future because they hope that Russia will eain back its colonies. The 
Euroasians stale that RuSf:ian forcing policy ~hould foc,us on developing relations 
with the USSR successor stat.es l'llth<."r than with the West. Russia, of emu-se, claims 
'the rc>le of the.su<,crain. According to the wiew of Euroasians, l~ussia can overcome 
its current crisis only by creating a new state, i.e. Euwasiun (eclcrt~tion, 

1'he st!liem~c~ni made by Ru5sian minister for Forei!$ll Aflairr Andrci Kozyn•v in 
Stockholm on December 14, 1992 should not be forgottcm as welL During CSCE 
summit conference Ko:tyrev said that he hr.d to make some changes in the Russia's 
foreign policy. Kozyrev declared that though Russi!l is nvt goins to reject the 
process (>f approachine Europe, it should be understood that the most of Rus~ian 
traditions are still connected with Asia. That is why Russia is eoine to support 
Serbia, to demand that all republics of the fonner USSR should .ioin the CJS, and in 
case of ncce8ity it would use military force and ec(Jilomic oanctions. 

A£ i~ known, aftel' an hom !he· statement w"s cancelled. But now we. can find lots 
of similarities between the above mentioned statement and current Russi1m fol'eign 
policy, Some of Kozyrcv's siatemeuts as wdl as earlier mentioned dodrines now 
setom to be lranslate.d :into reality. In Russia's position to Al'menitm-Azerbnjau 
Gcorgian-Abhazian conflicts and even in its relation~ with the B<~hic ~'iaic~. whe1·e 
the siandpoint of "divide et impera" is obvious, Russia still pbys the card of the 
"problem" of Ru~~ian-speaking community and in ca:<e of necessity not only m:1kes 
economio and politie.al pre,;ur~ but also uses military force. 

So cv..n if Rus.~ia followed the Atlanuslic concept of foreign policy, ccriuin 
impc1'ialistic features could be. easily traced. The situation could bt'c describ••d as 
follows: though Pr·esidf'nt Yeltsin ~tnd min.iskr for Foreip,n Affair~ Ko:~.yrev an• 
supporters of Atlantistic concept, recently their positiions keep getting closer to 
those of Et1roasi<1ns. 

Cert.ainlv. tmditionallv hcavv-bandcd Soviet fordPn nDlkv hc.< b"cnnw. mM•· 
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Though MO!'\lOW dtJ~.;S nottcll thl'm what tbey should do, .if has lried lo tell them 

what they should not do. ( 4) 

Optron.s at tlw time of Russia at tlw crtJs.m)afls 

With Ru~sia still ut the crossrottds, it i.: not. clear whci.h~>r it is possihltl to achieve the 
g<:><il of Rut:~in'~ intcr.rution into world ocmocratic C\)tmnunity. So it i~ also unclear if 
Europe. will bc('.omc a <:noptrotivc ~e.curity enviroml:ut or a compditiw. one. 

To n\y 1nind in this ~ituation c. very important and probably a very decisive role 
should be played by Western t.kmocratic world. Tlu: achievement of the I.!Oopcrativc 
sccut·ity enviromcnt is possible only gradually, usil,e the means of the competitive 
environme.nt. 

The statement "uow is not the time to draw new dividing lines in Europe" which 
western p<)liticians like so much is absolutely true. But it is J\ot the tim~ either to do 
any e-ssential concessions for Russia. Moscow tric~ to rcestablich it~ 3f)l't~>ivc 
foreign policy and any concession would be considered as its victory and a wealcne~s 
of the oponcnt. History proved that all thco concc:s~ion~ alwr•y~ l'ncollraged Russi~ to 
seek new ones. 

There are a lot of examples of such Russian behavior. To my mi11d it is enough 1<> 
mention only one. Kot-yrev himself declared that the faQt that NATO WI\S not 
expanded to the Fast should be considered as the victory of hi~ foreip,n policy. 
When the prnr,ramme of Partnership for Peace, which became a substitute for the 
wish of Eastern Europens to enlarge NATO, was discussed, no special 1:t1<tus for 
Russia was tml1ltioned. But only a few months passed ~·fter the Kozyrev's victory 
when Moscow demanded such a status. Now the. Kre.mlin goes even further. It wantB 
to influence NATO'spolicy by subordinating it to CSCE. 

I Cl>11ld also ogree with the other statement which is al~o very popular in theW c~t. lt 
is: true, an immediat~ move by NATO toww.·ds Rus.-:ian frontier;; today would 
probably trigger the !lntagonism vis-a-vis Russia. Such antagonism wo11ld be 
triggered even when the NATO states did not want either a new col'd(lU eanitaire to 
ioolate Russia or a resumption \)f the bloc policy. But at the time when the 
W """t hcoitni~• Ru~~ill is rmrsuing its goals. lts desirable sphere of influence could 
grow with the growth of capabilities of the country. Tod<JY thi, des1rat>le sphcn' of 
influence is the so called ."near abroad", but tomorow it could include other eastern 
countries. 
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policy". On the one hand the Wf>st should seek to inkgrate Ru~siH to all Western 
in~titution• but thnc mu'l not be any conces:<ion.s to Russia in the ussual 
requi.remeJils the <>!her cN>niries should meet. On the other hand the West ~hould 
make, clear to Russia that it could not e-xpect to regain lu•t >phcn::~ of influence 
bn.:uusc:. th•- Vh.st would integrate new dcmocrac.ie~ in the. East !nit> all its 
mstitutions .induding security ones in the '""!lfe$( future. It is al,o important not to 
5ive Russi<J <my spe<:iHl statu' over the:: other Rast flu rope an countries. 

Memlx:whip in the Eumpcan Union bae.ked by gre-ater 1uilitmy coopemt.ion among 
the c:.ounhie, of eastt:.rn and we,icm Europe (the PPl) <Amid be ust:f\J] in that ocnst·) 
could he a kind of solution for some years ullt.il millitary threat ir. hardly imaginable. 
:btlt PV>On todny it is t.imco t.olhmk and m11kt: dc:d~ion~ t'Ollt:-eming tht: timdahk of 
tht: NATO cxp"n~im1 to the East. 

Prom the point. d view of the Baltic states it. is also important not to leave uny 
country bdliml thi' integration pwcc~~. The Vk•q;ri.ld f<•ur tlw .. ght :u11l ""'' t•t.ill 
thinking thH1thcy must be the first. to exit fTom Europe';: grey zone. But. u"' 
prohlcm of ll ckar demarcation of NATO arc11 in the Ea~l wo.wlcl rnu,iu unt "'"j,.,,d 
if only the four Visegrad eountrics were to he int.cr,rated into NATO Hnd/or WEU. 
All the e;,st.:rn Europl:an countries outside NATO in that ca~t: cou.ld fall back. into 
ihl: Russian sphere of illfluence. 

Moreover, it is not the inicn,sb of only the B~lt.ic countries. De facio fi"ation of the 
new sphcn'~ of influence col.!ld not rctiult iu ~ta'l>k ~c.curily onviJ·om.,nt <:>f Eun>p<:. 
J\J,; Lothar Ruchl Jucntioned, the dissolution of the USSR has fundamcnially 
unproved the security situation of Western nc-ighbourinr, couutrk·t. TlK Central 
European countries which once belonged to the i•outcr empire" have been separated 
fwm Rllssi~ thn>ll!~l now independent ~t«tc~ of formrT "inner cmpirc" and have frc~ 
acec~o lo Wc~t.crn Europe, whcl'e they can now find dinod ,;uppl>i'l., cspeciA.lly fmm 
Germany. Thif: explain• the major significance of thl" independence ofT .ithu<>niil, 
13yclorussia and Ukraine for Poland's security. As long as these three countries 
remain indcpcmlcnt 1'ol:md will not he e:xpu>Nl t(~ any isolat~.d Ru~•ian ihn,at. (5). 

Western Europe. should reali•e that any cri~i5 in cMI.crn Europ" w<>uld m9k" 
immediate impact on its security. Thus while the division of spher0s of influence hy 
the USA and Hussia c'an be viewed as feasibk and undcrstandabk. such division hy 
European countries io entirely impossible. 

While the United States more and mun'O often vlew Ruo;sia Ets" pos,:ible a1ly in 
helping to mainiain sl.ubjliry in Asia and thus has a il~ndcncy to m«ke conct~-sions to 
it, Eul'ope ;;hould cl!'aw a line at how fur these conccsswns c~t\\ go. In the m teres\ of 
Europe-an se<:wity Rm;sia should not have the right to intcrfc.rc;.. with the policies of 
the east European states. Europe holds the potential to use economic assistance 
ami financial aid as kvc::ragc for a more constructiv10 stance from Russia. r\t the 
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same time Europe should redefine itself in order to include the; countries of C<"nfral 
and eltxt"rn Europe into ils communit)'. (6) . 
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European Security: With or without Russia? -A German point of view 

Europe stands once again at a crossroads in history. Almost all European conflicts or crises since I 815 

have begun in Eastern Europe. Often they have led to war or to the brink of war. As the wars in the 
Yugoslav drama have shown over the last years, there is so far no real "common European home" for 
many reasons. A good example for the difficult balance be:ween hopes and the strategic aims on the one 
side and a realistic and pragmatic course of the foreign policies of the European states on the other side 
provides the discussion of a full NATO and EU-membership for the Central and Eastern European 
(C&EE) states! Considering these debates, the outcome of the initiation ofNATO's PFP-program in 
January 19941 was on the one side rather disappointing for most of the states applying for a full NATO
membership. But it was certainly a step forward in view of the fact that both Central and East European 

(C&EE) states and the West have lost their political and strategic vision for the future. But it has neither 
solved NATO'S dilemma (which was mainiy a dilemma of its Russia policy) nor the security vacuum of 
Eastern Europe. It was a difficult compromise between proponents and opponents of a NATO 
enlargement and in this light perhaps the only logical middle course. The main factor impeding a NATO 
enlargement was and will also be in the near future Russia's opposition to NATO as the main security 
agent in Europe similarly as in the past. But nevertheless, also Russia has initiated a stronger political 
and military cooperation with the western alliance. 

The question of "European Security: with or without Russia" has in my view at least three dimensions. 
First of all, I will try to point out that an important prerequisite of this question is a comman European 
understanding of the specific roles of the main European security organizations such as the CSCE, the 
Western European Union (WEU)IEU and NATO within an European security architecture. In this 
regard. it is very important to recognize the different experiences of Western Europe, C&EE states and 
Russia which shape their policies of today. Secondly, l will analyze the Russian foreign policy and show 
that its understanding and the motivations of its policies nowadays differ from the rest of Europe. 
Finally, I will emphasize the reasons why the overwhelming German view is that Europe will create a 
real "common European home". only with Russia and not against it. But in this context it is also 
necessary to point out that not the West and certainly not Germany, given its long historical and cultural 
ties, will isolate Russia. It is rather our fear that Russia is on the way to isolate itself from the rest of 
Europe - something nobody wants. 

1 See. iDter 1Ua. Joshua 6. SpcroiFranlc. Umba~ NATO's Security Challenge to the East and the American-German 
Oco-Stratogic Partn..ship in Europe, 8•rfch1• de/JIOst 39/1994. 

z Seo also Michol J. de Weger, "Ten Misundcntanclings Aboull'fP", Tha Wall Stl'<"el Journul Europe, 24 May 1994. 
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Moreover, these discussions have revealed the growing mistrust of C&EE concerning the domestic 

developments and foreign policies of the former hegemon in the Warsaw Pact, the Soviet Union and 
today Russia. Will Russia once again dominate its former allies and will it in particular truely respect 
the sovereignty and independence of its former Soviet republics which is an important prerequisite for a 
new European security architecture? 

Therefore, I will point out at first the institutional problems before analy:zing the foreign and security 

policies of Russia and presenting my own rather than the official view of Russia's role in a "common 
European home". 

The institutional dimensions and problelllll to a real "EIII'Opsan security architecture" 

Before govenunent leaders determine Europe's. security architecture. they need to define Europe by 
trying to answer the following questions: Did De Gaulle's "Europe" extend "from the Atlantic to the 

Urals"; did Thatcher's "Europe" cl!aracterize "both sides of tl1e Atlantic"; did Gorbachev's exist :from 

San Francisco to Vladivostok"; or do none of these scenarios categorize Europe's future security? 

One of the few points on which many governments increasingly tmd to agree is the attempt to link some 
of the responsibilities ofNATO, the CSCE, the WEU, and the EU in some way. The driving factor of 

the theoretical concept of "inter/inking institutions" was the growing awareness among the West 
European political elites of the need to balance the specific strengths and wealmesscs of the different 
existing European security institutions (EUIWEU, NATO and CSCE) by creating a new more coherent 
concept. The ongoing wars in former Yugoslavia have revealed in particular that these multinational 
institutions either have a role to play, but no means, or the means, but no role. But the rivalry bet.ween 
these institutions and the problem of duplicative functions and roles without concrete definitions of the 
responsibilities are not the only factors explaining why this concept has not been implemented up to 
now. Hence, such approacl!es often symbolize the dilemma between "interlocking institutions" and 
"inter-blocking institutions." Moreover, the continual problems and uncertain definitions stern also from 
the very lack of political will with the members of these security structures to combat new risks and 
instabilities. Thereby, the decisions made on the future of these security structures - whether defined as 
collective defense or collective security - emanate from the national capital cities, not the bureaucratic 
headquarters of international institutions or organizations themselves. In this light, it seems that a kind of 

renationalisation of the West European security policies 1s under way. lbe wars in former Yugoslavia 
might be a proof of this hypothesis. The British have always been more interested in regions of the 
British Commonwealth; during 1992-1993, France seemed more concerned with Germany's "assertive 

policy" and its future influence in the Balkan region and with keeping the Americans out of the Balkans 

rather than with stopping the Serbian military aggression. And the German position remained quite 
ambiguous, similar to its lower profile policies during the Gulf War: Germany advocated intervention to 
protect humanitarian convoys trying to travel throughout former Yugoslavia, but refused to take part 
because of its constitutional constraints. Moreover, Russia as one of the main actors, initiated a policy 
with the aim to rebuild its former ties to the orthodox "Siavic brothel', Serbia. lt has also used its 
policies for its own political ends, in order to bring its political weight back to a new European concert 
of • great powers". Indeed, all cases point to the great difficulties Europe has in finally surmounting 
historical patterns, experiences, and national interests. Consequently, the "European policy" of 
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hesitancy, impartiability, gesticulation and declarations have damaged the political and moral authority 
of the West, sometimes evm the relations between Europe and America, and ultimately the credibility of 
the existing multinational security institutions (EU, UNO, CSCE}. 3 It was revealed that nowadays 
neither the United Nations are a real "intenUltional cotnJnunity" nor that the West, with the Cold War 
over, is any longer the west• nor the European Union a real conunon and coherent political unit. • 

One reality remains clear. however: NATO as a classical "collective deferue institution" symbolizes not 
only for its current members the only security guarantor for Europe through its institutionalized and 
integrated military conunand structure. It alone possesses the network of bases, communications, 
equipment, logistical infrastructure and anned forces necessary for this task. NATO also contains the 
political and military decision-making bodies, power projection capabilities, command structure and the 
agreed crisis management procedures to handle a degfl!erating political situation that poses a threat to 
its security. This tradition combines internal conflict resolution and shared experiences in training and 
management. These are some reasons why the Visegrad-, the Baltic states, and others (Bulgaria, 
Romania, Ukraine) are keen to join NATO in the foreseeable future. 

The Russian foreign policy 

Given the political rramework of shifting power and influence, an constantly declining economic 
situation, arising conspiracy theories against the West as an imaginary explanation of the disaster and a 
tremendous increase in armed crime and corruption in all spheres of life have created a general sense of 
instability and unease in the Russian society. All these and still some other factors seem to have brought 
about a state of a "national psychosis" in Russia at a time where an increasing part of the population 
seems to be disappointed about a "capitalist' future. V/adimir ZhirinO'.•skiy and the success of his 
"Liberal Democratic party" in the parliamentary elections last December are only a symbol for these 
difficulties of Russia to cope with the domestic and foreign policy challenges in the future. 

In this light, liberal and conservative figures have debated since 1991/92 who are RusSians, what role 
Russia should assume today and tomorrow and where Russia's national Interests may lie. These 
discussions are part ofthe debate on a "rebirth of Russia" and its cultural and political heritage. At least 
three schools of thought emerged out of the debate in !992/93: the Atlanticists, Eurasianists and the 
Great Russian nationalists. 6 But there exist also myths surrounding these debates at least between 
Eurasianislll and Atlanticists. No one can doubt that Russia is at once a European and an Asian power. 
However, in reality there is no civilisational incompatibility ofRussia and Europe. This debate is merely 
often a secondary theatre of war. The controversy goes rather back to the question of Russia's main 

3 or as Nicole Gnesotto has ra~ed the question in the rjght way, u .•• ~ ft is not, mutahs mu/an/is, as a rl!sult Q/ u 
corifu.tlnn ofvalu~ ofthB .'<ame ord€r as that which pri!Viowly led paqfut& to proclaim 'better red than dead'JH. See 
Nicolo Gnosotto, "Lessons of Yugoslavia", Challlot Papers, 14 (Maroh) 1994, h""' p.Il. 

4 
A~; ()wen !/am: .. has ar~ the politicai 1'Westh was always hiehly artificial. Only an overtly hollti(e "Hu.vl'' could give 
it meaning despite the West shares Vast commonatities like history, culture and political values and institutions. See 
his article: ''With the Cold War ls over, West i5 no longer West'\ lnlerrnationul He,.uld Tribune (IHT), 1 September 
1993. 

5 See also William Pfaff~ "Nations Can Resolve to Act, But. Europe lm~a Natjon'\ !HT, 10 February 1994, p.6. 
6 See al•o Olga Alexmdrowa, "Eutwicklung der aiiA<Itpolitischon Konzeptionen Rulllands", 810.•1-Hericht 13/1993 and 

Emil Pain, "Russia and post ..SOviet Spaoe", Moscow Nf~W3 8 (febr. 25 ·March 3) 1994, pp, u: and Alexei G.Arbatov, 
"Ru,:sia'$ Foreign. Policy A1tematives",lntentQhonal Se""ril}' 211993, S.~-43. 
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choice between on the one side democracy and integration into the world economy and standing aside, 

choosing a specific Russian "Sondenveg" (a "third way") on the other side. When analyzing the Russian 

foreign policy, we can find without doubt that the current domestic and foreign policy debates in Russia 

have extended the distance between Russia and the rest of Europe. These shifts of foreign policies began 

already in the summer 1992 (long before V.Zhirinovskiy raised his status with his success in the 

parliamentary elections in December 1993), when Yeltsin had to cancel and to postpone his trip to Japan 

after strong pressure from the military side. 1l1e other important event was one of the first 

'peacepeeking"-missions in Moldova which was rather an open intervention for the pro-Russian 

separatists. Most interesting, Yeltsin's foreign-policy adviser, Andranik Migranyan, recently admitted 

that the West had failed to challenge Russia's intervmtion in Moldova in mid-1992 out of fear of 

undennining Yeltsin's precarious political base at home. h has disproved the argument of the "radical 

democrats" that Russia has to follow the internationally accepted principles and norms. Otherwise it has 

to pay some prices like Western economic assistance.7 

While the external and internal empires are gone, the space of its internal empire -geopolitical, political, 

military, econonuc, cultural and intellectual -are certainly not. The 'common post Soviet civilisafional 

space" is for the near future indeed a reality. Vice-President A.Rutskoy, the chairman of the Supreme 

Soviet, R.Khasbulatov, A.Volsky as the leader of the powerful htdustriai-Lobby, the reactionary 

V.Zhirinosvky as the leader of the so-called Liberal Democratic Party' and some others have called for 

a "rebirth of Russia" to restore the former Soviet Union before the bloody Octover events of 1993. 

Simultaneously, an alternative foreign policy program, based on the assumption that Russia is 

"geopolitical encircled". and in contrast to the foreign policy concept of the Foreign Ministry, had 

gained an increasing number of adherents since the summer of 1992. It predicted; "It is highly possible 

that t/le territory of the former USSR will become a zo1Ul where military power will play an essential 

political role.''8 According to the domestic arena, Kozyrev's foreign policy shifted step by step. In 

March 1993, one of the strongest opponents ofKozyrev, Evgen(v Ambarzumov, stated that there is no 

longer the need for Kozyrev's resignation. The signment of the official Russian foreign policy concept in 

April 1993 symbolized the growing policy of compromises of the Yeltsin administration and the Foreign 

Ministry. These steps in the Russian foreign policy have also determined the Russian policy toward the 

'near abroad' as well as the Yugoslav contlict over the last two years. 

One reason for these shifts was the appointment of hardliners to key posts in the Russian Defcnse 

Ministry and the greater corporate identity of its interests (in contrast to the more devided political 

elites) which have given the army the power to react to etlmic conflicts along the fringes of the former 

USSR, defending its understanding of Russia's "national interests". They have also become increasingly 

vulnerable as violence spreads in Moldova, Georgia, Tadjikistan, Arnlenia and AzerbaiJan. Based on an 

unofficial "Russian Monroe-Doctrine", defined according to geostrategic and political interests of 

Russia, the Russian military establishment condemned the "parade of sovereignties". The confusing 

signals at one time declari11g the Russian withdrawal from the hotspots and the Baltic states while at 

another time pouring weapons into etlmic trouble spots and escalating these contlicts have shown that 

these issues are still being debated due to the internal power vacuum, the fragmentation of political and 

7 Seo /V=visimuya ga<<lu. IB lantwy 1994, pp. 4-S, 8. 
8 SeeN~wvi.,imayu gazcra, 19 Allg1lt;t 1992. 
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military authorities and the tmsettled nature · of the civil-military relationship in Russia where 

uncontrolled actions by the army or the tendency of local and regional pro-imperial forces have 
disavowed the more moderate policy of the Foreign Ministry. 

The explanation for this policy had been drafted in Russia's new Military Doctrine (published in 1992) 

where protecting the rights and mterests of Russians abroad including all "cl'itural(v connected' people 
with Russia (approximately 70 million in the view of Sergey Karaganuv) were pointed out. Given the 

power vacuum and Yeltsin's need of the military establishment's support for the domestic power 

struggle, the Defense Ministry, its General Staff and possible local "warlords" like Gmcral Alexander 

Lehed had increasingly acquired the power to decide de facto the daily questions of the Russian policy 

for the "near abroad' during the last two years. 

Although the draft. military doctrine had not been officially introduced until November 1993, the 
Russian Defense Ministry had already implemented the military's understanding of its "near abroarl'

concept with a specific Russian style of peacekeeping which is rather peacemaking or peace enforcement 
since the autumn of !992. tn this context it is necessary to tmderscore that it is Russia that is strongly 

against international peacekeeping missions within the CIS and has pushed forward the idea of 
"common" CIS-forces for peacekeeping- but dominated by Russian forces and under Russian command 

in order to preserve Russian influence in the former Soviet regions. But the CIS-agreernents for 
peacekeeping exists only on paper. Considering the Russian interests, it is not surprising that the Russian 
tmderstanding and the practise of peacekeeping is very different from Westem approaches or UN

missions. Most of Russia's neighbours have interpreted ·this policy as the return of the "Russian 

gendarme" in Eurasia - an experience which they have made for several centuries. But the harsh 

economic realities in the former Soviet republics, the neglecting of their own responsibilities for the 
current social-economic crisis in their countries, and the often one-sided Western stance of finding close 
cooperation forms with Russia to resolve regional and global security challenges (like the proliferation 
risks) towards an open and critical discussion of the ambivalent Russian policies in the "near abroad' 

have contributed to some forms of "bandwagoning" of these CIS-states with Russia (a particular case is 
Georg~a). 

Since the early summer of 1993, a new political consensus has been reached at least concerning the 
question what Russian national interests are for the time being• As the discussion of a full NATO 

membership for the C&EE states or its policy toward the "near abroad' have revealed, Russia seems to 
follow Its traditional interests in its geopolitical periphery as a "great power" (velikaya derzhava) as it 

has done during the past 250 years. This is the only issue on which all 13 blocs in Russia's parliament 

agree to a considerable extent. The Yeltsin degree of creating 30 military bases in the "CIS and Latvia" 

and the following domestic and foreign turmoil have indicated what Russia understands with defining 

9 See in particu.lar the statementf: of the RussiNt Foreign MiniGtry and it~; Minister Andrei Kozyrev concerning its policy 
toward the "near abroadtt in: Nczavisimaya gazcta. 22 Septvmbcr 1993, p, 1; /bid, 24 Nowmber 1993. pp.l.3; /bid. 19 
January 1994, p.1 and his support of a new confederation between the former Soviet republics, see RFEIRL Nqws 
Brif;fo. 13-17 June 19Q4, p.5f To some other issues concerning the growing consent in Russia1

S foreign policies st:e 

also nRussia's Foreign Policy Should be Multidimensional", in: lnJL'171Uitonul Affair.> (Mmcmv) S/1994. pp.79-92 and 
''Eastern Europe and Russian, in: lbld 3-411994, pp.J-21; some eApla:natioru: provide& Suzann_e Crow. '1Why Has 
Russian Foreign Polioy Changed", RFEIRL Reseorcll Report IS (6 May) 1994, pp.1·6 1111d Id- "Russia Assorts its 
Sllategio Agenda", !bid, 5011993 .• pp.l-8. 
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and defending "Russian national interests". 10 This dubious cum:nt Russian policy can partly be 
explained by the historical fact that Russia was always running behind the political and economic 
developments of the rest of Europe. This historical met has created a feeling of inferiority towards 
Europe and the United Stales. Throughout the centuries it was often compensated by imperial policies 
using violent means (albeit Russia was not the only one). But in a nuclear age, such dangerous 

tendencies in its foreign and security policies are no longer acceptable. Russia cannot solve its domestic 
problems by external expansion. Moreover, the current short-sighted policy to defend the Russian 
national interests abroad runs also against its own economic and :financial possibilities. The short-term 
goal of the Russian policy does obviously not automatically correspond to its long-term interests which 
are hardly discussed nowadays. Thus Vyacheslav Dashichev, former adviser of President Gorbadtev 

and one of an ever-lonier voice among Russian democratic intellectuals and "institutchikis", recently 
rejected any form of a "Russian Monroe Doctrin•": 

"l1 should be said that for more than roo years, Russian policy has failed to establish relations of trust 
with a countries of the near abroad and Eastern E!urope. These relations ate very heavily burdened with 
old ideas hold by those countries' political circles about Russian imperial aspirations. Moreover, these 
ideas habe been reinforced by the use of outdated methods of exerting economic and military pressure on 
those countries and by a lack of tact and political skiU in relati0118 with them. "11 

Symptomatic for another shift in Russia's foreign policies was the fact that even in the foreign policy 
concept of Russia's Ministry of Foreign Affairs the Gorbachev-notion of the "conunon European home" 

had not found any place. Russia advocates also today an all European 'collective security institution" 

(like CSCE) as the main European security agent and has proposed that NATO and Russia jointly 
guarantee the security of the states in between like in the past. 12 Moreover during the last months, 

Russia has proposed to single out NACC from NATO's umbrella and put it under the structures of the 
CSCE. Under these circumstances, NATO would loose its new ''raison d'etre" as alliance coping 
successfully with the changing security challenges and tasks of the future. 

Another indicator for its foreign policy priorities is also the suggestion of Russian political leaders that 
Gennany should join them in forming a geopolitical counterweight to the United States. The signed 
military agreements between Russia and Germany in 1992/93, for instance, have revealed the 
motivations of the political (not only economic) importance of Gennany for Russia today. Moreover, it 
has shown maybe the ever-present hope of Russian politicians to create some ".<pecial relationships" 

with Germany, remembering the close bilateral military relationship between the two states in the 
aftermath of the Rapallo-pact in 1922. 

But these Russian motivations dictating their foreign policies have increasingly backfired. The Central I 
and East European (C&EE) countries and their new and old political elites (in particular in the Visegrad 

10 

11 

See ilos•llskiyc vcstf, 7 April 1994, p.l; lz:vosttya, 7 Apri11994, p.3; !bid, 8 Aprill994, p.3; Sevndnya, 8 April 1994, 
p.l; /noe.diya, 9 April 1994, p.l and 3 and Steven Erlanger, ''Russia's Entangled Leadership. SiH~Rls Gcl Crossed, 
Ag:lin, on Bases",!In', S April1994, p.4. 
Ne::avlslmtryQ gazeta, 23 April1994. p.4. To the prospects of the relations between Russia at'ld the \'WSt see also Alr..-xei 
K. Pushkov, ''Letter from f"Utasia: Russia and America: The Honeymoon's over", in: F(lrttlgn Policy 1993, pp.76-90 
and Geurgi Arbttov, "Eurasia Letter: ANtJWCold Wu'?",lbid, Summer 1994, pp.90-l03 and Yuri Afanasyev, "A New 
RUS£ian Imperialism", Per.!peclfve, Febnwy·March 1994. pp.l, 7-10. 

12 S"' al60 Andrei Zagorsky, "Tilting From tho CSCE lo NATO? Europea~~ Alfain; Call for Closer An.,.tion", 
International Affairs (Moscow), Morch-Aprill994, pp.43-49. 
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states) have initiated foreign policy strategies to rebuild their former ties to the West following the 

dismise of the WaiDW Pact and the CMEA. The driW1g factos are the historical lessons and the threat 
perception of an unstable Russia which is also today oftEn viewed as a "non-status quo power" with 
"imperial ambitions". 

Given its economic decline. its political instability and ambitious foreign policies to rebuild its status as 
a "great power". Russia is - as a western analyst has pointed out - "in danger of becoming a supernova 

state, expanding slowly outwards on il1i periphery while collapsing intemally". 13 ln this regard. Russia 
carries enormous responsibilities for its Own future as well as for the rest of Europe. 

Conclusions 

Germany's national and historic post re-unification commitment to increase stability by integrating 
Central and East European states (particularly its neighbors) intO European multi-lateral institutions 
results from its geo-strategic position in tho heart of Europe and its traditional regional ties. However, its 
own historical integration experiences during the 1950s. undergirded by America's leadership and 
NATO's detennination. proVided a stable security framework for internal democratization and economic 
reconstruction. In the light ofthat "strategy for importing stability", Germany recognizes both the need 
for regional stability and regional integration eastwards. But its "export" stability-strategy" impresses 
upon Gennan leaders that their capability to shoulder alone the burden and responsibilities for its 
Eastern neighbors remains limited. Hence it promoted a ''joint Western Ostpolitik" with the other West 

European sates and in particular with America. 
There exists a widespread common sense in the West that it is certainly in its interest not to undermine 
the more moderate Russian government as long as Boris Yeltsin stays in power as the Russian president 
because real European security and stability can only be build with and not against Russia in Europe. 
But if the Yeltsin government tries to follow a political strategy of competing with Vladimir Zhirinovsky 
and other Russian nationalists, Russia - and not the West -will isolated once again itself- and with that 
the tragic history of Russia continues in the future. ln this light, the West has to renounce and to 
withstand any veto-rights of Russia - no matter how diplomatically formulated - and even the 
appearance of a new Yalta or any "theories of axis"14 (like in the 20s with the Rapallo-treaty) between 

!he West/Germany and Russia in order to avoid the associated perceptions of the rest of Europe. 
Moreover, it is disturbing when oflicial and unoflical Russian commentators warn the West against a 
NATO (and its troops) on "its borders" which would de facto violate the respect for the sovereignty of 
Belarus and other CIS-states (in the case of Poland, there exists no common border with Russia. except 
with the Russian exclave ofKaliningrad). rt is rather an indicator for Russian thinking today, already in
corporating the other Slavic independent states of Belarus and Ukraine in a "great IOISsian state" 

(velikoe gosudarstva). 

IJ Renee de Nevers, Russia'• Strategic Rmovation. RuS!ian Security Strategies md Foreign Policies in the Post-Imperial 
Era. Ado/phi-Paper 289 (IISSi. London 1994, here p.6f. 

14 So the proposals of the Russian Foreign Minister Andr~ Kozyrev during the 11Satma-discussions'' with the German 
Foreign Minister Klaus Kinkel in December 1993, see "R.u61and wiU die Trennlinie zwis;chen Ost und We."-t au.ftleben
aber zu seinen Bedingtm!l"'l." FA7.. 21 December 1993 and Friedbort POOger (member of the B~mdostag and chainnan 
of the Oennan-Polish As.~iatioo), '1>as mull allo Al•nnglocken liut=t lassen. Obor die OoteowcitCI1111g dor NATO 
lUld dENt rus.sischen Versuch, Binfl~ auszuQben", Gr:nert:IIanzeiger, 24 December 1993. 
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Moreover, the Western one-sided attention to Russia to the neglect of the security interests of the other 
East European states and the national interests of the West itself in order to strengthen the Yeltsin 
goverrunent has resulted in hindering Western intentions to stabilize the region. The more radical 
Russian refonners see no possibility today to influmce the domestic debate and how to live in a common 
European home because the Westen1 "understanding" for Y eltsin's precarious domestic situation has de 
facto strengthened the hardliners inside and outside the Yeltsin administration, and with that the 
nationalistic and hcgernonic re-directions of Russia's foreign policy in the last two years. 
If NATO accepts a de lllcto veto-right of the Russians against full membership of the other East 

European countries under the current Russian need of Western economic support, why should Russia do 
it in the future when hopefully a better, stable domestic situation exists and not follow its 250 years 
traditional policy toward these states? What Western politicians and experts often fail to consider is the 
fact that Russia always tries -like other countries -to follow its "national security interests" which can 
at a11y time compete with those of other states. It is a natural political bargaining process in the life. of 
international politics that needs compromises among all sides. 
Thereby, the member states of NATO and EU have to remember the post-World War II experiences 
telling us that the political, economic and defmse aspects for a stabilization and democratization (of the 
Central and East European states) are all interlinked: Without external security, no internal stability; 

without internal stability, no external security. Only in this regard, is Russia's role in a "common 

European home" an open question. And only Russia can answer this question. In the meantime, the rest 

of Europe should not loose its patience. In which way Russia and the other former Soviet republics can 

be involved in an European security architecture- in contrast to a full NATO-membership -is still an 
open question. lt depends mainly on the role and function of the existing security institutions in a system 
of"interlockinf!. institutions" which has stiU to be defined. For the time being, the debate already occurs 
over the question where this expanding cooperation program will end and what defines its logical limits. 
In this light, it might be useful to remember the wellknown dictum of NATO's first Secretary General 
Lord Ismay: to "keep the Sm;iets out, the Americans in, and the Genna.n's duwn". Pause should be 
given perhaps to new a purpose: "Pull the Central and Eastern Europeans in. bring all Europeans 

together. and maintain American presence." 
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1) THE PROBLEM: EUROPEAN SECURITY ORDER IN 
TRANSITION 

lt has become a commonplace - but some commonplaces are true : 
fundamental changes occurred in Europe in the last few years which have 
changed the whole political landscape of the continent. 

Today, after decades of relatively stable political-military structures, 
the post-1945 European Security order, based on bloc-confrontation and bloc 
integration has entered a phase of transition 

First of all the perception of security Changed: military power ceased 
to be the final argument in international policy. This is due to the fact that 
security orders, including their architecture and concepts are job related; they 
are no mean in themselves but find their rationale In defending territorial 
integrity, quality of the poUtlcal system and collective self-determination 
against outside threats. Given the· enormous cost of military defence and the 
security dilemma created by military potenfials for other countries, security 
and especially defence policies and their organisation in alliances have to be 
regularly questioned, whether and to what degree thsy perform thase 
functions and whether there are functional equivalents available. 

lt is generally accepted that security in the 90's has not only a military 
dimension but faces major political-economic threats. This means that one 
has to look for a security order, whiCh covers not only the military but the 
political-economic dimensions of security as well. As a consequence, far 
reaching remodelling of organisation, substance and patterns of European 
security policies is demanded. 

In the second place, one can't ignore the fact that ideological 
confrontation has disappeared and has been replaced by the co-operation on 
the basis of common shared values of European civilisation. The mutual 
deterrence of the comforting superpowers and, as a consequence, of the 
military blocks has disappeared together with the security system on the 
continent which was based on this mutual deterrence. 

Thi& means that the threat of a major military conflict no longer exists, 
However, it also means that many of the factors which prevented countries or 
political groups from trying to push their own interests against those of others 
have also vanished and that the way for many, relatively low level conflicts is 
now open. These conflicts are not a product of the post - Cold war period; 
they are deeply rooted in European history but, contrary to conflicts in the 
westem part of the continent, conflicts in the Eastern part of Europe were not 
even allowed to come to the surface, even their existence wes denied. So 
nowadays these conflicts are further away from their solution than at any time 
previously, since these forty years h~ve simply fuelled the conflicts and 
resulted In their Immediate upsurge after the collapse of the dictatorship. 
In addition to that, these countries also have to face the enormous problems 
stemming from the transition tram totalitarian dictatorship and command 
economy to pluralistic democracy and free market economy. This transition 
inevitably brings social and political problems and raises the threat of a new 
economic and social division of Europe. 

1 
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The Challenge is clear: how can be established a well-functioning 
system of security - in its broadest sense - able to channel the Changes and 
offer help and perspectives for those Who need it ? 

2) THE CFSP IN THE TREATY ON EUROPEAN UNION 

The Western Europe and especially the European Union represent an island 
of pronounced stability and opulence in a sea of poverty and ethnic and 
religious conflicts. Such a complex situation in proximity of the EC generates 
strong pressure and requests for action in the specific field of economics and 
the vaster and more general one of security. 

lt also puts Western Europe into an entirety new position. During Cold 
War, it could count on almost total security protection and was left unscathed 
by the today enormous difficulties and almost desperate need for financial 
assistance of some of the economies in· its borders. The end of nuclear 
confrontation in Europe and the disbanding of the Warsaw Pact have 
stripped military threats of their global character and have opened the door 
to differentiated actions based on local and regional requirements rather than 
on traditional ideological confrontation. 

Given the above mentioned facts, it is not surprising that one of the key 
elements of the Maastricht agreement is the establishment of a Common 
Foreign and Security Policy. Four particular security topics are targets for CO· 
ordinated policy, as asserted in Lisbon in June 1992 (the CSCE process; the 
policy of arms control and disarmament in Europe, including confidence· 
building measures; nuclear non -proliferation issues; and the economics 
aspects of security, in particular control of the transfer of military tachnology 
to third countries and control of arms export). 

Unfortunately, the truth is that the Maastrlcht Treaty itself is long on 
objectives and short on methods and priorities. Paragraph 2 of Article Jl of 
the Treaty sets a series of targets. When it comes to how these objectives 
are to be attained, however, the Treaty refers only to the establishment of co
operation and joint action among Union members. lt says nothing abOut 
which problems are seen as the most dangerous for the Union, about the 
overall place of military, economic and other instruments In a Common 
Foreign and Security Policy, about whether a CSFP envisages a global order 
with regional applications or a series of discrete regions! orders in the world, 
or about the priorities of EC concern. 

One must not forget though, that until recently not only has the idea of 
a supranational foreign and security policy been taboo, but also the idea of a 
state's sovereignty was inextricably linked to notions of independence and 
autonomy in the choice and pursuit of foreign policy options. At the heart of 
sovereignty is the idea that the state is capable of defending and maintaining 
its territorial integrity. While it Is accepted that states may qualify this by 
collective defence agreements, their governments are still presumed to be 
the ultimate locus of political authority In foreign and security matters. In this 
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perspective, Maastricht broke new ground for EC's member states by 
implicitly challenging this and by setting aside the security taboo. 

The Maastricht Treaty, despite its uncompleted and vague 
dispositions, hides some external and internal dynamics. 

First of all, there can be little doubt that a major foreign policy 
preoccupation for the EU over the next few years will stem directly from the 
imperatives of judicial co-operation linked to the vexed questions of 
immigration and right of asylum. The Commission of the EC has already 
suggested to incorporate migration into EC's external policy through an 
appropriate, targeted co-operation policy designed to combat migration 
pressures. 

Moreover, the enlargement of the European Union with member states 
like Austria and Sweden will make a fundamental reform of the EC's 
institutional capacities imperative. The changing security agenda and 
international demands reinforced the need for an urgent reappraisal of the 
nature and parameters of political co-operation. 

While the member states could not be persuaded to integrate 
European Political Co-operation fully into supranational decision making by 
systematically applying the principle of unite and extending a role In foreign 
policy oversight to the European Parliament and the European Court of 
Justice, they were persuaded to confront the hitherto taboo subject of 
security defined in political and military terms. The operational capacity of the 
EC was raised as an issue. 

But, power politics among the Twelve, the international positions of 
key member states like the UK and France and finally the financial 
implications of moving towards a European defence capacity at a time of 
civilisation of defence industries, shifting threat perceptions, falling defence 
expenditure and competing claims on the public purse, led to the victory of 
member state's reticence to proceed further. 

The European Union must face its responsibilities vis-a-vis third 
countries. Central and Eastern Europe countries expect from the EU to speak 
and act with one single voice if it wants to play a role of regional security 
actor. 

According to Jacques Delors, defence and security were an essential 
part of political union. As he noted, common foreign policy did not necessarily 
mean a single policy; the EC should set out the broad objectives and 
parameters of policy and the member states should be allowed room to 
interpret them in the light of domestic traditions and interests. Internal 
divisions will exist on almost every issue but there is enough commonality of 
purpose to allow the Twelve (or more) as a group to discern their common 
interest and to act to further lt. The flexible response in the foreign policy 
field, though far from optimal, has the merit of allowing an evolutionary 
approach to continue. 
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3) EUROPEAN SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND EXISTING 
APPROACHES 

In order to have a credible common foreign and security policy it must 
be backed up with a capacity to enforce goals, if necessary by military 
means. This the nub of the problem and raises the debate of whet kind of 
role, if any, the EU should have vis-a-vis WEU and NATO. 

a) WEU and European Security 

·Being at the same time the defence component of the European 
Union, the potential military tool of the emerging Common Foreign and 
Security Policy and the European pillar of the renewed transatlantic 
partnership on which our ultimate security continues to depend, Western 
European Union has a role rather like that of a hinge. 

During the Maastricht negotiations, WEU was repeatedly put forward 
as a bridge of transitional arrangement between the EC developing its own 
politics independent of NATO or alternatively as a link between the EC and 
NATO. WEU was used as an organisational and operational umbrella for 
action taken by individual EC members in the Gulf. Moreover, when the EC 
became involved as an observer in Yugoslavia, WEU rather than ·the 
revivified CSCE, was again seen as the organisation to ·provide logistical 
support. 

As a consequence, in Maastricht the WEU was seen as the path of 
least resistance in that it gave expression to the US expressed desire of 
seeing the Europeans form a stronger European pillar within NATO without 
the concomitant threat of a competitive dual-headed arrangement. A further 
need was fulfilled, the need to organise out of area operations. In addition, 
WEU provided a means of exerting the EC's · security rationale without 
threatening the defence sovereignty of the EC's member states. 

Many scenarios ceme up about the future role that WEU wes going to 
play. 

· According to the declaration on WEU appended to the Maastricht 
Treaty, WEU is to be developed as the defence component of the Union end 
as the means to strengthen the European pillar of NATO by formulating 
common european defence policy and implementing it accordingly. 

The problem remains though, as defence cannot be separated from 
security policy whose formulation is subject to states some of them are in 
NATO but not in the WEU, some are in the WEU but not in NATO and all of 
whom are in the EU. 

Further inconsistencies were caused by the overlapping 
responsibilities foreseen for the WEU and. for the Union. lt remains to be 
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seen what solution is going to be found in the next intergovernmental 
Conference of 1996, where merging WEU with the EC Will be a point of 
discussion in order to reorganise European security architecture. 

Of course, in my point of view, the idea to Integrate WEU, the 
revitalised defence alliance of Europe's major military powers into European 
Political Union and to upgrade WEU's role in European security has some 
serious advantages. 

First of all, WEU could be gradually enlarged towards the North and 
the East either through membership, association, or permanent guest status. 
Additionally, early associative or membership status of eastern european 
states like Poland, the CSFR, Hungary in WEU would ease pressures for 
immediate memberships in EU and their adaptation to democratic integrated 
structures. The problem of Non-Members (Ireland, Austria, Sweden) is 
solvable. After neutrality has lost its legitimacy and function, European issues 
have become more political-economic and less military ones and it can be 
expected from old and new EC-Neutrals to partiCipation WEU in one way or 
another. 

This approach provides a structural and comprehensive solution to 
European security problems, constitutes a logical continuation and 
modernisation of EU integration and offers major long-term security 
advantages against the disadvantages of major reform costs. 

Once more, political will hinders the way to such an evolution. Political 
will to really transfer national security and defence sovereignties to 
integrated European Political Union bodies Is limited in times when no direct 
and imminent military threat functioning as an outside federate exists and 
when NATO offers a politically more comfortable and finanCially cheaper 
solution. Unfortunately, very often political elites, plagued already by many 
domestic problems, when confronted with the choice either to begin costly 
structural long-term reforms or to continue With outdated but reliable status
quo against the costs and risks of structural change. 

b) NATO and European Security. 

Re-organisation of European security should be on existing, well know 
and effective structures in order to ensure a maximum of stability and 
acceptance. 

The Maastricht Summit, echoing in this respect the conclu8ions of the 
Rome Summit, emphasised that the relation between European security and 
defence and the Alliance would be a complementary and transparent one. 
The strategic unity and indivisibility of security is going to be maintained and 
the integrated structure preserved. European security and defence Identity Is 
not seen as a competitor or substitute for the Alliance but on the contrary 
should lead to a net gain in security and to a strengthen transtttlantic link. 
Common Foreign and Security Poliey, as expressed in Art. J. 4 of the 
Maastricht Treaty and in the appended declaration on WEU, had to be 
compatible with NATO obligations and poliey. 

The Atlantic Alliance, on the other hand nas repeatedly stated that 
aims at the establishment of a framework of interlocking organisations which 
will form together the framework of the Euro-Atlantic security architecture to 
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whiCh mainly contribute. All three differ in their concept of security, 
geographic - political scope, level of sovereignty transfer, available 
instruments for power projection and political perspectives. But, what unites 
members Is more Important than what divides them. Common interest should 
be pursued for the common good. The framework of interlocking institutions 
can posse on its own. In this framework, the major European institutions 
would not only complement eaCh other but also increasingly co-ordinate their 
activities and efforts. This may allow us one day to move from co-operative 
security to collective security. 

In this framework NATO can provide for the time being the security 
and stability on which suCh a framework must rest. Weakening of the Alliance 
would maKe new security order inconceivable. The Altlantlc partnership with 
the United States and Canada is Key for the Alliance and a balance among 
European nations. · 

Additionally, one cannot forget the dynamic role of the Alliance vis-a
vis the Countries of Central and Eastern Europe and the new states of the 
former Soviet Union. 

The diplomatic liaison relationship established attar the London 
Summit with these countries has proved a success. Though the Alliance 
made clear that it could not in the foreseeable future invite these countries to 
become members, offer them security guarantees, these countries perceived 
NATO as a security anchor in Western Europe that could provide also 
security to them. · · 

At the Rome Summit the liaison relationship ·was . raised to a new 
qualitative level in the North Atlantic Co-operation Council to consult with 
nations of Central and Eastern Europe security related issues. The NACC 
became thus the primary security forum for a future Euro-Atlantic community 
in which all states can express their security concern freely and .in the 
presence of those whiCh may be the cause of concern. The NACC can also 
meet in exceptional and emergency circumstances .. lt will thus become a key 
instrument in dealing with crisis situations or sudden security risks to its 
members. NACC Is regarded as the right, politically necessary and tax-cost 
approach to guarantee a high degree of intra-Europeen stability and to act as 
an effective· last resort military defenca system. 

Finally and most importantly, NATO can, for the time being and for a 
long time, provide the WEU with assets and logistics for its military 
operations. Between NATO and WEU the relationship will be increased in 
practical terms, including the harmonisation of working methods and the 
synchronisation of important meetings. 

NATO of the future has to be first and foremost an organisation that 
provides for the common defence of its members. If it can evolve into a 
community of values and a forum of political consultliltion on vital issues of 
foreign policy and security it might become the core security organisation of a 
future Euro-Attantic architecture in which all states, irrespective of their size 
or geographical location, would enjoy the same freedom, co-operation and 
security. 
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4) MANAGING NEW SECURITY PROBLEMS IN EUROPE 

All the above mentioned reflections lead to one simple observation: 
The existing organisations in Europe were created in the era of Cold War 
confrontation and were designed to meet the challenges of that era. 

There can only be one answer to challenges of today: co-operation in 
democracy. One has to look for a security order, which covers not only the 
military but the political-economic dimensions as well. This is a question both 
for legitimate competence and effective instruments to solve such inter
related problems. 

But whatever grand european and global design is dt;tveloped and 
whatever specific models tor interrelating EU-WEU, NATO, CSCE are 
sought, one should keep in mind the lessons of European history, should 
regard European democratic values not as political rhetoric but as basic 
impetus, and look for a rationally organised and cost-effective organisation of 
European politics. 

Compared with the situation after 1945, today Europe faces not only a 
window of opportunity but carry a responsibility, legitimised by the success of 
EC-integration, European detonate and democracy building in Eurore. 
Looking back into European political theory might help to clarify ideas and 
Intentions and to find necessary motivation. 

In the place of a conclusion 1 would like to put the words of Pericles in 
his speech to the Athenians as cited by Thucydidis in the History of the 
Peloponesian War "because I doubt our own mistakes more than the plans of 
our enemies". I too doubt our own mistakes, more than the plans of our 
enemies. Even more that our enemies are no longer here. 
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E~opoan Security: Fro• Vladivostock to Vancouver? 
An American Parspaotive · 

by Stuart Kaufman, Assistant Professor 
University of Kentucky 

For the century ending in 1945, the dominant issue of European 
security was the German Question. However, by 1917 if not before, 
it had been joined by two other equally important issues, which I 
shall call the Russian Problem and the American Dilemma. During 
the Cold War, NATO provided a means of managing all three issues, 
but now that the Cold War has ended, they have re-emerged as the 
central issues for Europe's security. My contention here is that 
because of the.Russian and American problems, Europe must be secure 
from Vladivostock to Vancouver if it is to be secure at all. 
Furthermore, I shall argue, NATO's contribution to that security 
remains essential. 

What is the Russian Problem? At core, I believe, it is a 
problem of identity; What is Russia? And where is Russia? What is 
Russia's mission in Europe, and in the world? Russians themselves 
have long been uncertain. one view is that Russia is essentially 
a multinational gathering of nations--or, to put it less 
charitably, an empire--and has been so since Ivan IV conquered the 
Tatars in the 1550s. In this vision, what Russians take pride in 
is their state's power, and they see no natural boundaries for 
Russia. From this point of view, Vladimir Zhirinovsky 1 s vision of 
Russian soldiers washing their boots in the Indian Ocean is no less 
justifiable than Russian geostrategists' attempt to defend Russia's 
borders in the Pamir mountains of Tajikistan; or than liberal 
Atlanticists' effort at drawing a border on the featureiess steppes 
where the current Russian Federation meets Kazakhstan.: 

Another view proposes a moral, rather than imperial, mission 
for Russia. In Tsarist times, some Russians saw Russia as the 
Third Rome, the center of Christian purity; in Soviet times, it was 
the headquarters of the international Communist movement. Today, 
the heirs of Tsarist Russia's "Westernizers" would have Russia be 
the democratizer of Eurasia, building a liberal democratic Russian 
federation with Russian citizenship based on criteria of civic 
loyalty. But as attractive as this vision may appear from the 
West, it requires the abandonment of the tens of millions of the 
Russian diaspora--not an attractive prospect to most Russians. 
Furthermore, Russia is not yet ready for liberal democracy, so 
building one will require a long-term, inglorious effort which may 
well not be what the Russian people want. 

The third vision, in some ways the intermediate one, is the 
Slavophile vision, which puts Russia at the head of tqe family of 
Orthodox Slavic nations in Europe. The trouble with this view is 
that it inevitably opens the door to ethnonationalis~ extremism. 
At the very least, Slavophiles must insist on the annexation of 
Russified areas on Russia's borders, such as eastern :Ukraine and 
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northeastern Kazakhstan, if not of those entire countries. And the 
position of national minorities can only become tenuous in such a 
Russia: other Slavs are "little brothers", while non-Slavs are 
essentially foreigners. In the worst case, this vision could lead 
to something like Samuel Huntington's "Clash of civilizations," an 
ethnonationalist revival with Russia at the head of all of Europe's 
orthodox Slavs. The similarity between the Bosnian imbroglios of 
1914 and 1994 provides a hint of the horrors that await Europe down 
that path. 

As this brief and simplified survey makes clear, ·the Russian 
Problem matters. The Russians are 150 million strong--the largest 
and among the most dynamic of the nations in Europe--so the 
solution of their problem must affect everyone else in:Europe. An 
imperialist Russia must expand or rot; a Slavophile Russia is by 
definition irredentist; and a democratic Russia must, for the 
medium term, remain unstable. 

The American Dilemma arises from the imbalances'in European 
security created by the Russian Problem and the German Question. 
While Americans agree that their historical role is as a sort of 
evangelist of democratic capitalism, they are not sure how best to 
play that role. on the one hand, the advice of the first American 
President and the experience of the nineteenth century suggested 
acting primarily by example while "avoiding foreign entl!.nglements". 
On the other hand, the experience of the current century taught 
many that when the u.s. does not use its power judiciously to 
stabilize the European security sytems, its interests later demand 
that it go to war to reestablish that system, since Americans are 
uncomfortable with such judiciousness, they tend to swing between 
extremes of moralism and isolationism, in the process evoking an 
entirely justified skepticism among Europeans about American 
intentions and American reliability. 

P.03 

The continuing necessity of the American role is, I think, 
illustrated by ineffectiveness of Europe's response to the Yugoslav 
collapse, The mere shadow of the German and Russian problems, 
exacerbated by assorted other issues, was enough to paralyze 
European action in the absence of u.s. leadership. All are agreed 
that events, especially in Bosnia, are unfortunate and potentially 
dangerous; most agree that the Serbs are the primary: aggressors; 
but an effective response has not been forthcoming. To be sure, 
even the most skillful u.s. leadership might not have been enough I 
to construct an effective European policy regarding the former 
Yugoslavia, but in the u.s. absence, no leadership emerged at all. 

. To clarify: I am not arguing that the u.s, is a deus ex 
machina to save Europe from itself; I do not mean to suggest that 
Americans, in their superior wisdom, are the unique arbiters of 
truth and justice who must save Europeans from their own folly. 
Americans are at least equally capable of folly, as Vietnam at 
least made clear, But at least since 1941, American power has 
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provided the core around which European resistance to security 
thrcatc coalesces, when !t c~ale~nRs at all. One re~aon why is 
that Alllerican distance :rrom the European continent ueually prevents 
the u.s. from being distracted by historical rivalries from 
addressing immediate problems. Rather, American interests are in 
security and stability for Europe as a whole. All of this means, 
among other things, that Europe is likely to be secure only if 
Americans feel secure enough to act in Europe. 

None of this yet addresses the question: what must Europeans 
and Americans together do? The start of the answer lies, l: 
believe, in studying the reduction of the third core issue of 
European security: the German Question. As Ralf · Dahrendorf 
formulates it, the German Question had little immediately to do 
with European security. Rather, he says, the question was, "Why is 
it that so few in Germany embraced the principle ·of liberal 
democracy"? 

My point here--and also, I believe, Dahrendorf 1 s-~is that the 
root ·reason Germany disrupted European security was its 
undemocratic political system. Bismarck's expansionism, which 
upset the European balance, was the direct result of the defeat of 
the Liberals by Bismarck's policy of "blood and iron". Wilhelm 
II 's expansionism was the direct result of a quarte~ century of 
Wilhelmine authoritarian militarist indoctrination, And Hitler's 
expansionism was the meaning of Nazism. In contrast, the cautious 
foreign policy of the Federal Republic is equally directly the 
result of the success of liberal democracy, and the painful 
exorcism of old ghosts encouraged by democracy. 

ln short, then, I subscribe to a variant of the."democratic 
peace" hypothesis, and even more to the hypothesis that the cause 
of wars--both international and internal--is aggressors. What this 
means is that the greatest threat to European security comes from 
the possibility of an aggressive government--most likely of the 
national chauvinist variety--coming to power in one: or both Of 
those countries. Thus the central goal of European security is to 
promote stable democratic, or at least liberal, solutions to the 
German and Russian problems. What is not so clear is how best to 
promote liberalism and oppose chauvinism. 

As I suggested above, one reason for European near-paralysis 
on the issues of Balkan security--in Bosnia, Croatiai Macedonia, 
Moldova, and elsewhere--is fear of awakening the German and Russian 
problems. "Are we really ready to trust the Germans,' weakened by 
the reunion and plagued by an upsurge of neo-Nazi skinhead 
activity, to help lead European action in the Balkans?", some ask. 
Others worry that the Russians take any opposition to the Serbs to 
be against RUssian interests; might not military support for Bosnia 
be taken as a new declaration of cold war, leading to the ouster of 
Yeltsin by national chauvinist hard-liners? If these bogeymen are 
real, the objections are decisive. But are they real? 
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There is a case to be made that the rise of extreme 
nationalism in the would-be interveners in Bosnia is a cause for 
concern. There are not only neo-Na~is in Germany; there is the 
National Front in France, a host of similar national:extremists 
throughout East-Central Europe, and a revamped Fa5cist party in 
Italy which is part of the governing coalition. But these trends 
are not a reason to avoid effective action in Bosnia and elsewhere. 
Those who appease the Serbs, assuming that firm support for the 
Bosnian victims of aggression might lead to anti-foreign backlashes 
in the countries that intervene, have it exactly backwards. 

In fact, to oppose Serbian expansionism in the Balkans is to 
...... ro ............. ~.:~o ~=-+--t,.,'"'"", .-.'hAI1'~r.Rni,::;tm +-n t:hP. nnrth and west. for two reasons. 
lt'l.rS1;. 1 tne na't:J.Ona.l CllQUVC:UIJ.2:il..ts ..Lll .l'll1..LU .l!IU.LV!:''C cu .. c;t .... ._. .... '""•u ... ,.,._,. .. _,. .... , 
more isolationist than expansionist, arguing for a turning inward, 
away from the concerns of EUrope. citizens in most European 
countries, as in the u.s., are currently in a mood to. tend their 
own gardens, but giving in to the isolationist extreme: right does 
not strengthen the position of internationalists of th~ center and 
left. Rather, by weakening the ties that bind Europe, they are 
opening the door for further European disintegration. Furthermore, 
by failing to refute the flawed assumptions at the base of 
nationalist chauvanist movements, the appeasers are simply ceding 
ground to their opponents, both in their own countz:ies and in 
others. 

This is true even in regard to the much more serious problem 
of nationalist chauvinism in Russia--the current incarnation of the 
Russian Problem. The Russian mood is currently one in which a 
general who dismembers a defenseless former colony of the Soviet 
empire--! have in mind General Lebed in Moldova--thereby makes 
himself a popular hero and a candidate for Defense Minister, and 
possibly even for President. This mood is fed by a Russian media 
which repeats the distortions of Serbian extremists (~md Russian 
extremists in places like Moldova) as if they were fa~tual. 

In this context, it is entirely possible that t{ATO action 
against the Serbs would cause a reaction in Russia which would 
propel national chauvinists to power. Russia in fact has no 
national interests in supporting the serbs, but sin~e Russians 
think they do, Russian amour propre will be injured in case of NATO 
action. Yeltsin might not even have to be overthrown; ;forcing him 
to replace a few key ministers would be sufficient to turn Russian 
foreign policy decisively toward expansionism. · 

The trouble with using this fear to prevent action in Bosnia 
(or elsewhere) is that Russian foreign policy has essentially made 
this turn already: Russians are already moving toward a combined 
Slavophilic and imperialist answer to the Russian Problem. Russian 
expansionists start their argument from the truth that security and 
economic cooperation among the former Soviet states is necessary 
and inevitable. Since the non-Russian states, in the first flush 
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o! nationalist enthusiasm, initially resisted such cooperation, an 
impatient Russia turned to coercion and force. 

Already, Russian pressure has facilitated (or organized?) 
coups in Azerbaijan and Georgia, placing into power former 
Politburo members more sensitive to Russian concerns: than their 
nationalist precedessors. The Russians also backed a Communist 
coup in Tajikistan and provided the military power for Russian 
separatists to secede (at least de facto) from Moldova. All this 
is in addition to the economic pressure and veiled threats used 
against other reluctant members of the commonwealth of Independent 
states. 

Given this state of affairs, there is nothing more to be lost 
by western opposition to Russian expansionism. It must be made 
clear to Russia that it has a choice: democracy and pursuit of 
cooperation, or a new Russian imperialism. It is not yet too late 
for Russia to choose the first. If it does, it should be welcomed, 
slowly but surely, into the European family along with its 
neighbors. But NATO should make clear that if· Russia chooses 
imperialism, it will be opposing itself to Europe, anq consigning 
itself to near-isolation in a repeat ("the second time as farce") 
of the Cold War. One credible deterrent threat would be to extend 
NATO eastward, to include at least the Visegrad countries, should 
Russian expansionism continue. 

With Russian troops now out of Germany and the Baltic states, 
the tests of Russian intentions will be in Moldova, Akhazia, 
Tajikistan and Crimea. If Russia can be persuaded to remove its 
troops from the first three, or at minimum the first two; and if it 
can be persuaded to renounce coercive pressure in its policy 
regarding the last, it will have chosen the path of peaceful 
integration. This choice will make it possible for democracy to 
take root in Russia and the other former soviet states.: If, in the 
crunch, Russia's soldier-hero in Moldova succeeds in legitimizing 
the dismemberment of that unhappy country, it will be only a matter 
of time before democratic government in Russia ends and a new cold 
war begins. Obviously, in a nuclear-armed world, any opposition to 
Russia must be peaceful, or indirect; but making clear to Russia 
the costs of aggression will at least give Russian 'liberals an 
argument against expansionism. 

Opposing prescriptions for European action come mostly from 
the ranks of liberal institutionalists, who argue in favor either 
of conflict resolution to end violence, or of collective security 
to oppose aggression, or both. My objection to this view is that 
the main security threat to Europe comes from aggressors, who are 
difficult to stop using either approach. As the failure of the 
League of Nations should have taught us, relying on an 
institutionalized collective security arrangrnent is unreliable at 
best, and positively dangerous if it leads to complacency in the 
face of aggression. countries will try to "pass the:buck" since 
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determined action is ~lw~ys inconvenient; and the more countries 
whose consent is necessary, the less likely action will be. The 
alternative liberal approach, conflict resolution, only works when 
both sides want to find a compromise resolution. For parties 
determined on aggression, mediation or peacekeeping met"ely provides 
a smokescreen behind which to hide their ethnic cleansing or their 
seiges of sarajevo. 

Rather, what Europe needs is a two-track security process--in 
essence, one for carrots, the other for sticks. For opposing 
aggressors, sticks are necessary. In dealing with the Serbs, for 
example, there is no substitute for NATO unity and NATO action 
which, for at least the current century, still requires American 
leadership. That unity must include a willingness to use force 
once the aggression has become sufficiently clear, a's it is in 
Bosnia. The basis Of that unity can only be more serious attention 
to these issues and a more respectful attitude toward allies than 
has been shown on either side of the Atlantic heretofore. 

The best alternative in Bosnia, if it is not yet too late, is 
to allow the primary victims, the Bosnian government, the means to 
defend themselves. From the point of view of the rest' of Europe, 
this has the advantages of aiding the victims and making the end of 
the war conceivable while avoiding the domestic stresses of war for 
NATO countries and mitigating the security risks of escalation. 
Assistance for Bosnia means not only the provision of arms, but 
also of training in their .use. Ideally the training should begin 
immediately, inside NATO territory, so that future arms shipments, 
would have immediate effect once made, If such support is not 
enough, however, NATO soldiers will have to fight and die to oppose 
Serb aggression. · 

The coAt~ ~f inaction are far higher. The complat~ 
dismemberment of Bosnia would be unavoidable, and would result in 
creation of Europe's own Palestinians; a displaced,· stateless 
Muslim people with few hopes and a fully justified contempt for 
Western values. From the Bosnian Muslims the eventual reaction is 
likely to be terrorism, since they will have few alternatives. 
From the Serbs, the reaction is likely to be continued "ethnic 
cleansing, " probably involving a new offensive in ~osovo 1 and 
t<ventually aimed at annexation ot Macedonia. 

Much worse, however, is the effect on Russia. Russian 
expansionists do look at Western action in Bosnia, : and their 
conclusion is that the West is irresolute. Therefore, they 
believe, there is little cost to further aggression by themselves. 
(\nr.~=~o ~l1c:!c:!o; A N,..ar:!! ,._....,...,. ~"'- ri" .. ·•- ._\.._.._ ---~ ..! .a.. •• J..,, - -~ ·,_- - ~- '._. I'' 
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turn back, and Europe will have to face a new cold war; The only 
way to avoid it is to make clear to Russian moderates now that 
forcible expansionism is not acceptable to the rest of Europe--and 
that Russia has available an alternative way of pursuing its 
interests, · 
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The alternative is peaceful integration within the CIS, and of 
the CIS with the rest of Europe. Both can be promoted by the 
"carrot" side of European security policy. The 111ost important 
"carrot" would be economic aid to the former soviet states 
contingent on their economic reintegration with each other. The 
greatest flaw of the economic aid packages offered to C!S states by 
the West was the neglect of one of the great successes of the 
Marshall Plan: compelling the Plan's participants to cooperate, and 
integrate their economies. such a measure, if handled delicately, 
is roost of all a carrot to Russia, since it would make. clear that 
the rest of Europe does not oppose such economic reintegration, and 
does not oppose the exercise of Russian influence in areas 
obviously of vital interest to Russia--as long as that exercise is 
benign. At the same time, it should provide economic benefits to 
all participants, since many of the economic ties severed after 
1991 were economically useful, and restoring them should help 
generate economic growth. 

The second "carrot" is access for the eastern half of Europe 
to markets in the European Union and North America. As most 
scholars would agree, political stability (and resistance to the 
national chauvinist virus) is dependent largely on economic growth, 
and that economic growth is dependent largely on ' success in 
generating exports. The countries of the developed North have 
gotten away for decades with excluding inconvenient imports from 
the Third World because the security consequences of that exclusion 
were remote, both in time and space. The security consequences of 
continuing the same policy toward the eastern half of'Europe will 
be more immediate. · 

The liberal institutionalist program has merit in providing 
additional "carrots" which directly contribute to security. CSCE 
structures are slowly being strengthened (providing, for example, 
a mediator in the talks on the future of Moldova). The· Partnership 
for Peace provides the right balance, for now, between reassurance 
of Central Europe and reassurance of Russia. And the: dispatch of 
United Nations peacekeeping troops to Macedonia is entirely 
appropriate, discouraging, at least temporarilt, external 
aggression while providing enough reassurance to mitigate internal 
disturbance, 

Implementing both halves of this policy, both the carrots and 
the sticks, will require much better leadership than has been 
forthcoming heretofore. I carry no brief for my own government in 
this regard: both the Bush and Clinton Administrations have all too 
often lacked the courage of their convictions, and neither has 
reliably provided good leadership. Partly, as noted above, this is 
the result of the public mood, But great leaders (not only in the 
U.S.) must, at least sometimes, educate their publics and take a 
stand on essential issues, A substantially better Europe is within 
our grasp; we need only expend the effort to reach for it. 
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That effort, to sUl\ltnarize, must be aimed at tqree goals. 
First, Russian expansionism must be deterred, and Russian 
cooperativeness encouraged, to increase the likelihood that the 
Russians will pursue a solution to their Problem consonant with 
security for the rest of Europe. Second, German democr'acy must be 
maintained, to ensure that the German Question remains a potential, 
not an actual, security threat. And finally, the European and 
l\Jtlerican "pillars" of NATO must together manage the American 
Dilemma, finding a formula for u.s. participation and leadership 
that makes possible effective NATO opposition to national 
chauvinists throughout Europe. 
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European Security: from Vladivostok to Vancover ? 

I.A New strategic environment 

!.The events of the latest years has dramatically chan~ed the global and 
European strategic environment. A New vision of the European security order 
has emerged replacing the structure of international relations forged 
during the Cold War period. 

2.Nevertheless, it is important that we not let euphoria blind us as far 
as new threats and challenges are concerned. The New Europe offers great 
hope, but the greater uncertainty which we face puts us on alarm and 
requires active, concerted and versatile actions on the behalf of the 
international community. 

3.It's obvious that at ~resent the situation in the space from 
Vladivostok to Vancover appears to be more unstable and less predictable 
than the former one which was based on the bitter bipolar confrontation. 
Indeed, the whcle Euroatlantic region is only at the very beginning of the 
period of radical transformation. 

4.In many cases the events are undergoing faster than it should.The 
factors of unpredictability and complexity have produced an extremely 
difficult environment for national governments and foreign policy experts. 
That's why governments and specialists are bound to make mistakes in their 
anproaches to the strengthening and creation European security system. 

5.Despite the obvious differences between the countries-members of the 
European Union and the newly independent states, the fierce political 
struggle and uncertainty over virtual aspect of socio-economic development 
of the eastern part of the Euroatlantic region it seems that the new 
security risks are equal for all nations from Vladivostok to Vancover. 
Security is still indivisible notion and it is impossible to safeguard 
security just only for any single state in the Euroatlantic region. 
Insecure position of any state is a threat for the whole security system. 
In the long run, the Euroatlantic region could not remain half secure and 
half insecure. The Space from Vladivostok to Vancover cannot be merely 50 
percent stable and prosperous. 

6.We need to consider together how Euroatlantic community can best 
respond to the challenges and hopes. It is Europe more than any other area 
that holds the to global peace and security and it is this continent more 
than others that is experiencing fundamental changes. 

?.Keeping in mind the present risks and challenges the overall European 
security structure must be solid enough to withstand the existing turmoil 
in the eastern part of the continent and to prevent the possible isolation 
the West from the East. 

!!.Russia's concerns. 
S.On my opinion the New European security order is that of a Common 

Euroatlantic Space with equal security and economic opportunities for all 
nations where use or threat of military force is no longer considered to be 
an acceptable political means. 

9.The Russia's strategy in the Euroatlantic reaion should be intended to 
broaden pan-european cooperation ln full accordance of the national 
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security interests of all countries regardless of their geostrategic 
position and belonging to any security ar>d economic structures. The other 
Russia's priority in Europe is to avoid the rebirth of anti-Russian 
coalition and as a consequence of it further isolation from the European 
Union. 

JO.The lliestern leaders very like to repeat that the Hest is bound to give 
Russia a chance to become an equal partner in international affairs.But 
reality doesn't prove this statement.The hopes that Russia and the \lest 
would establish strategic partnership have fallen short. Now Russia 1s 
excluded from the most effective security and economic structures. 

ll.The developmer,t of the events from August 1991 has given evidence that 
the West is considering Russia exclusively as "Junior Partner" who should 
not ha.ve its own position on some important foreign policy problems. 

12.At the same time many politicians and expects 1n Russia are 
experiencir;g anxiety when they hear that Russia even geographically is not 
a part oi Europe.Russia is historically, politically, economically 
committed to enhance Euroatiantic stability and cooperation. Only with an 
active Russia's participation the workable and formidable security system 
comprising all nations from Vladivostok to Vancover will be formed. 

13.Besides, there is a mistake to see in Russia's peacekeeping and other 
actions within the CIS the rebirth of imperial trends in Russian foreign 
policy. The West should realize that in many aspects Russia's active 
involvement in CIS affairs is contradictable Russian national interests. 
However there is no doubt that the situation·within the CIS, especially in 
Central Asia and Trans Caucasia will be the most serious threat to the 
stability in the space from Vladivostok to Vancover. 

14.Takina this into consideration the West should not interpret Russia's 
moves withir, the CIS primarily as attempts to restore its former empire. It 
shou 1 d be much greater Vie stern willingness to accommodate Russian foreign 
interests. Sharing the basic principles of civilized community Russia and 
the West could and should undertake concrete measures aimed at creation 
Euroatlantic security architecture. 

III.Reshaping European Security System 

JS.In nowadays' circumstances it 1s necessary to rely upon those 
Euroatlantic institutions which in retrospect have proved their vitality 
and develop their peace-keeping and peace-enforcement capacities.At the 
same time we should not close eyes on the fact that neither NATO nor CSCE, 
\•IEU, EU have not managed to resolve existing military conflicts and 
neutralize ethnic tension in Eastern Europe and some CIS countries. 

16.It would be noted that now, five years after the fall of the Berlin 
Hall, the new European Security system has not yet formed. There is a lack 
of coherent interaction and closed cooperation between the Euroatlantic 
security structures whose mandates in many cases are unclear. So it is 
necessary to provide an "interiocking" cooperation between them and an 
interoperable model for their joint efforts in crisis prevention and 
management. Such a European security system should "regulate" both the 
political and security related matters and the economic, environmental and 
other issues, which are of tremendous importance for Russia's process of 
radical reform. 

A.North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

17 .At present it seems clear that NATO is the only Euroatlantic 
institution which possesses military organization infrastructure and 
resources and 1s able to promote a stable security environment during 
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Europe's transitional period. 

18.Certainly it's a mistake to consider that the Russia's national 
interests and those of NATO members are fully coincided. On some aspects of 
defence pla~ning, attitudes towards crises management, especially in Bosnia 
and within the former Soviet Union, the priorities of Russia and NATO are 
more parallel than identical. 

19.Besides, the majority of Russian politicians and experts are very 
attentive to Central and Eastern Europe and especially to the bilateral and 
multilateral relations it develops with the Euroatlantic security 
structures including the attempts to accept some countries of the region in 
NATO and \·IEU. 

20.The situation within Russia is such that NATO's enlarqement in the 
eastward direction will lead to the aggravation of politi~al struggle in 
the country. NliTO's enlargement may also destabilize the situation in the 
Ukrain and Belorussia - the scenario which is absolutely unacceptable for 
Russia. 

21.However these factors don't create an insuperable obstacle on the 
route of promoting dialogue, c6operation and even partnership between 
Russia and NATO in such fields as non proliferation, arms control and 
disarmament, confidence and security-building measures, defence conversion, 
principles and key aspects of military strategy including defensiveness and 
sufficiency. Russia should be very interested in creating a solid and 
stable security system in the whole Euroatlantic community from 
Vladivostok to Vancover - with active NATO's participation. 

22.Although I don't see any chances for Russia joining NATO in a short 
or even medium-term prospect a partnership between Russian Federation and 
the North Atlantic Organization has been becoming a reality. Despite the 
exited discussions on the NATO's 'Partnership for Peace' it's obvious that 
PfP will contribute to joint euroatlantic security activities. But Russia 
should move up into more higher level of cooperation with NATO. 

23.Together with PfP the North Atlantic Council for Cooperation appears 
to be appropriate forum for a broader political, military, economic and 
humanitarian cooperation in the space from Vladivostok to Vancover. 
Although the NACC is in its beginning it has already developed a 
substantial agenda related to the real security challenges the Euroatlantic 
region faces today. 

24.But it 1s necessary not to overestimate the value of military means 
in crises manage·ment. Military force should be strictly limited it the 
authorized mandate.Besides, ·NATO can't project stability alone. It must 
interact with other euroatlantic security structures, firstly CSCE. 

B.Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe 

25.From the point of the creation the political and economic entity the 
developme~t of the CSCE potential seems to be efficient way by which 
existing and future conflicts could be resolved. CSCE remains unique in its 
membership (53 states) and scope among the other Euroatlantic institutions. 
And I think its benefits overweight its drawbacks and it showed its 
viability in the worst years of confrontation. CSCE gives an opportunity to 
create a truly effective Euroatlantic security system. 

26.But it is evident, however, that CSCE mechanism has not been 
sufficientiy developed to cope with the new security problems. There is an 
urgent necessity for reinforcing and restructuring the CSCE. It's just a 
time to enhance the CSCE capacity for conflict prevention and crises 
management.There is an urgent need to link CSCE's capabilities to the other 
Euroatlantic institutions European Union, Council of Europe, Western 
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European Union and especially NATO. It should be noted that until now the 
CSCE-NATO institutional linkage has not been significantly progressed. 

27.! consider the proposal to create Security Council of Europe which 
has been put forward by the Chairman of the French National Assembly 
l1r.Segan as one of the acceptable ways to transform CSCE to a more 
effective panregional organization. 

28.The coming years are going to be momentous in the building of the new 
European security system. It must develop in tune with political, economic 
and military developments in Great Eurooe, including Russia. It seems that 
only this way is the most reliable and workable. Ultimately, however, 
security in the space from Vladivostok to Vancover will depend mainly on 
the policy of governments. Neither CSCE nor NATO can force Euroatlantic 
states to make peace against their will. 
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PARTNERSHIP FOR PEACE: A WESTERN VIEW 

Niklaas Hoekstra 

During the last couple of years, NATO has consistently tried to improve and intensify 

its relationship with countries in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE). Most countries 

in that region experienced a security vacuum as a result of developments like the 

dissolution of the Warsaw Pact and the disintegration of the Soviet Union. 

NATO member states felt the need to accommodate Central and East European 

security concerns without jeopardizing existing Western security architectures. Many 

CEE states would like to join those organizations which have guaranteed Western 

Europe's security for nearly 50 years. The West however, aware of Russian 

sensitivities and not willing to expose itself to potential sources of instability in the 

region, remains reluctant to eD.l.arge its security structures prematurely. 

· Enlargement with some countries in CEE, while leaving some others out, carries the 

risk of creating new dividing lines in Europe. NATO membership of countries close 

to Russia, may be perceived as hostile encirclement. If such negative developments 

were to occur as a result of admission to NATO of one or more countries, then, in 

spite of the fact that the move itself was intended to create security and stability in 

Europe, the Alliance and the prospective member countries would have failed to 
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achieve their objectives. So it is necessary to create and atmosphere that will not lead 

to suspicion and apprehension. 

First steps 

At the NATO Summit in Rome (November 1991) the Heads of State and Government 

proposed the establishment of the North Atlantic Cooperation Council (NACC) as a 

way to address some of the aforementioned problems. Through NACC regular 

contacts were established between the former enemies. However, participation in 

NACC is not linked to NATO membership and consequently does not provide CEE 

countries with concrete security links. Many regard NATO membership as vital for 

their external security as well as their internal stability. 

At an informal meeting of the NATO ministers of defense in October 1993 inTra

vemilnde, the Americans introduced the so-called Partnership for Peace (PfP) plan as 

an intermediate step between the current situation and full membership. The initiative 

was formally introduced during the Brussels Summit in January of this year. 

Partnership for Peace 

PfP is a bilateral agreement between NATO and a NACC country. Countries can sign 

the Partnership Framework Document, deliver a Presentation Document and negotiate 

Individual Partnership Programmes. So far 23 countries have signed the basic docu

ment, including the Russian Federation. PfP is meant to intensify political and military 
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cooperation between East and West, at a· pace and scope desired by the individual 

participating states. PfP aims to promote compatibility of language, codes, equipment, 

bases, communications and logistical procedures. In addition, PfP offers a non-

obligatory consultative process under Article N of the North Atlantic Treaty. 

One of the main features of PfP is self-differentiation. Partnership will not automati-

cally lead to membership. Countries can show through their actions that they are 

worthy of admission, and even then it is up to NATO to decide whether or not to 

admit them. 

At first PfP was seen by many (especially in the East) as a way of keeping the CEE 

countries out of NATO. Now that NATO has assured those countries that it will not 

- remain and indefinite substitute for NATO membership, it is viewed much more 

favourably. 

Different prospects of membership 

During the first months of the implementation of PfP three different groupings have 

emerged in which the CEE countries can be divided. 

The first group consists of countries thaLare eager. to cooperate with NATO and 

having a good chance of being admitted first. They include the four Visegrad countries 

(Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic and Slovak Republic) and possibly also Romania 

and Bulgaria and Slovenia 
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Second is a group of countries that may or may not join. It includes states like 

Belarus, Ukraine and Albania 

Finally there is a group of countries unlikely to join in the foreseeable future, if ever. 

The most notable of this group is of course Russia, but it also includes the Asian 

Republics of the former Soviet Union. Russia has shown an interest in working with 

NATO on a number of issues and although the Alliance actively seeks to give 

substance to its relationship with Russia it is difficult to envisage the country as a full 

member. For the Asian republics it is primarily lack of interest and capacity to engage 

in concrete cooperation activities that minimise their chances of joining NATO. 

Peace keeping 

Both NACC and PfP offer a wide range of exchanges of views on security and other 

issues, high-level visits, intensified military contacts,. staff talks as well as· exchanges 

of experience between experts in various fields in the form of seminars, symposia and 

workshops. Amongst the concrete activities, cooperation in peace-keeping has assumed 

a role of prime importance. Against the background of developments in former 

Yugoslavia, the North Atlantic Council announced in Oslo in June 1992, the 

Alliance's readiness to support, in certain cases and in accordance with its own 

procedures,.peace-keeping operations. under the responsibility of the CSCE. It also 

stated that it would be willing to undertake such operations together with other 

countries. Later that year, at a meeting in Brussels in December 1992, the Alliance 

also confirmed its readiness to support peace-keeping operations under the authority 
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of the UN Security Council. At the same time, within the NACC, and Ad Hoc Group 

on Cooperation in Peace-keeping was established with the aim of developing a 

common understanding on the political principles and practical aspects of peace-

keeping. With the launch of PfP and the proposal made by the participants at the 

Brussels Summit to conduct peace-keeping exercises with partners beginning in 1994, 

the initiative received a further powerful impetus. 

The Netherlands was the first to offer a training area for such an exercise. The last 

week of October The Netherlands hosted the exercise 'Cooperative Spirit' which saw 

some thousand troops from twelve countries training in basic peace-keeping skills 

together. The first joint peace-keeping exercises was held in Poland in September; 

early October the first naval peace-keeping exercise took place in the Atlantic, off 

Stavanger, Norway. 

In all three cases, the exercises were not designed for the benefit of the participating 

forces only; careful attention was also given to a programme for observers as well as 

to a programme for high-ranking political and military officials with the aim of 

maximising the returns on the investment. The exercises were executed on a relatively 

small scale, so it is fair to say that the political importance of these exercises exceeded 

their military value. 
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Conclusion 

It is clear that the majority of the PfP signatories regard it as an intermediate step, a 

compromise process which does not guarantee the assurances they seek, but which 

they acknowledge to hold the most promise for attaining them. 

Moving beyond this compromise will not be easy. The desire to avoid drawing new 

lines in Europe is difficult to reconcile with the strong desire of CEE countries to join 

NATO. Any enlargement cannot be all-inclusive and will therefor unavoidably involve 

the drawing of new lines. It might be better for NATO member states to focus its 

attention on how to create an atmosphere conducive to dispelling any feelings of 

mistrust and suspicion with regard to NATO's intentions. Closer cooperation between 

Allies and Partners would be a crucial element to allay concerns. The preparation and 

conduct of crisis management operations, including peace keeping would be an 

excellent area for concrete joint undertakings. 

We should be aware of the paradox that the more successful cooperation between 

Allies and Partners is, the sooner the Cooperation Partners will likely raise the 

membership issue again. This means that it is of great importance to reflect upon the 

future of the Alliance. Member states now have to start thinking how, when and with 

whom they would eventually wish to expand. 
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. vhich ca~~d. ·-i:,..he :Crash_ of' ·the old ·regimes~ :.r.n-_ -Lbi5:·mo~emeiit; 
pr~v~i 1 part _o:i··EcE co.!il.!!luniLies loOk p~ti-~.ipa.t.:i~D--.-._ 

.-1-t. i:s-·i.~~~~l~ie.t.o. a££ir.!li. t.he-·sam~ ahOut._ the_form~r Sov:±e£.--

~epuh.l ics lri th reqar.d:" Lo t.he ~xce:Pt.ion o£ Balt:iC. rep~l ics and 

·i:>ari.'l.y of. Russi·a {but. lloscov and S. Pet.e~;9'. -~~::.not_:·-~· .'vhoi~ 
·.·. ~~llntry). .The pc)lit.ical change~ 

. ·. . . '. ·. . 

.··count...ries were _more.-.o~ 1e~~ a. •maLter a£ Pol.i-Li_cal -.-e"li-i..·es~ . .-

This ts verY -'importani.-. question~ beCaUse non·..:.poSt.-:-Sq·~.i~t CEE 

~J·i.t.ica:!.· e:~-i:-Le~ ·can.~t -do vhai:.ever-·foreign -~.1-i;Y·~··,The.· single 

.eKE. ·gove~~n~S- .oan .have . t.he ··'dr:ff-erences by t.:he· t..a.Ci.ic~~ ·. buL- _no· 

··.one ·_by Lhe st.rat.egy:· o-r t.heir- :fcir~i9-n :S:e~fi: .. y . -'~1 i~y_-~::·-··_In_.··-t_hi~. 
:--~-i~t. o£. V~--~~: --~-AT~--.i~ not. . -o~l~ So21e .. ki.hd- .-o~.- ~i·_i·:i-.L~y.-·.·-~~~~C~~e 

but. ·.it i5 · t..h'"" Organ is-at ion oa-1 'I.fng 

vere t.he object. o£ CEE nations election in t.he .end ·of· t.he 
" . . . 

·. 80--:-.:les. ·The endeavour of·. nori.-~post-s~yi.e~ · -CEE · COurlt~-i~~--- 'f-or· 

,ob:t.air:dng t.h9 :f-u1J .. NAT~-.m~mb~rship·_ :· is .nOt . :~-~·;·_.a-. •:m~it.~~--~~-£ ;· 

4. 
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·Yiillinqness ··ox sorrie- gove~n.m~nt.s•. ·but t..hi~i is ··a: .~mat:Ler·· of 

libel"ated nai..lons". 

One from .veak sides· of ·t.be . PF:fJ. proqr:aia i.s :i.haf.. ~t, ·:rl.oesn~.t: 

·reSpect. t..he vhole scope Of t.he~e a.s:pe!c:i..s. :The PFP -program 

r-emains pr~va"iling!y ·on i:..he ·mi lit..ary level; _but. t.he question 

aboui.. NATO ex"Lent.ion t.o'ilards C"C"...E and i-i.s _ne"V •eaSt..• bOuridaries · 

is. not ever ·ODly the miliLary_question: 

4: y:.,, Pfl' P!;<O><Jl"a.!l supposes an individual approach of. NATO 

t.6 eaeh par-liCipat.ing- ·st..~t..~·. I-t, is: a gi-Ea.t.. histo~-i.oa:l ·Parade::-:. 

to qrant of •ret.urn chancea · i.o count..ries vhich 9-ot ~der.-t.he · 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
. do.uiinat.iOn .. o£··st·.a.lin~ s Soviet Uriioil ·in .t.h~ :end ·O"f. Se-cond··1fDrl"d 

liar· th..-ouqh. !.he ·~collective vay". Thei,. destiny to be. accede .t.o 

t.'he .. Soviet. pOSt.var sector"" vas ca~ed· by··gY-e·a·i.. .. POv~r· .s~ai..eS 

pOlicy, t.oO." It va.Sn~t. their 

··Lne ?"esul t. 0"£ mi l"i t.ary ·development. . of· w~ ·and ever no· ·r:esul.t. 

caused by . CEE economic capability .. · This va.S thei'. firs.t. o:f: . .,'fl 

t.he' results. 6f. int.ernat..ion"al ~lit..ics sil..ua:tion .. 

... · .... ·.· ... · . ..:' .. -: .... 
·JUts to pay· . .-for i·t.s · .. indi vidu.a.l ret..urn·· · ·z t:sel·f·. It..- doi:;Sn·:·t 

bd:r'qain onlY that this approach respects· of "t •. he· .f'i.~~ci-al · 

~h1eas of CEE ·t.:rarisit.ion economics .. "It barqa.ins aboU:L· anOther 

Iit t.he case of ~on-~imUlt.~~O~·-.-a~e~~i:n:q of:.-cruc i a 1 .qu.@.st i ori. . . 

single CEE st..,t.es: t.o Nl\TO it. 

:E.?ist.-West. di.Visio"n. The i'inish· c£ Cold 'ila.r Pei-.i~ ··voU.ld ·be·· 

dUbious ~hrouqh ~his. 

The uneqg.a.i_. securit.y posit.i~n Of CEE .co~;_t;r-ieS··.Viit be 

irievitable· ·increase Lb@ tensions. in CEE.·· ~~ development. _.in 

f9r!ller Yugosla~ia shovs t.hat. it.s securit..y i~fluence t.owards t.he 

... v~le Europe is considerable. The poi>sihle NATO e~:t.e~i~n . on 

t:h.e basic of •.individual" approach·. upon PF'P ~ogr~ .. f;~.a.mevork 
... ',. . 
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cou.ld contribut.e t.o the extension _of· •st,ar.I-ele~ zone-- t.ova.rds 

other part.S:-o£ ..-_CEE. 

For EU -st.a.i.es it would signify t.h~- enlargement 'of t..h~ir 

secllri ty cost::s as minilltlll!L The NATO ex~ensian tovards CEE 

CoUntries ·has no Other s'ecurit..y a.lt..ernat..ive~ ·t..a 'be :ready in 

CIS·. collec.t.:-,i.ve securit-y sYstem~ is in cofl£oiom.i t.Y :vi t.h t.h~ · 

securi t.y i"ntereSt.s .o£ :west.er~ Europe st..a-Les as minim.um. We ·.-must...· 

together pay- for our .mutUal securitY~ reqard'! -ess . o:f- _lQ.ora] 

.5. Can Nli.TO's enla.."'9".ment he unlimit.ed?. In ·lily.· point. o£ ·view 

·ori1-:Y t.h2 ne.gat:i ve ansver is . POssible ... It. · is_ ,U:ni:..hiYik:abl e ·a·nd-, 

uS~1·e.ss. If :L·he .-NAT·o··.s .enlargement.· vi-Il- b2 rea"I.i:aed· · U~n·. Lh~

frs.me ... ork of .PFP pl:'ograa and .Nli.CC co;,pe.,at.ion, it. .. vc.i1,1id orily 

si .. qnify t.he .·NATO. gl"adual t.ransforlriat.ion t.o CSCE. llha.t.'·s ·ihe use 

o£·it.? NATO oouldn'.t. be some kind of· efficiemt. "securit-y r6or 

of 

exerts 

. . 

The d9velp:Pment. o£. .World ·C-i v{l i2at.ion·. ,duri·n~- ·I~i:·:: decadeS·_ 
. . 

·has been · de!"onst.rat.ing t.he ori~inat..fon o£ SPeC"i·a·J-.· · ~orld.:· 
. . . . . .. 

: regibns. Eve,..y: ;,.egion. oJ' wol:'ld has ·only !or it.s typical :,.ay of 

e-i.vi-c a.nd. · po_we~ · · <;:o:m.m.urii_ca.t.:ion, system o£ ValUeS,/ . .--.~-:~t~~~·· ·· 

. ,• •'•_- . - . . 

polit.tcal ini.i.:9z,,.t.ion st.ruct.u%-es. Th~ · :se~.i t.Y ; __ s-t·ru~~ri_~s · ·must· 

t.oo_ . In cas"· · t.llai. .. 
. . 

~cOnomtca"l; .: ·-.\~u.i.twur.a."r-'·and: ·. Se~it.y·· st.ruct..~es 

not. 

. '' •,• ·': 

~~i~~~.· ·i...here. 
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and i.he t.itt-eai:. o£ t.ensions in ini...erilat.ional relat.ions.-

Cold Wa:!::" gave r.ise t.o an artificial secu.rit.y division of 

vorld. I think ve must. underst-and i.hat CSCE is a p:iat.£or!l ·£or 

. coming to i.he agreement . but not. basis .to form soms 

comprehenSiVe milit,ary .int.e_grat.ion s:t.ruc"Lur:-2. NATO could not. be 

in futllr_""e ·a.n integrat-ion secur . .it.:y st.ruct.ure for· CIS :world 

region. It. ·does not. signifY l:.hat. NATO has. .not. t.o reach t.he 

-~9-reemenL vi'Lh-CTS securit.y·J.nt.egrat..ion st.ruct.:ure. ~u'L. ·i·l- is on. 

pr_i.nciple :_Lhe.· another-- question_ 

Crucial i-n t.his -cOhere nee · -is· posit-ion o£ 

non-_post.-soyi'~t. but.._.pOst-co.amunis.t.t'c count-ries as part.· o£ ever 

'gu~st.ion about flit.ure development.· o! Europe -:_.1 ike the·· nat.ure 

c:i;,..-t_eritat.ed o.n .. vest.ern Eur,;pe market th.,mselves. ·Thew appreciate 

D.;claratioi:. :from ·Hay .9, 1994 t.hese naf.ions .and three .Baltic 

of associat-ive membe,.ship "ith .l!EIL On .the. ot.her band :i.n 

accedinq ;;o NATO .these sLates ·.got 

' ' ' 

. on. f.~e san;e. 
,'. ' .. ··-

.:leve-l as Po::s:L:-St?trie{ republics O-f Centr&T A:E::ia .. -

cZ.u.cia.l questiOn is as. fO!'lovs::·· does !lATa- want- to· .. oonserve 
. . . . ' . 

·and re·i~£o~ce .- tha ·-·t.~a..nsatlanLie l.inke-. or it.s _·: trarisforma-tion·: 

vi:II bs. sig,:iHy only that liEU vill replace NATO in. Europe? I£ · 

NA'l'O want. reinforce. t.he tr<UlS~tla.»t.ic· 1 inke. I think so,- i_t.· has 

·t.o chang-e ·.-position in ciue~t.iO~ .-about: a.?oed-i_itg· ·.-of 

--~:~ ~~st...:. S~~:i'~.~~--·· ~~~r ies. -oi -_ · Europ.~< ··-HA To -~~:i :t.Y· ·: int.egra't. ion: 

s~~oture has t.<> a~velop in • conim=ityo vith ~he develoi>men~ .o£ ·. 
:· .· .. ·-··: . ' 

market.. a.-,d • secm:'ity. st~ctl.lres: · This •.. · 

li.:IS~ J.cigo!! ZAAPI zo:ot ts. Otl9t 
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, q"..J.est..ion is t..he c:rucia1 quest.,ion about.·-NATO role.· in shaping 

:fut.Ure sec:uri t.y · in ·Eu_-cpe. In · Cont.rary case. t.he tensions." in 

_"int.ernat.iona.J relat.ions ~Jill n.ec~ssary he emerge. 

·The soi u~it'l!'!. vhieh does . nt"::t. lead t.o est.abl ishment. · o£ · 

'~i£'ormit.y o£ e·cononih;:2.l,' cultural and Sectreii.y st.ruci..ures o£ 

~-at.ure vorld regions. is no -~olui:.ian £or -Europe; ~-"l,Jle way 

LowardS the CSCE funet!ons is no ·vay'for £uture of NATO .and 

f~t.ure o£' 110rl d st..abi 1 i.t.y _ 
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Declaration of the Headd 
of State and Government 

participating in the Meeting 
of the North Atlantic 

Council held at NATO 
Headquarterd_, 

BrtbMeli~ on 10-11 January 1994 

* \Xle, the Hehds of State and Government of the member countries of 
the North Atlantic Alliance, have gathered in Brussels to renew our Alliance in 
light of the historic transformations affecting the entire continent of Europe. \X'e 
welcome the new climate of cooperation that has emerged in Europe with the 
end of the period of global confrontation embodied in the Cold War. However, 
we must also note that other causes of instability, tension and conflict have 
emerged. We therefore confin_n the enduring validity and indispensability of our 
Alliance. It is based on a strong transatlantic link, the expression of a shared 
destiny. It reflects a European Security and Defence Identity gradually emerging 
as the expression of a mature Europe. It is reaching out to establish new pat
terns of cooperation throughout Europe. It rests, as also reflected in Article 2 of 
the Washington Treaty, upon close collaboration in all fields. 

---------1 



Building on our decisions in London and Rome and orl bur new Stra
tegic Concept, we are undertaking initiatives designed to contri~ute to lasting 
peace, stability, and well-being in the whole ofEurope, which haJ always been 
our Alliance's fundamental goal. We have agreed: 

to adapt further the Alliance's political and military structures to reflect 
both the full spectrum of its roles and the development of the emerg
ing European Security and Defence Identity, and endorse the concept 
of Combined Joint Task Forces; 

Ill to reaffirm that the Alliance remains operi to the membership.of other 
. Eur~pean co,untries; 

to launch ·a major initiative through a Partnership for Peace, in which 
. we invite Partners to join us in new political ·and military efforts to 

work alongside the Alliance; 

to intensify our efforts against the proliferation of weapons of mass 
destruction and their .means of delivery. 

_.We reaffirm our strong commitment to the transatlantic link, which is 
the bedrock of NATO. The continued substantial presence of United States 
fortes in Europe is a fundamentally important 'aspect of that' link: All our coun
tries Wish to continue the direct involvement of the United States and Canada in 
the securil:ji of Europe: We note that .this is ·also the expressed wish ·of the ri.ew 
democracies of the East,' Which see in the transatlantic link an irreplaceable 
pledge of security and stability for Europe as a whole. The fuller integration of 
the countries of Central and Eastern Europe and of the former Soviet Union into 
a Europe whole and free cannot be successful without the strong and active 
participation of all Allies on both sides of the Atlantic. 

; Today, we confirm and renew this 'link between North' America and a 
Europe' developing a Common Foreign and Security Policy arid taking on greater 
responsibility on defence matters·. We welcome the entry into forceofthe'Treaty 
of Maastricht and the launching of the European Union, ·which will strengthen 
the European pillar of the Alliance arid allow it to make a more coherent contri
bution to· the security of all the Allies.· We reaffirm that the Alliance is the 
essential forum for consultation among its members and the venue for agree
ment on policies bearing on the security and defence commitments of Allies 
under the Washington Treaty . 

. 4. :we give· our full support to the development of a European Security 
and Defence Identity- which; as called for in the Maastricht Treaty, in the longer 
term•perspectiveof a·c6mmon defence policy within the European Union, might 
in time lead to a con1mcir\ defence compatible with that of the Atlantic Alliance. 

2~----~---
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The emergence of a European Security and Defence Identity will strengthen the 
European pillar of the Alliance while reinforcing the transatlantic link and will 
enable European Allies to take greater responsibility for their comri1on security 
and defence. The Alliance and the Europe~m Union share -cOmmon Str~tegic 
interests. 

· We support strengthening the European pillar of the Alliance through 
the Western European Union, which is beirig developed as the defence compo
nent of the European Union. The Alliance's organisation and resources will be 
adjusted so as to facilirate this. We welcome the close and growing cooperation 
between NATO and the WEU that has been achieved on the basis of agreed 
principles of complementarity and transparency. In future contingencies, NATO 
and the W"EU will consult, including as necessary through joint Council meet
ings) on how to address such contingencies. 

We therefore stand ready to make collective assets of the Alliance 
available, on the basis of consultations in the North Atlantic Council, for WEU 
operations undertaken by the European Allies in pursuit of their Common. For
eign and Security Policy. We support, the development of separable btit not 
separate capabilities which could respond to European requirements ;u;rd con
tribute to Alliance security. Better European coordination and planningwill also 
strengthen the European pillar and the Alliance itself Integrated and multi
national European structures, as they arc further developed in the context of an 
emerging European Security and Defence Identity, will also increasingly have .a 
similarly important role to play in enhancing the Allies' ability to work together 
in the com.mon defence and other. tasks. 

In pursuit of our common transatlantic security requirements, NATO 
increasingly will be called upon to undertake missions in addition to the tradi
tional and. fundamental task of collective defence of its members, which remains 
a core .function .. We reaffirm our offer to support, on a case by case _basis in 
accordance with our own procedures, peacekeeping and other operations un
der .the authority of the UN Security Council or the responsibility o.f the CSCE, 
including by making available Alliance resources and expertise. Participation .in 
any such operation or mission will remain subject to decisions of member: states 
in accordance with. national constitutions. 

Against this background, NATO must continue the adaptation of its 
cotrth1and and .force structure in line with requirements for. flexible, and timely 
responses contained in the Alliance's Strategic Concept We also will need to 
strengthen the European pillar of the Alliance by facilitating .the use of our 
military capabilities fm NATO and European/WEU operations, and-~ssist parti<;i
pation of non-NATO partners in joint peacekeeping operations and other con-. 
tingencies as envisaged under the Partnership for Peace. 

~-=~~~-~-- 5 



Therefore, we direct the North Atlantic Council in Permanent Ses- . 
sion, with the·advice of the NATO Military Authorities, to examine how the 
Alliance's political and military structures and procedures ·might be developed 
and adapted to conduct more efficiently and flexibly the Alliance's missions, 
including peacekeeping, as well as to improve cooperation with the WEU and to 
reflect the emerging European Security and Defence Identity. As part of this 
process, we endorse the concept of Combined Joint Task Forces as a means to 
facilitate contingency operations, including operations with participating nations 
outside the Alliance. We have directed the North Atlantic Council, with the 
advice of the NATO Military Authorities, to develop this concept and establish 
the necessary capabilities. The Council, with the advice of the NATO Military 
Authorities, and in coordination with the \XTEU, will work on implementation in 
a manner that provides separable but not separate military capabilities that could 
be employed by NATO or the WEU. The North Atlantic Council in Permanent 
Session will report on the implementation of these decisions to Ministers at their 
next regular meeting in June 1994. 

·1 0 • Our own security is inseparably linked to that of all other states in 
Europe. The consolidation and preservation throughout the continent of demo
cratic-societies and their freedom from any form of coercion or-intimidation_.are 
therefore of direct and material concern to us, as they are to all other CSCE states 
under the commitments of the Helsinki Final Act and the Charter of Paris. We 
remain deeply committed to further strengthening the CSCE, which is the only 
organisation .compriSing all European· and North American countries, as an in
strument of preventive diplomacy, conflict prevention, cooperative security, and 
the advancement of democracy and human rights. We actively support the 
efforts to enhance the operational capabilities of the CSCE for early warning, 
confl.i~t prevention, and crisis management. 

n As part of our overall effort to promote preventive diplomacy, we 
welcome the· European Union proposal for a Pact on Stability in Europe, will 
contribute to its elaboration, and look forward to the opening conference. which 
will take place in Paris in the Spring. 

Building on the close and long-standing partnership among the 
North American and European Allies, we are committed to enhancing security 
and stability in the whole of Europe. We therefore wish to strengthen ties with 
the democratic states to our East. We reaffirm that the Alliance, as provided for 
in Article 10. of"the Washington Treaty, remains open to membership of other 
European states in a position to further the principles of the Treaty and to con' 
tribute to the security of the North Atlantic area. We expect and would welcome 
NATO expansion that would reach to democratic states to our East, as part of an 
evolutionary process, taking into account political and security developments in 
the whole of Europe. 
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We have decided to launch an immediate and practical programme 
that will transform the relationship between NATO and participating states. This 
new programme goes beyond dialogue and cooperation to forge a real partner
ship - a Partnership for Peace. We invite the other states participating. in the 
NACC, and other CSCE countries able and willing to contribute to this pro
gramme, to join with us in this Partnership. Active parhcipation in the_Partnef
ship for Peace will play an important role in the evolutionary process of the 
expansion of NATO. 

The Partnership for Peace, which will operate under the authority 
of the North Atlar\tic Council, will forge new security relationships between the 
North Atlantic Alliance and its Partners for Peace. Partner states will be invited 
by the· North Atlantic Council to participate in political and military bodies· at 
NATO Headquarters with respect to Partnership activities: The Partnership wilL 
expand and intensify political and military cooperation throughout Europe, in
crease stability, diminish threats to peace, and build strengthened relationships 
by promoting the spirit of practical cooperation and commitment to democratic 
principles that underpin our Alliance. NATO will consult with any active partici
pant in the Partnership if that partner perceives a direct threat to its territorial 
integrity, political independence, or security. At a pace and scope determined 
by the capacity and desire of the individual participating states, we will work in 
concrete ways .towa·rds transparency in defence budgeting) promoting ._demo
cratic contr?l of defenCe ministries, joint planning, joint military exercises; and 
creating an ability to operate with NATO forces in such fields as peacekeeping, 
search and rescue and humanitarian opei"ations, and others as may be agreed. 

To promote closer military cooperation and interoperability, we 
will propose, within the Partnership framework, peacekeeping field exercises 
beginning in 1994. To coordinate joint military activities within the Partnership, 
we -will invite states participating in the· Partnership to send permanenr"liaison 
officers to NATO Headquarters and a separate Partnership Coordination Cell at 
Mons (Belgium) that would, under the authority of the North Atlantic Council; 
carry out the military planning necessary to implement the Partnership pro
grammes. 

Since its:.ihception two years ago, the North Atlantic Cooperation 
Council has greatly expanded the depth and scope of its activities.· We will 
continue to work with all our NACC partners to build cooperative relationships 
across. the entire spectrum of the Alliance's activities·. \X'ith -the: expansion of' 
NACC activities -and· the establishment of the Partnership for Peace, we have· 
decided to' offer permanent facilities at NATO Headquarters for personnel from 
NACC countries and oth~-;. Partners-hip for -Peace participants in order to improve 
our -working..relationships arl.d -facilitate closer cooperatio_n._ 
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Proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and 'their delivery 
means constitutes a threat to international security and is a matter of concern to 
NATO. We have decided ro intensify and expand NATO's political and defence 
efforts against proliferation, taking into account the work already underway in 
other international fora and institutions. In ·this regard, we direct that work 
begin immediately in appropriate fora of the Alliance to develop an overall 
policy framework to consider how to reinforce ongoing prevention efforts and 
how to reduce the proliferation threat and protect against it. 

We attach crucial impqrtance to th~ full and timely implementation 
of existing arms control and di?armament agreements as well as. to. achieving 
further progr~ss on key issues of arms control and qisarmament, such as: 

. the indefinite and unconditional extension of .the Treaty on Non-Pro
liferation of Nuclear Weapons, and work towards an enhanced verifi, 
cation regime; ~ 

Ill the early entry into force of the Convention on Chemical Weapons and 
new measures to strengthen the Biological \Veapons Convention; 

11 the negotiation of a universal and verifiable Comprehensive Test Ban 
Treaty; 

!lil issues on the agenda of the CSCE Forum for Security Cooperation; 

11 ensuring the integrity of the CFE Treaty and full compliance with all its 
provisions. 

We co'nde~n al( actS. of irlt~rnational terrorism~ They constitute 
flagranJ. violations of hum.an dignity and rights and are a threat to the conduct of 
norrri'al 'iil.ternationai felationS. In a"Ccordance W,ith, our' national legislation, _We 
stress the need for the 'most effective cooperati?n possible to prevent and sup
press this scourg,. 

We reaffirm our support for political and economic reform in Rus
sia and welcome the adoption of a new constitution and the holding of demo
cratic parliamentary elections by the people of the Russian Federation. This is a 
major step forward in the establishment of a framework for' the development of 
durable demoCratic institUtions·. We further welcOme" the Russian government's 
fifm commltmenr- to· democratic and market refo.rm ·and. to 'a reformist foreign 
policy. These are importa,;t for security and stability in Europe. We believe that 
an independent, democratic, stable and nuclear-weapons-free Ukraine would 
likewise contribute to security and stability. We will continue.t() encourage and 
support thereforri1 processes in both countries and to develop cooperation with 
them',' as' with other. countries· in Central and Eastern Europe.' 

6~~~~~~~-
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* The situation in Southern Caucasus continues to· be of special con
cern. We condemn the use of force for territorial gains. Respect for the territo
rial integrity, independence and sovereignty of Armenia,.Azerbaijan and Georgia 
is essential to the establishment of peace, stability and cooperation in the region. 
We call upon all states to join international efforts under the aegis·of the United 
Nations and the CSCE aimed at solving existing problems. 

We reiterate our conviction that security in Europe is greatly af
fected by security in the Mediterranean. We strongly welcome the agreements 
recently concluded ir1 the Middle East peace process which offer an historic 
opportunity for a peaceful and lasting settlement in the area. ·This much-awaited 
breakthrough has had a positive impact on the overall situation in the Mediterra
nean,· thus opening the way to consider measures to promote dialogue, under
standing and confidence-building between the countries in the region. We di
rect the· CounCil irl. Perinanent Session to continue to review the overall situa
tion, and we encourage all efforts conducive to strengthening regional stability. 

As members of the Alliance, we deplore the continuing conflict in 
the former Yugoslavia. We continue to believe that the conflict in Bosnia must 
be settled at the negotiating table and not on the battlefield. Only the parties 
can bring peace to the former Yugoslavia. Only they can agree to lay down their 
arms and end the violence which for these ri1any months has only served. to 
demonstrate that nO side can prevail in i~s pursuit of military victory. 

We are united in supporting the efforts of the United Nations and 
the European Union to secure a negotiated settlement of the conflict in'.Bosnia, 
agree~ble to all pa~ties··, and we commend the E~ropean Union. Action Plan of 22 
November 1993 to sec~re such a negotiated settlement. We reaffirm ou; d~ter' 
mlnation. to ·contribute to the implementation of e viable settlem~nt reilch~d in 
good faith. , We commend the front-line states for their key' role i;., enfor~ing 
sanctions against those who continue to promote violence and aggression. We 
welcome the cooperation between NATO and the WEU in maintaining sanctions 
enforcement in the Adriatic 

_ •, We denounce the violations by the parties o(the agreements they· 
have already signed to implement. a ceasefire and to _permit the unimpeded 
del,ivery of humanitarian assistance to the victims of this terrible.r:onflict. _This 
situation,cannot be tolerated. We urge all the parties t(l _rE,gpect their agree
ments .. We are determined to eli~inate obstacles to the accomplishment of the 
UNPROFOR mandate._ We will continue _operations to e~force, the No-Fly Zone 
over Bosnia. We call for the full implementation of the UNSCResolutionsre
garding the reinforcement of UNPROFOR. We reaffirm our readiness, under the 
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authority of the United Nations Security Council and in accordance with the 
Alliance decisions of 2 and 9 August 1993, to carry out air strikes in order to 
prevent the strangulation of Sarajevo, the safe areas and other threatened areas 
in Bosnia-Herzegovina, In this context, we urge the UNPROFOR authorities to 
draw up urgently plans to ensure that the blocked rotation of the UNPROFOR 
contingent in Srebrenica can take place and to examine how the airport at Tuzla 
can be opened for humanitarian relief purposes. 

The past five years have brought historic opportunities as well as 
new uncertainties and instabilities to Europe. Our Alliance has moved to adapt 
itself to the ne\v circumstances, and today we have taken decisions in key areas. 
We have given our full support to the development of a European Security and 
Defence Identity, We have endorsed the concept of Combined Joint Task Forces 
as a means to adapt the Alliance to its future tasks. We have opened a new 
perspective of progressively closer relationships with the countries of Central 
and Eastern Europe and of the former Soviet Union, In doing all this, we have 
renewed our Alliance as a joint endeavour of a North America and Europe 
permanently committed to their common and indivisible security, The chal
lenges \VC face are many and serious. The decisions we have taken today will 
better enable us to meet them. 

8----------
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CHRONOLOGY OF KEY ARMS CONTROL 
TREATIES AND AGREEMENTS 

' 
(1963-1994) I 

At the 1994 Brussels Summit, NATO Heads of State and Government declared that they attach crucial 
'importance to the full and timely implementation of existing arms control and dis_armament agreements as well 
as to achieving further progress on key issues of arms cchitrol and disarmament, such as: 

the indefinite and unconditional extension of fl1e Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, 
·and work towards an enhanced verification regime; 
the early enfnJ into force of the Convention on Chemical Weapons and new measures to strengthen 
the Biological Weapons Convention; : 

- the negotiation of a universal and verifiable Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty; 
- issues on the agenda of the CSCE Forum for Security Cooperation; 

ensuring the integrity of the CFE Treaty and full compliance wit/1 all its provisions. 
TI1e following is a chronology of key arms control treaties and agreements which are most rel~vant 
to NATO member states. -

1963 PARTIAL TEST BAN TREATY (PTBT) 

Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in Outer Space and Under Water. Parties 
to the Treaty agree to conduct nuclear weapons tests, or any other nuclear explosion, only 
underground. Signed 5 August 1963; entered into force 10 October 1963. 

1967 OUTERSPACE TREATY 

Treaty on Principles Governing tl1e Activities of States 'inll1e Exploration of Outer Space, Including the 
Moon and Other Celestial Bodies. Prohibits placing in orbit around the Earth, installing on the 
moon or any other celestial body, or otherwise stationing in outer· space, nuclear or other 
weapons of mass destruction .. Signed 27 January 1967; entered into force 10 October 1967. 

1968 NON-PROLIFERATION TREAT.Y (NPT) . 

Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. Designed to prevent the spread of nuclear 
weapons, while promoting the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. There are over 160 states party 
to the treaty. Signed 1 July 1968; entered into force 5 March 1970. (Expires in 1995,_ unless 
extended at the 1995 NPT Conference.) 

~--::::c-----:---:--:--:--:--:--:c-----:~=-: -~- -- -- -
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1971 SEABED TREATY 

Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons and other Weapons of Mass 
Destruction on the Sea bed and th~ Ocean Floor and in tlze Subsoil Thereof. Signed 11 February 1971; . 
entered into force 18 May 1972. · · 

1972 BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION (BWC) 

Convention on the Prohibition .of the Developmez)t, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological 
(biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction. Parties to the Convention undertake not 
to develop, produce, stockpile, or acquire biological agents or toxins "of types and in quantities 
that have no justification f?r prophylactic, protective, and other peaceful purposes", as well as 
related weapons and means of delivery. Signed 10 April1972; entered into force 26 March 
1975. 

1972 SALT I INTERIM AGREEMENT 

Interim Agreement Between the USA and USSR on Certain Measures with Respect to the Limitation 
of Strategic Offensive Arms. Freezes existing aggregate levels of American and Soviet strategic 
nuclear missile launchers and submarines until an agreement on more comprehensive 
measures can be reached. Signed 26 May 1972; entered into force 3 October 1972 . 

. 1972 ABM TREATY 

Treaty Between the USA and USSR on the Limitation' of Anti-Baiiistic Missile Systems. Limits 
deployment of US and Soviet ABM systems. Signed 26 May 1972; entered into force 3 October 
1972. . 

(A Protocol on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems, further limiting each Party to 
a single ABM system deployment area, was signed on 3 July 1974; entered into force 24 May 
1976.) . ..._ ' 

1974 THRESHOLD TEST BAN TREATY (TTBT) · 

Treaty Between the USA and USSR on the Limitation of Underground Nuclear Weapons Tests. 
Prohibits underground nuclear weapons tests of more than 150 kilotons. Signed 3 July 1974; 
entered into force 11 December 1990. 

1975 HELSINKI FINAL ACT 

Concluding Document of the Conference on Security·and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE). Signed by 
35 nations, it provides, inter alia, for notification ofmajormilitary manoeuvres involving more 
than 25,000 troops and other confidence building measures. Signed and entered into. force 

· 1 August 1975. · 

1976 PEACEFUL NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS TREATY (PNET) 

Treaty Between the USA and USSR on Underground Nuclear Explosions for Peaceful Purposes. 
Limits any individual nuclear .explosion carried out by the parties outside US and Soviet 
weapons test sites to 150 kilotons. Signed 28 May 1976; entered into force 11 December 1990. 

' I CS. STUDIO 
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1977 ENMOD CONVENTION 

_ Convention on the Prohibition of MilitanJ or Any Otl1er Hostile Use of Environmental Modification 
Techniques. Prohibits the hostile use of ce~tain environmental mndification techniques having 
widespread, long-lasting and severe-effects. Signed 18 May 1977; entered into force 5 October 
1978. 

1979 SALT 11 TREATY 

Treaty Between the USA and USSR on the Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms. Replac~s the SALT 
I Interim Agreement. Signed 18 June 1979; the Treaty never entered into force and was 
superseded by START I in 1991. 

1981 INHUMANE WEAPONS CONVENTION 

Convention on the Prohibition or Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional Weapons Which May 
Be Deemed to Be Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects. Signed by 35 states, it 
includes three protocols. Signed 10 April J98"1; entered into force 2 December 1983. 

1986 STOCKHOLM DOCUMENT · 

. Document of the Stockholm Conference on Confidence and Security-Building Measures,[CSBMs] and 
Disarmame_nt in Europe. Contains a set of six concrete and mutually complementary CS-BMS, 
including mandatory ground or aerial inspection of military activities, that improve upon 
those contained in the Helsinki Final Act. Adopted 19 September 1986; entered into force 

· 1 January 1987. 

1987 INFTREATY 

Treaty Between the USA and the USSR on the Elimination of Their Intermediate-Range and Shorter
Range Missiles. Eliminates and bans all (US and Soviet) ground-launched ballistic and cruise 
missiles with a range capability of between 300 and 3,400 miles (500 and 5,500 kms). Signed 

. 8 Decembe'r 1987; entered into force 1 June 1988. Fully implemented 1 June 1991. 

1990 VIENNA DOCUMENT 1990 

Vienna Document 1990 of the Negotiations on Confidence mid Security-Building Measures Convened 
in Accordance with the Relevant Provisicms of the Concluding Document of the Vienna Meeting of the 
ConfereiJCe on Security and Cooperation in Europe. Incorporates Stockholm Document of 1986, 
adding measures related to transparency on military forces and activities, improved 
communications and contacts, and verification. Adopted 17 November 1990; entered into 
force 1 January 19911 

1990 CFE TREATY 

Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe. Reduces and sets ceilings from the Atlantic to 
the Urals on key armaments essential for conducting surprise attack and initiating large scale 
offensive operations. Signed by the 22 NATO and Warsaw Pact states 19 November 1990; 
applied provisionally 17 July 1992. Entered into force 9 November 1992. To be implemented 
within 40 months of entry into force. 

NATO GRAPHICS STUDIO 
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Final Docummt of the Extraordinary Conference of the States Parties to tile Treaty on Conve11tional 
Armed Forced in Europe (Oslo Final Dowment). Enablesimplementation of theCFE Treaty in the 
new international situation following the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact and the Soviet Union. 
Notes the 15 May 1992 Agreement in Tashkent among the successor states of the USSR with 
territory within the area of application of the CFE Treaty, apportioning among them the 
obligations and rights of the USSR, making them parties to the Treaty. Signed and entered into 
force 5 June 1992. ' · 

1991 START I 

Treaty Betwee11 tlw USA and the USSR 011 the Reduction and Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms. 
Establishes significantly reduced limits for intercontinental ballistic missiles and their associated 
launchers and warheads; submarine launched ballistic missile launchers and warheads; and 
heavy bombers and their armaments including long-range nuclear air launched cruise 
missiles. Signed 31 July 1991; has not yet entered into force. 

Protocol to the Treaty Between tlJe USA m1d tile USSR on the Reduction and Limitation of Strategic 
Offensive Arms (Lisbon START Protocol). Enables implementation of the START I Treaty in the 
new international situation following the dissolution of the Soviet Union. The protocol 
constitu.tes an amendment to and is an integral part ofthe START Treaty and provides for 
Russia, Belarus, Ukraine, and KazakhsUm to succeed to the Soviet Union's obligations under 
the Treaty. Also, BelaruS, Kazakhstan and Ukraine commit themselves to accede to the 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) as non-nuclear weapons states in the shortest 
possible time: In accompanying letters they commit themselves to eliminate all nuclear 
weapons from their territory within seven years. Signed 23 May 1992; all signatory states have 
ratified, with Belarus and Kazakhstan acceding to the NPT; final Ukrainian action pending. 

1991 UN REGISTER OF CONVENTIONAL ARMS TRANSFERS 

Introduces greater openness and simplifies monitoring of excessive arms build-up in any one 
country. The Register requests all participating states to record their imports and exports of 
certain major weapons systems and to submit this information by 30 April of the following 
year. Created by a resolution of the UN General Assembly on 10 December 1991; members 
were called on to submit their information beginning 30 April1993. (To date, more than 60 
countries have provided information.) 

1992 VIENNA DOCUMENT 1992 

Vienna Document 1992 of the Negotiations on Confidence and Sewrity-Building Measures Convened 
in Accordance with the Relevant Provisions oft he Concluding Dowment on the Vienna Meeting of the 
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe. Incorporates the Vienna Document 1990, 
adding further measures related to transparency regarding military forces and aCtivities, and 
constraints on military activities. Expands the zone of application for CSBMs to include the · 
territory of USSR successor states which were beyond the traditional zone in Europe (i.e., all 
of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan). Adopted 4 March 
1992; entered into force 1 May 1992. 
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1992 TREATY ON OPEN SKIES 

Commits member nations iil Eurasia and North America to open their airspace, on a reciprocal 
basis, permitting the overflight of their territory by unarmed observation aircraft in order to 
strengthen confidence and. transparency with respect to their military activities. Signed and 
applied provision~lly 24 March 1992; will enter into force after 20 states have deposited 
instruments of ratification. 

1992 CFE1A 

Concluding Act of ihe Negotiations on Personnel Strength of Conventional Armed Forces in Etirope. 
CFE states-parties declare national limits on the persont:~el strength of their conventional · 

- armed forces in the Atlantic to the Urals area. Signed 10 July 1992; entered into force 17 July 
.. 1992. To be implemented within 40 months of entry into force. 

1993 CHEMICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION (CWC) 

Convention on the Prohibition of the Development Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical 
Weapons and on Their Destruction. An agreement drafted by the 39 nations of the Conference 
on Disarmament to ban chemical weapons worldwide. Opened for signature in Paris on 

. 13 January 1993 (to date, it has been signed by more than 150 nations). lt will enter into force r 
180 days after deposit of the 65th instrument of ratification, but no earlier than 13 January 1995. · 

1993 START 11 

Treaty between the United States of America and the Russian Federation on Further Reduction and 
Liinitlltion of Strategic Offensive Arms. Further reduces US and Russian strategic offensive arms 
by eliminating all MIRVed ICBMs (inCluding all "heavy" ICBMs) and reducing the overall 
total of warheads for each side to between 3,000 and 3,500. Signed 3 January 1993; will enter 
into force following ratification by the US and Russia and after entry into force of the START 
I Treaty of 199J.Ol 

1994 TRILATERAL NUCLEAR AGREEMENT . 

I 

Trilateral Statement by the presidents-of the US, Russia and Ukraine. Details the procedures to 
transfer Ukrainian nuclear warheads to Russia and associated compensation and security 
assurances. Sets out simultaneous actions to transfer SS-19 and SS-24 warheads from Ukraine 
to Russia for dismantling and to provide compensation to Ukraine in the form of fuel 
assemblies for nuclear power stations, as well as security assurances to Ukraine, once START 
I enters into force and Ukraine becomes a non-nuclear weapon state party to the Nuclear Non
Proliferation Treaty (NPT). Signed in Moscow, 14 January 1994. 

0450-94 

(1) A m11nber ofbilateralsafety, security and disarmament agrwilcnts have been entered into between NATO member 
states and the successor states to the Soviet Unionwith nut/ear weapons on their territory (Be/arus, Kazakhstan, Russia, 
Ukraine), to facilitate the safe storage, removal or destruction of nuClear weapons under the terms of relevant arms 
control agreements (START I and /1 and the NPT!. · . · 
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PARTNERSHIP FOR PEACE. 

Partiwrship for Peace is a major initiative by NATO dii-ected af increasing confidence and cooperative 
efforts to reinforce. security. It engages NATO and participating partners in concrete cooperation 
activities designed to achieve these objectives. It offers participating states the possibility of strengthening 
their relations with NATO in accordance with their own individual interests imd capabilities. 

0 0 0 

At the January 1994 Brussels Summit, Alliance leaders announced: "We have decided to 
launch an immediate and practical programme that will transform the relationship between 
NATO and participating states. This new programme goes beyond dialogue and cooperation 
to forge a real partnership - a Partnership for Peace". 

The states participating in the North Atlantic Cooperation Council (NACC)(l) and other CSCE 
countries able and willing to contribute to this programme have been invited to join the NATO 
member states in this Partnership. Partner states. are invited by the North Atlantic Council to 
participate in political and military bodies at NATO Headquarters with respect to Par.tnership 
activ,ities. · The Partnership will expand and intensify political and military cooperation 
throughout Europe, increase stability, diminish threats to p~ace, and build strengthened 
relatiof!ships by promoting the spirit of practical cooperation and commitment to democratic 
principles that underpin the Alliance. . . 
NATO will consult with any active participant in the Partnership if that partner perceives a 
direct threat to its territorial integrity, political independence, or' security. At a pace and scope 
determined by the capacity and desire of the individual partiCipating partners, NATO will 
work with its partners in concrete ways towards transparency in-defence budgeting, promoting 
democratic control of defence ministries, joint planning, joint military exercises, and creating 
an ability to operate with NATO forces in such fields as peacekeeping, search and rescue and 
humanitarian operations, and others as may be agreed. 

(1) There are 38 NACC member states, including the 16 members of NATO, as well as Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, 
Belarus, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Georgia, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, i.Jltvia, Lithuania, 
Moldova, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Tnjikistni1, Turkmenistnn, Ukraine and Uzbekistan. Finland is an 
obsen1er. Austria, Finland and Sweden participate in the NACC Ad Hoc Group on Cooperntioi1 in Peacekeeping. 

@ . -~----T-11-is-te-xt-is_n_o_t a-1-orm_a_lly-a-gre-ed-N..,-A=:r=o-cd-oc_u_m-en-t -and does not therefore necessarily represent 
the official opinion or position of lndividi;Jal member governments on all policy issues discussed. 
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The first peacekeeping field exercises under the auspices of Partnership for Peace will be h~ld 
in the autumn of 1994. 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE NACC AND PFP 

The process leading up to the Partnership for Peace initiative can be traced back to the decisions 
taken at the London (May 1990) and Roine (November 1991) Summits relating to NATO's 
transformation in the post-Cold War era. A key aspect of this process was the creation of the 
North Atlantic Cooperation Council - a forum for Clialogue and cooperation between the 
Alliance and the emerging democracies in Central and Eastern Europe and the newly 
independent states of the former Soviet Union- which first met in December 1991 . 

. 
Partnership for Peace has been established within the framework of the North Atlantic 
Cooperation Council. It builds on the momentum of cooperation created by the NACC, 
opening the way to further deepening and strengthening of cooperation between the Alliance 
and the countries of Central and Eastern Europe and other states participating in the 
Partnership, Jt order to enhance security and stability in Europe and the whole of the NACC 
area. Partnership for Peace activities will be fully coordinated with others undertaken in the 
NACC framework to ensure maximum effectiveness. NACC cooperative activities listed in 
the annual NACC Work Plan which cover fields in addition to those under Partnership for 
Peace, including regular consultations on political and security related issues, will continue to 
be implemented. · 

AIMS OF THE PARTNERSHIP 

Concrete objectives of the Partnership include: 

- facilitation of transparency in national defence planning and budgeting processes; 
- ensuring democratic control of defence forces; 
- maintenance of the capability and readiness to contribute, subject to constitutional 

considerations, to operations under the authority of the UN and/ or the responsibility of 
the.CSCE; . 

- the development of cooperative military relations with NATO, for the purpose of joint 
planning, training and exercises in order to strengthen their ability to undertake missions 
in the fields of peacekeeping, search and rescue, humanitarian operations, and others as 
may subsequently be agreed; 

- the development, over the longer term, of forces that are better able to ope.rate with those 
of the members of the North Atlantic Alliance~ . . 

Active participation in the Partnership for Peace will play an important role in the process of 
NATO's evolutionary expansion, which Alliance Heads of State and Government have stated 
they "expect and would welcome". Article 10 of the Washington Treaty provides for such 
expansion to include membership of other European states in a position to further the 
principles of the Treaty and to contribute to the security of the North Atlantic area. 

NATO GRAPHICS STUDIO 
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OBLIGATIONS AND COMMITMENTS 

To subscribe to the Par,tnership, states sign a Framework Document in whicrh they recall t)lat 
they are committed to the preservation of democratic societies and the maintenance of the 
principles of international law. They reaffirm ·their commitment to fulfil in good faith the 

· obligationsoftheCharterofthe United Nations and the principles of the Universal Dechiratio~ 
on Human Rights; specifically, to -refrain from the threat or- use of force against the t~rritorial 
integrity or political independence of any state, to respect existing borders and to settle 

· . disputes by peaceful means. They also reaffirm theircommitmentto the Helsinki Final Act and 
all subsequent CSCE documents and to the fulfilment of the commitments and obligations they 
have undertaken in the field of disarmament,and arms controL 

. 
IMPLEMENTATION 

The procedure begins with the signature of the Partnership for Peace Framework Document 
by each participant. The next step is the submission by each partner of a Presentation 
Document to NATO, developed with the assistance ofNA TO authorities if desired, indicating 
the scope, pace and level of participation in cooperation activities with NATO sought by the 
partner (for example, joint planning, training and exercises). The Presentation Document also 
identifies steps to be taken by the partner to achieve the political goals of the Partnership and 
the military and other assets that might be made available by the partner for Partnership 
activities. It serves as a basis for art individual Partnership Programme, to be agreed between 
the partner and NATO. 

Partners undertake to make available personnel, assets, facilities and capabilities necessary 
and appropriate for carrying out the agreed Partnership Programme. They will fund their own 
participation in Partnership activities and will endeavour to share the burdens of mounting 
exercises in which they take part. 

A Political-Military Steering Committee, as a working forum for Partnership for Peace, meets 
under the Chairmanship of a senior member of the NATO International Staff, in different. 
configurations. The?e include Il)eetings of NATO Allies with individual partners to examine, 
as appropriate, questions pertain.ing to that country's individual Partnership Programme. 
MeetingswithallNACC/PFPpartnersalsotakeplacetoaddresscommonissuesofPartnership · 
for Peace; to provide the necessary transparency on individual Partnership Programmes; and 

. to consider the overall programme of Partnership activities. 

To facilitate cooperation activities, NACC partner countries and other PFP p-articipating states 
are invited to send permanent liaisoii officers to NATO Headquarters and to a. sep!lrate , 
Partnership Coordination Cell in Mons (Belgium), where the Supreme Headquar.ters, Allied 
Powers Europe (SHAPE) is also located. The Partnership Coordination Cell is responsible, 
under the authority of tl!e North Atlantic Council, for coordinating joint military activities 
within the Partnership for Peace and for carrying out _the military planning necessary to 
implement Partnership Programmes between NATO and individual PFP partners. 

The Partnership Coordination Cell is headed by a Director whose responsjbilities include 
coordination of Partnership activities with NATO's military authorities. Detailed operational 
planning for military exercises will be the responsibility of the military commands conducting 
the exercise. The Cell will also have a small number of permanent staff officers and secretarial 
and administrative support. · 

I 
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When NATO and NACC Foreign Ministers met in Istanbul in June 1994, at their regular Spring 
Ministerial meetings, they were able to review practical steps taken towards the implementation 
of Partnership for Peace since the January Summit. Ministers expressed their satisfaction with 
the significant number of countries which had already joined PFP<1> and looked forward to 
more countries joining, including other CSCE states able and willing to contribute to the 
programme. Three such CSCE countiies which have joined PFP and are not members of the 
NACC- Finland, Slovenia and Sweden- participated in the deliberations on PFP issues and 
attended the rest of the NACC meeting in Istanbul as observers. 

' 

0705-94 

(1) By 22 June 1994,21 countries had signed the PFP Framework Document, namely: Albania, Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, 
Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, Georgia, Hungan;, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, IAtvia, Lit/mania, Moldova, Poland, 
Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden, Turkmenistan and Ukraine. · 

... ------------
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DEFENCE CONVERSION UNDER THE AUSPICES 
OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC COOPERATION COUNCIL 

(NACC) 

"Our consultations and cooperation will Jaws on security and related issues where Allies can offer their 
experience and expertise, such as the conversion of defence production to civilian purposes." 

Rome Declaration on Peace and Cooperation 
8 November 1991 

In November 1991, NATO Heads of State and Government established the North Atlantic 
Cooperation Council (NACC) as a forum for dialogue and consultation on political and 
security-related issues and practical cooperation between NATO countries and the countries 
of Central and Eastern Europe and of the former Soviet Union. In the economics field, · ! 
considerably priority was given to identifying solutions to the problem of converting to 
civilian purposes industrial capacity formerly devoted to mili,tary production. The successful 
conversion of defence programmes is central to the economic reform process taking place in 
many NACC countries. Benefits can inclu'deimprovements in livingstan,dards and reductions 
in unemployment as well as decreases in military expenditure and the freeing of resources for 
civilian use. 

NATO has taken a lead in promoting practical cooperation in this area. A seminar on 
defence conversion was held at NATO in May 1992, with the participation of some 200 
representatives of governments, the private sector and international organizations. Its 
purpose was to clarify the task of defence conversion facing Central and Eastern European 
countries, assessing prospects and obstacles, specifying government roles during the 
period oftransition to market economies and identifying possibilities for cooperation. The 
Seminar also considered linkages between security and defence conversion, financial 
constraints and the "human conversion" problems of redeploying and retraining personnel 
formerly employed in defence industries. . 

The Seminar led to further investigations into the security aspects of conversion; more 
comprehensive information-gathering including the creation of a defence industry I defence 
conversion data base; research projects; and measures designed to promote consultation and 
practical cooperation. 

Defence conversion is akey element of successive annual Work Plans adopted by the North 
Atlantic Cooperation Council. Implementation has concentrated on the following aspects: 

GENERAL CONSULTATIONS 

The main purpose of consultation and exchange of information between the Allies and 
Cooperation Partners on Defence Conversion is to explore areas where concrete cooperation 

This text •s not a formally agreed NATO document and does not therefore necessarily represent 
the otficicll opin~on or position of individual member governments on all policy issues discussed. 
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can be implemented through seminars, colloquia, workshops and regular meetings of the 
NATO Economics Committee with Cooperation Partners. · 

DEFENCE CONVERSION PILOT PROJECTS 

Pilot projects are being developed in order to explore opportunities for financing Defence 
Conversion activities in Cooperation Partner countries. Proposals for pilot projects submitted 
to NATO by Cooperation Partners are assessed in order to determine their feasibility, with a 
view, to implementation with the participation of interested Allies. Individual member 
countries of NATO, act as "J:?ilot" or "co-pilot" countries in relation to specific projects, and 
may also contribute to the budget in order to reduce the financial burden on Cooperation 
Partners. The NATO Economics Directorate acts as a clearing house. Eighteen project 
proposals have b~en submitted to date. Of these, fourteen (submitted by five countries) are 
under review. Ten projects have generated interest in the private sector of NATO countries. . . . 

DEFENCE CONVERSION DATA BASES 

The NATO Economics Directorate is collating information for a data base of defence 
conversion experts. This data base, containing about 140 references submitted by 
delegations to the Economics Committee with Cooperation Partners; has now become 
operational. References are regularly circulated and updated for the benefit of NACC 
member countries seeking appropriately qualified experts to advise on particular 
conversion issues. 

A second data base is under consideration, designed to bring together data on defence 
sector firms in Partner Countries working on conversion projects and interested in 
establishing cooperation agreements with firms in Allied countries. 

- ' 

CALENDAR OF DEFENCE CONVERSION EVENTS IN 1994 

18-20 May 1994. 
NATO, Brussels 

29 June -1 July 1994 
NATO, Brussels 

30 June 1994 
NATO, Brussels 

19-21 October 1994 
Potsdam/Pinnow, Gern;any 

·Economics Committee Meeting with Cooperation Partners. 
Topics discussed include "Conversion and Social Stability -
Integration into the Civilian Economy of the Manpower Potential 
used in the Military and the Armaments Industry". 

NATO Economics Colloquium on "Privatization Experiences 
and Policies in NACC Countries in the Field of Defence Industries, 
Taking into Account Privatization Experiences in Other Fields". 

Workshop on "Defence Conversion Pilot Projects". 

Workshop on "Practical Defence Conversion Activities with 
Particular Focus on Problems Encountered in Restructuring Major 
Armaments Centres and Military Installations". · 

For further information on this subject, contact NATO Economics Directorate, NATO, 
1110 Brussels. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Conventional Force Assets of Russia and Ukraine 

Tanks ACVs Artillery Aircraft Helos Total 

GOFs* SS87 110S9 4S91 1411 46S 23113 

RUSSIA S017 6279 3480 27SO S70 18096 

UKRAINE 6204 6394 3052 1431 28S 17 366-

* Russian Groups of Forces 

Source: Douglas L. Clarke "Implementing of CFE Treaty". RFE-RL 
Research Reports 1, no.23 (S June 1992}: so-ss. 

Forecast summary 
(% change unless athervvise indicated) 

1992' 1993° 1994' 

Real GDP growth -13.7 -18.0 -10.0 

Industrial production -6.4 -7.3 -10.0 

Consumer prices 1,445 3,310 2,000 

Trade balance:~ (S m) 500 1,600 1,900 

a Actual. b E!U estimates.' EIU forecasts. d Non·CIS trade only. 

Deputy Factions Registered 

1995..: 

-10.0 

-10.0 

1,000 

2,500 

The election of more than 150 independent parliamentary deputies prompted the Rada to 
adopt a resolution on the restructuring of Parliament into deputy factions. The nine factions, 
organized along political party and ideological lines, can be categorized as follows: 

Left 11 Center-Left Center-Rio-ht Right 

86 '1Unity 26 Center Group 38 Rukh 
I 

27 r! 
!le . 
!, om.murusts 

25 Interregional Group 27 Reform 27 Statehood 26 'j 
'I 

:I 

! Socialists 
1
. Agrarians 
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The election splits 
Ukraine down the 

middle-

Preliminary official results 
Regions that voted for: 
D Leonid Kuchma 
D Leonid Kravchuk 
Figures show% of votes• 
tor Kuchma and (Kravchuk) 
•Total includes invalid ballots 

UkrainE' 

Voting polarised entirely along nationalistic lines (see map), with the entire 
west backing Mr Kravchuk, and the mainly Russian-speaking east and soutl-. 
supporting Mr Kuchma. The geographical extremities of the country were ther: 
candidate's most ardent supporters. In the far west, in Lviv, Ternopil anc• 
Ivano-Frankivsk, Mr Kravchuk won 93.8%, 94.8% and 94.5% of the votes re
spectively. In southern Ukraine, Sevastopol gave Mr Kuchma 91.9% of the 
votes, Crimea 89.7%. Luhansk, the most easterly province, gave him 88%. ln 
central Ukraine voting patterns were less pronounced, although Mr Kravchuh 
marginally won in Kiev city, albeit on a relatively low turnout of 52.61%. 

The lack of support in west Ukraine for Mr Kuchma is an ominous develop
ment in what is already a deeply divided country. Future stability depends on 
how far west Ukraine's anxieties can be allayed by Mr Kuchma. That depend· 
upon the way in which he handles ties with Russia. In the unlikely event tha' 
he were to copy Belarus and call for monetary union with Russia, he would rise 
a major uprising in the west. In fact Russia's inability to help Ukraine wili 
ensure that Russian-Ukrainian ties remain sufficiently distant and therefore 
not overly worry the nationalist west Ukraine. 
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Sebastopol 
91.9 (6.5) 

EIU Country Report 3rd quarter 1994 \0 The Economist Intelligence Unit Lim1ted 199·1 


